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A Historical Comparative 
Gazetteer for Nubia
Daniele Salvoldi and Klaus Geus1
Introduction
In 1960, in the wake of the Egyptian Government’s announcement 
that the Aswan Dam would be once again heightened, this time cre-
ating a permanent lake to extend 500 kilometers deep into Nubia, 
many institutions answered the UNESCO call to save the ancient 
monuments. Frenetic work of documentation and survey (both ar-
cheological and ethnographic), excavation, and rescue of the most 
important buildings began.2
The result of this incredible international joint effort was the 
salvage of many important monuments and an extensive work of 
survey and mapping of the area that would soon be lost forever. The 
publication of these data, which sometimes occurred decades after 
the fieldwork, was an important milestone for Nubian studies and 
it is still to-date the base for every regional work, unrivalled for ac-
curacy and amount of information.3
1 This article is a by-product of the project “Locations, Relations and Interactions: Mapping 
and Interpreting the Ancient Landscape of Nubia through the Unpublished Archive of 
William John Bankes (1815-1822)” at the Dahlem Research School of Freie Universität Berlin. 
The project aims at the creation of a historical GIS of Nubia using the Bankes Archive. We 
should like to thank the editors of this Dotawo special issue for their encouragement, and 
the anonymous reviewers of this paper for their valuable suggestions. Our thanks to Dr 
Søren Lund Sørensen for editing the manuscript.
2 SävE-SödErbErGh, Temples and Tombs of Ancient Nubia; OKASHA, “Rameses Recrowned.”
3 In particular AdamS & VErwErS, “Archaeological Survey of Sudanese Nubia,” map facing 
p. 8; Id., “Archaeological Survey of the West Bank of the Nile,” map facing p. 12; SävE-
SödErbErGh, “Preliminary Report of the Scandinavian Joint Expedition (1961),” figs 
1–2; AdamS & NOrdStröm, “The Archaeological Survey on the West Bank of the Nile,” 
map facing p. 12; MIllS, “The Reconnaissance Survey from Gemai to Dal: A Preliminary 
Report for 1963–64,” map facing p. 2; MIllS & NOrdStröm, “The Archaeological Survey 
from Gemai to Dal: Preliminary Report on the Season 1964–65,” map facing p. 4; DONNEr, 
“Preliminary Report on the Excavations of the Finnish Nubia Expedition 1964–65,” p. 71; 
SävE-SödErbErGh, “Preliminary Report of the Scandinavian Joint Expedition (1963–1964),” 
pp. 215–20; AdamS, The West Bank Survey from Faras to Gemai. 2. Sites of Meroitic and Ballaña 
Age; AdamS, The West Bank Survey from Faras to Gemai. 3. Sites of Christian Age; NOrdStröm, 
The West Bank Survey from Faras to Gemai. 1. Sites of Early Nubian, Middle Nubian and Pharaonic 
SalvOldI, Daniele, and Klaus GEUS. “A Historical Comparative Gazetteer for Nubia,” 
Dotawo 4 (2017): pp. 57–182.
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Nineteenth-Century Explorations
There is nevertheless a huge amount of geographical information 
recorded by travelers and scholars in the first half of the 19th cen-
tury that has not been yet thoroughly studied. It was a particularly 
fertile period for exploration, as the Turco-Egyptian armies con-
quered Nubia and Sennar and opened them up for foreign travelers 
with an interest in geography and history.4 In the period between 
1819 and 1822 in particular, a large number of European and US ex-
plorers travelled and recorded the Middle and Upper Nile regions; 
some of them produced important travelogues, drawings, and maps.
In 1819, even before the military expedition set off, two different 
parties were travelling up the Nile: English gentleman William John 
Bankes with a large retinue,5 and French architect Jean-Nicholas 
Huyot with his German colleague Franz-Christian Gau.6 The latter 
left a printed account of his journey, with many beautiful plates.7 
Bankes only edited the journal of his employee Giovanni Finati,8 
despite having amassed an impressive collection of drawings and 
notes, which were never published.9 Huyot drew a map of Lower 
Nubia (First to Second Cataract) that was left unpublished, perhaps 
due to its lack of precision.10
With the expedition of Ismaʾil Pasha leaving Egypt in 1820 there 
were French naturalist Frédéric Cailliaud and US artillery officer 
John Bethune English, who both left travel accounts of their jour-
ney.11 While Bethune English is quite uninformative, Cailliaud’s text 
and maps are formidable resources.
In November 1820, British clergymen Bernard Hanbury and 
George Waddington left Wadi Halfa looking for the ruins of Napata 
Age. Previous important work in the area include WEIGall, A Report on the Antiquities of 
Lower Nubia; REISNEr, The Archaeological Survey of Nubia; ROEdEr, Les temples immergés de la 
Nubie; FIrth, The Archaeological Survey of Nubia. Report for 1908–1909; Id., The Archaeological 
Survey of Nubia. Report for 1909–1910; Id., The Archaeological Survey of Nubia. Report for 
1910–1911; EmEry & KIrwaN, The Excavations and Survey between Wadi es-Sebua and Adindan 
1929–1931. More recent work in areas later flooded by other dams or threatened by future 
dams include, among others, WElSby, Survey above the Fourth Nile Cataract; Żurawski, Survey 
and Excavations between Old Dongola and ez-Zuma; DrzEwIECkI, Fortresses of Sudan; OSmaN 
& EdwardS, The Archaeology of a Nubian Frontier; ANdErSON & WElSby, The Fourth Cataract 
and Beyond; RIttEr, “A New Topographic Map of Mograt Island.”
4 For an introduction to the historical events of the period see Fahmy, “The Era of Muhammad 
ʿAli Pasha, 1805–1848.”
5 On this remarkable traveler see USICk, Adventures in Egypt and Nubia.
6 On Huyot see PINON, “L’Orient de Jean Nicolas Huyot: le voyage en Asie-Mineure, en Egypte 
et en Grèce (1817–1821)”; on Gau see Kramp, Köln/Nil: Die abenteuerliche Orient-Expedition des 
Kölners Franz Christian Gau 1818–1820.
7 GaU, Les antiquités de la Nubie ou Monumens inédits des bords du Nil.
8 BaNkES, Narrative of the life and adventures of Giovanni Finati.
9 SalvOldI, Catalogue of William John Bankes (1786–1855): Egyptian Drawings.
10 Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Papiers et dessins du voyageur et égyptologue Nestor 
L’Hôte (1804–1842), IX. Dessins et plans, 6–18.
11 CaIllIaUd, Voyage à Méroé; BEthUNE ENGlISh, A Narrative of the Expedition to Dongola and 
Sennaar.
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and Meroe. They believed to have found Meroe at Jabal Barkal, but 
they were soon proved wrong by the explorations of Cailliaud and 
Linant de Bellefonds; when the latter published their travelogue 
they were forced to drop their claim.12 Shortly after, in the summer 
of 1821, another party funded again by William J. Bankes and com-
posed of French explorer Louis Linant de Bellefonds, Italian phy-
sician Alessandro Ricci, and Italian dragoman Giovanni Finati left 
Cairo with the specific task of finding Meroe. Only Finati published 
a short travelogue.13 Linant’s diary was edited by Margaret Shinnie 
more than a hundred years later,14 but most of the notes, drawings 
and map by himself and Ricci are still unpublished.15 In addition to 
these important documents, there are other sources that are ex-
tremely useful for this compilation of toponyms, sometimes con-
firming names attested only once elsewhere. These are the maps of 
Lower Nubia by Henry Parke and Joseph J. Scoles (1829) and Anton 
Prokesch von Osten (1827), also stretching south until the Second 
Cataract.16
The Gazetteer
The comparative gazetteer presented here offers the traditional 
information associated with such a database: an ID number, a top-
onym, the district it lays in, a set of coordinates referring to latitude 
and longitude, and the type of features on the ground. These types 
are sometimes specific to the area and include cultural features such 
as “settlement,” “monument” or “area” and natural features such as 
“island,” “mountain,” “rocks,” “wadi” (a seasonal stream valley), 
“aqaba” (a mountain pass), “khawr” (an inlet), “cataract,” “lake,” 
“river,” “spring,” “well” or “forest.”
The gazetteer lists the few ancient (Egyptian, Meroitic) and clas-
sical (Greek, Latin) names,17 as well as the toponyms as given in Lin-
ant, Ricci, Cailliaud, Prokesch von Osten, Parke and Scoles, Wad-
dington, and Hanbury, to account for different spellings in English, 
French, Italian, and German.
12 WaddINGtON & HaNbUry, Journal of a Visit to Some Parts of Ethiopia; maps based on 
their travelogue were published in London (John Murray) and Weimar (Verlag des 
Geographisches Instituts) in 1822.
13 BaNkES, Narrative of the life and adventures of Giovanni Finati.
14 ShINNIE, Linant de Bellefonds, Journal d’un Voyage à Meroe dans les années 1821–1822.
15 Ricci’s own travelogue, recently re-discovered, is under publication, SalvOldI, The Doctor 
and the Pasha: Travels of Alessandro Ricci of Siena in Nubia, Siwa, Sinai, and Sennar (1817–1822).
16 ParkE, MIlNE & SCOlES, Map of Nubia: Comprising the Country between the First and Second 
Cataracts of the Nile; PrOkESCh-OStEN & WöbEr, Land zwischen den kleinen und großen 
Kataracten des Nil.
17 As per BaINES & MálEk, Atlas of Ancient Egypt; TalbErt, Barrington Atlas of the Greek and 
Roman World.
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In the last four columns, we present references to other gazet-
teers such as the Digital Topographical Bibliography, Trismegistos, 
GeoNames, and Pleiades.18
The Toponyms
A large number of these toponyms were recognized with the use 
of modern maps, in particular the Sudan Survey maps published 
between 1901 and 1937, the US Army Map Survey Series Y502 (1953–
1960) and P502 (1953–1959), and the General’nyj Štab K 4020 series 
(1978). These maps were georeferenced with the use of GIS technol-
ogy (in this case using QGIS); latitude and longitude of the toponyms 
were captured using a specific plug-in.
The gazetteer features 1505 entries, most of them single top-
onyms, but in some cases repeated toponyms for different monu-
ments in a given site (e.g., Murwaw and Murwaw [tombs]). As far 
as possible, toponyms were given in the standard Arabic translit-
eration, with the exception of names well-established in English 
literature (e.g., Merowe). The gazetteer features also unidentified 
toponyms, an asterisk marking a reconstructed name out of the 
defective spelling given in the source. Recurrence of an unidenti-
fied toponym in the sources reinforces its existence, while in other 
cases we are to believe the toponym was recorded incorrectly by the 
source, the spelling is too defective or it is actually an existing un-
identified toponym. In some cases, the maps show that some top-
onyms were either repeated with a different spelling or misplaced, 
suggesting that maps were created at a later stage with the use of 
notes and sketches, some of them still surviving.
In some other cases, unattested toponyms where inferred from 
nearby homonymous features (e.g., Jabal Shaqiq* inferred from Naj 
Shaqiq): in this case, the coordinates of the feature is tentative (Ja-
bal Shaqiq* must be a mountain in the vicinity of Naj Shaqiq). In 
other cases where the toponym is unidentified but the geographical 
description is accurate enough to point to a relatively precise po-
sition on the map, tentative coordinates are given. Whenever this 
is not possible, only the toponym is marked. The inclusion of tiny 
hamlets at the expenses of larger centers shows how arbitrary was 
sometimes the selection operated by our travelers, or by the circum-
stances of their journeys, when composing their maps.
The column “Classical authors” tries to bring together ancient 
toponyms with their modern counterparts. Since the knowledge of 
Greek and Roman authors on Nubia was quite limited and/or gar-
bled (as in the cases of Pliny and Ptolemy), only tentative identifi-
18 See bibliography for the references.
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cations can be achieved here. Unwarranted or improbable ones are 
left out, possible ones are marked with a question mark. We give 
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0001 Aswan 24.084584 32.893053 Settlement Egypt Swenet (eg.) Syēnē, Soyēnē (gr.) / 
Syene (lat.)
Assouan Assuano Asouan Assuan Assouan 507-010 2207 359792 786123






507-020 621 359790 786021
0003 Bija Island 24.021249 32.887026 Island Wadi Qenus Gueziret 
Biguet
Gez. Bigge 508-060 358853
0004 Garba 24.019529 32.878630 Settlement Wadi Qenus Birbé Gesiret 
Bitschieh
Birbe
0005 Jawni* 24.021630 32.895500 Settlement Wadi Qenus Gioani




Ile Casl el 
Heyoud






Gez. Anas el 
Wadjoud/
Philoe I.
606-010 1767 356859 786089
0007 Hisa Island 24.011145 32.877213 Island Wadi Qenus Ile Hessé Héléssé Gesiret el 
Hesseh
508-070
0008 Bab 24.013540 32.889890 Settlement Wadi Qenus Bab Bab
0009 Hisn al Bab 24.011736 32.890520 Monument Wadi Qenus Gibel Bappe
0010 Mishik 24.010490 32.888860 Monument Wadi Qenus Michet El Misched Mayshet
0011 Abd al Asiu 24.005410 32.886920 Monument Wadi Qenus Grab eines 
Schech
Sheik
0012 Madinat al Bilal 24.005670 32.886300 Monument Wadi Qenus Mosquée Mosque
0013 Naj Tinjar 23.991279 32.869091 Settlement Wadi Qenus Congar Tingard Hindar 351388
0014 Tishi 23.997287 32.876982 Settlement Wadi Qenus Quitto Tiki El Tiki
0015 Ajarma 23.99064 32.87877 Settlement Wadi Qenus Agiarma 361769
0016 Shimat Mahdar 23.985978 32.872765 Settlement Wadi Qenus Mardar Mahada Machdar Mayhàdda 353090
0017 Badr Shima 23.972753 32.875164 Settlement Wadi Qenus Méchié Bederchema Ebschir Ebshier
0018 Kullutot 23.984862 32.878769 Settlement Wadi Qenus Couloutode Couloutot Kulutot Culutòt
0019 Jabal Zalaga* 23.972940 32.881500 Mountain Wadi Qenus Gibel Zéléga
0020 Ibshir 23.951130 32.876790 Settlement Wadi Qenus Hepchir
0021 Tondi 23.959260 32.881520 Settlement Wadi Qenus Tondi Tòndy







0023 Dushi 23.925690 32.864000 Settlement Wadi Qenus Doché 358018




0025 Aqaba Sihali* 24.019359 32.917052 Aqaba Wadi Qenus Accaba Sihali
0026 Judhi 23.935290 32.868460 Settlement Wadi Qenus Gaudri Gouddi Guti Goòdy 354989
0027 Jarbud 23.810550 32.918120 Settlement Wadi Qenus Gerbode Gerbout Gherbòo






0029 Bahan 23.940440 32.877570 Settlement Wadi Qenus Bakan
0030 Dabud 23.893630 32.859390 Settlement Wadi Qenus Parembolē  (gr.) / 
Parembole (lat.)
Debode Debode Debout Debode Dabot Debod 701-
010-010
1608 358518 795840
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0029 Bahan 23.940440 32.877570 Settlement Wadi Qenus Bakan
0030 Dabud 23.893630 32.859390 Settlement Wadi Qenus Parembolē  (gr.) / 
Parembole (lat.)
Debode Debode Debout Debode Dabot Debod 701-
010-010
1608 358518 795840























0032 Khawr Baranrum 23.915770 32.869130 Khawr Wadi Qenus Bab al 
Barambram
359122
0033 Birayn 23.874880 32.887960 Settlement Wadi Qenus Birendi Biré Birem Beràin 351437
0034 Fanassi 23.899300 32.870860 Settlement Wadi Qenus Farnassi
0035 Abdun 23.842170 32.908180 Settlement Wadi Qenus Abdoun Abdoum/
Abdoun
Abdou Abdun
0036 Wassa 23.877580 32.877000 Settlement Wadi Qenus Huassa
0037 Naj Mirays 23.824290 32.895380 Settlement Wadi Qenus Mérié Meris Meryb
0038 Jabal Mirays 23.820530 32.916250 Mountain Wadi Qenus Gebel Meris
0039 Siali 23.826310 32.914620 Settlement Wadi Qenus Sihali/Sihalé Siale Siala Siale Wady Siàle









0041 Abisko 23.805370 32.907800 Settlement Wadi Qenus Obisco Habiska Abisko 701-
010-
020-020




0043 Dimri 23.851650 32.887100 Settlement Wadi Qenus R(uines) Deméry Dimri 358150
0044 Naj al Khawr 23.738120 32.910040 Settlement Wadi Qenus Déramit Dehmyr Déhémit Dimhüt Wady 
Dehmyt
0045 Miriau 23.740330 32.893140 Settlement Wadi Qenus Mèraoué Miriau





0047 Sahdab 23.716470 32.901948 Settlement Wadi Qenus Sadab Sadab




0049 Gamli 23.709430 32.903040 Settlement Wadi Qenus Gamelle/
Gamellè
Gamlé
0050 Gamli (Rock-cut 
inscription)
23.696088 32.898546 Monument Wadi Qenus Giarié








0052 Wadi Fallahin* 23.698260 32.887020 Wadi Wadi Qenus Ouâdy 
Fellahyn
0053 Wadi Umbarakab 23.686010 32.896700 Wadi Wadi Qenus Wady 
Umbarakat
360512
0054 Qartassi 23.689230 32.886830 Monument Wadi Qenus Titis (gr.) / Tzitzi 
(lat.)
Cartasse Kardassi Kardâseh Cartas Kartass Kàrdassy 701-
010-030
2809 350520 795876
0055 Kulissayg 23.691760 32.898100 Settlement Wadi Qenus Gassery
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0032 Khawr Baranrum 23.915770 32.869130 Khawr Wadi Qenus Bab al 
Barambram
359122
0033 Birayn 23.874880 32.887960 Settlement Wadi Qenus Birendi Biré Birem Beràin 351437
0034 Fanassi 23.899300 32.870860 Settlement Wadi Qenus Farnassi
0035 Abdun 23.842170 32.908180 Settlement Wadi Qenus Abdoun Abdoum/
Abdoun
Abdou Abdun
0036 Wassa 23.877580 32.877000 Settlement Wadi Qenus Huassa
0037 Naj Mirays 23.824290 32.895380 Settlement Wadi Qenus Mérié Meris Meryb
0038 Jabal Mirays 23.820530 32.916250 Mountain Wadi Qenus Gebel Meris
0039 Siali 23.826310 32.914620 Settlement Wadi Qenus Sihali/Sihalé Siale Siala Siale Wady Siàle









0041 Abisko 23.805370 32.907800 Settlement Wadi Qenus Obisco Habiska Abisko 701-
010-
020-020




0043 Dimri 23.851650 32.887100 Settlement Wadi Qenus R(uines) Deméry Dimri 358150
0044 Naj al Khawr 23.738120 32.910040 Settlement Wadi Qenus Déramit Dehmyr Déhémit Dimhüt Wady 
Dehmyt
0045 Miriau 23.740330 32.893140 Settlement Wadi Qenus Mèraoué Miriau





0047 Sahdab 23.716470 32.901948 Settlement Wadi Qenus Sadab Sadab




0049 Gamli 23.709430 32.903040 Settlement Wadi Qenus Gamelle/
Gamellè
Gamlé
0050 Gamli (Rock-cut 
inscription)
23.696088 32.898546 Monument Wadi Qenus Giarié








0052 Wadi Fallahin* 23.698260 32.887020 Wadi Wadi Qenus Ouâdy 
Fellahyn
0053 Wadi Umbarakab 23.686010 32.896700 Wadi Wadi Qenus Wady 
Umbarakat
360512
0054 Qartassi 23.689230 32.886830 Monument Wadi Qenus Titis (gr.) / Tzitzi 
(lat.)
Cartasse Kardassi Kardâseh Cartas Kartass Kàrdassy 701-
010-030
2809 350520 795876
















0056 Kurud 23.664220 32.895620 Settlement Wadi Qenus Goòrfoot 
Bech
353399
0057 Hindawi 23.658720 32.874570 Khawr Wadi Qenus Indaoué Andau Hindap Hindaui Hindàu 701-
010-
040-020
0058 Mudanajar 23.645250 32.871950 Monument Wadi Qenus 701-
010-
040-040
0059 Tafa 23.635690 32.868680 Settlement Wadi Qenus Taphis, Thapados 
(gr.) / Taphis, Tafis 
(lat.)
Taffa Thapha Tâfah Théphé Taffeh Tàefa 701-
010-050
3204 795867
0060 Dawa Island 23.611050 32.866910 Island Wadi Qenus Guezir 
Hombarka





0062 Naj Darmus 23.606210 32.875060 Settlement Wadi Qenus Darmous Darmout Damruss Darmòos
0063 Khartum 23.591070 32.879680 Settlement Wadi Qenus Hartoum Kartun
0064 Malkusarti* 23.592060 32.875630 Island Wadi Qenus Melcosarti Melke
0065 Bayt al Wali 23.557430 32.860100 Settlement Wadi Qenus Bételhoualé




el-Qalâbcheh Kalapchi Kelabsche Kalàbshe 701-
010-070
2787 353987 795868
0067 Wadi Siyal 23.522000 32.876680 Wadi Wadi Qenus Ouadée Sial
0068 Mountain of Kalabsha 23.572710 32.878260 Mountain Wadi Qenus Gibel 
Hombarka
0069 Naj Kulubugu 23.585240 32.861630 Settlement Wadi Qenus Sheik 
Hadgericàb





0071 Naj al Aqabatayin 23.519080 32.891080 Settlement Wadi Qenus Negui 360286
0072 Ajuala 23.493643 32.901100 Settlement Wadi Qenus
0073 Abu Hor West 23.485750 32.883170 Monument Wadi Qenus Aport Abukor Abouhòr 701-
010-
080-010
0074 Naj al Dib 23.481110 32.886020 Monument Wadi Qenus R(uine)
0075 Abu Hor East 23.486870 32.897290 Monument Wadi Qenus Abou Hor Abou-Khawr Aport Abouhòr
0076 Naj Shaqiq 23.501610 32.893120 Settlement Wadi Qenus El-Sciech Chékec Schigek
0077 Jabal Shaqiq* 23.502610 32.898540 Mountain Wadi Qenus Gibel Chekec
0078 Murwaw (Tombs) 23.404890 32.927660 Monument Wadi Qenus Grotte




0080 Naj Abu Aisha 23.397310 32.944440 Settlement Wadi Qenus Sheik 
Abouhàsser
0081 Dandur 23.389540 32.934120 Settlement Wadi Qenus Tahwtdj (eg.) Toytzis (gr.), Tutzis 
(lat.)
Dindour Dandur Gharby 
Dandour
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0056 Kurud 23.664220 32.895620 Settlement Wadi Qenus Goòrfoot 
Bech
353399
0057 Hindawi 23.658720 32.874570 Khawr Wadi Qenus Indaoué Andau Hindap Hindaui Hindàu 701-
010-
040-020
0058 Mudanajar 23.645250 32.871950 Monument Wadi Qenus 701-
010-
040-040
0059 Tafa 23.635690 32.868680 Settlement Wadi Qenus Taphis, Thapados 
(gr.) / Taphis, Tafis 
(lat.)
Taffa Thapha Tâfah Théphé Taffeh Tàefa 701-
010-050
3204 795867
0060 Dawa Island 23.611050 32.866910 Island Wadi Qenus Guezir 
Hombarka





0062 Naj Darmus 23.606210 32.875060 Settlement Wadi Qenus Darmous Darmout Damruss Darmòos
0063 Khartum 23.591070 32.879680 Settlement Wadi Qenus Hartoum Kartun
0064 Malkusarti* 23.592060 32.875630 Island Wadi Qenus Melcosarti Melke
0065 Bayt al Wali 23.557430 32.860100 Settlement Wadi Qenus Bételhoualé




el-Qalâbcheh Kalapchi Kelabsche Kalàbshe 701-
010-070
2787 353987 795868
0067 Wadi Siyal 23.522000 32.876680 Wadi Wadi Qenus Ouadée Sial
0068 Mountain of Kalabsha 23.572710 32.878260 Mountain Wadi Qenus Gibel 
Hombarka
0069 Naj Kulubugu 23.585240 32.861630 Settlement Wadi Qenus Sheik 
Hadgericàb





0071 Naj al Aqabatayin 23.519080 32.891080 Settlement Wadi Qenus Negui 360286
0072 Ajuala 23.493643 32.901100 Settlement Wadi Qenus
0073 Abu Hor West 23.485750 32.883170 Monument Wadi Qenus Aport Abukor Abouhòr 701-
010-
080-010
0074 Naj al Dib 23.481110 32.886020 Monument Wadi Qenus R(uine)
0075 Abu Hor East 23.486870 32.897290 Monument Wadi Qenus Abou Hor Abou-Khawr Aport Abouhòr
0076 Naj Shaqiq 23.501610 32.893120 Settlement Wadi Qenus El-Sciech Chékec Schigek
0077 Jabal Shaqiq* 23.502610 32.898540 Mountain Wadi Qenus Gibel Chekec
0078 Murwaw (Tombs) 23.404890 32.927660 Monument Wadi Qenus Grotte




0080 Naj Abu Aisha 23.397310 32.944440 Settlement Wadi Qenus Sheik 
Abouhàsser
0081 Dandur 23.389540 32.934120 Settlement Wadi Qenus Tahwtdj (eg.) Toytzis (gr.), Tutzis 
(lat.)
Dindour Dandur Gharby 
Dandour
























Garb Meroe El Merieh


















0085 Sabagura 23.277950 32.910460 Monument Wadi Qenus 3194
0086 Qirsha 23.259160 32.901620 Settlement Wadi Qenus R(uines) Kircheh Kerche Kisch Gỳrshe 350521
0087 Mariya 23.333333 32.816667 Settlement Wadi Qenus Merie Meria 701-
010-100
352758
0088 Ghazi 23.337290 32.940160 Settlement Wadi Qenus Gazi
0089 Mariya Sharq 23.304510 32.929570 Settlement Wadi Qenus Chargué 
Méria
0090 Kushtamna 23.216020 32.782450 Settlement Wadi Qenus R(uines) Costamne Qata Nameh Gaustembi 701-
010-
120-020
0091 Kushtamna East 23.205540 32.801260 Settlement Wadi Qenus Cachamle Kostam Kischdamle Kostàmbi 353381
0092 Ikkur 23.204690 32.772630 Monument Wadi Qenus R(uines)
0093 Jabal al Hayati 23.195470 32.777480 Mountain Wadi Qenus Gebel Heyàti
0094 Naj Jabal al Hayati 23.176010 32.770060 Settlement Wadi Qenus Ahietti Heyâty Gibel Kaÿati Gebel Hajad Heyàti
0095 Quban 23.157010 32.758520 Settlement Wadi Qenus Baki (eg.) Contra Pselchis 
(lat.)
Courbanne Hobban Qobbân Kuban Kobban 701-
030-090
351413
0096 Dakka 23.181420 32.741000 Monument Wadi Qenus Perselqet (eg.) Pselkis (gr.) / 
Pselcis, Pselchis, 
Spelcis (lat.)
Dakié Dakka Deqqeh Dake Dake Dàkke 701-
020-010
1949 361855 795846





0098 Jabal al Allaqi 23.107400 32.770530 Mountain Wadi Qenus Gebel 
Oellaky
360853




Gourthe Gurte Kòrti 701-
030-010
0100 Darar Island 23.079290 32.716740 Island Wadi Qenus Takompso, 









0101 Naj Uffiduniya 23.065600 32.691890 Monument Wadi Qenus Ouffenine/
Ouffédine
Offedina Offedinah Ofedina 351386
0102 Maharraqa, al 23.054790 32.686130 Monument Wadi Qenus Hiera Sykaminos, 
Hierosykaminos 
(gr.) / Hiera 
Sycaminos, Hiera 
Sicamino (lat.)





0103 Naj Shaykh al Sharaf 23.018140 32.679070 Settlement Wadi Qenus Sheik 
Sharràff
0104 Maharbia 23.051910 32.704720 Settlement Wadi Qenus Haraba
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Garb Meroe El Merieh


















0085 Sabagura 23.277950 32.910460 Monument Wadi Qenus 3194
0086 Qirsha 23.259160 32.901620 Settlement Wadi Qenus R(uines) Kircheh Kerche Kisch Gỳrshe 350521
0087 Mariya 23.333333 32.816667 Settlement Wadi Qenus Merie Meria 701-
010-100
352758
0088 Ghazi 23.337290 32.940160 Settlement Wadi Qenus Gazi
0089 Mariya Sharq 23.304510 32.929570 Settlement Wadi Qenus Chargué 
Méria
0090 Kushtamna 23.216020 32.782450 Settlement Wadi Qenus R(uines) Costamne Qata Nameh Gaustembi 701-
010-
120-020
0091 Kushtamna East 23.205540 32.801260 Settlement Wadi Qenus Cachamle Kostam Kischdamle Kostàmbi 353381
0092 Ikkur 23.204690 32.772630 Monument Wadi Qenus R(uines)
0093 Jabal al Hayati 23.195470 32.777480 Mountain Wadi Qenus Gebel Heyàti
0094 Naj Jabal al Hayati 23.176010 32.770060 Settlement Wadi Qenus Ahietti Heyâty Gibel Kaÿati Gebel Hajad Heyàti
0095 Quban 23.157010 32.758520 Settlement Wadi Qenus Baki (eg.) Contra Pselchis 
(lat.)
Courbanne Hobban Qobbân Kuban Kobban 701-
030-090
351413
0096 Dakka 23.181420 32.741000 Monument Wadi Qenus Perselqet (eg.) Pselkis (gr.) / 
Pselcis, Pselchis, 
Spelcis (lat.)
Dakié Dakka Deqqeh Dake Dake Dàkke 701-
020-010
1949 361855 795846





0098 Jabal al Allaqi 23.107400 32.770530 Mountain Wadi Qenus Gebel 
Oellaky
360853




Gourthe Gurte Kòrti 701-
030-010
0100 Darar Island 23.079290 32.716740 Island Wadi Qenus Takompso, 









0101 Naj Uffiduniya 23.065600 32.691890 Monument Wadi Qenus Ouffenine/
Ouffédine
Offedina Offedinah Ofedina 351386
0102 Maharraqa, al 23.054790 32.686130 Monument Wadi Qenus Hiera Sykaminos, 
Hierosykaminos 
(gr.) / Hiera 
Sycaminos, Hiera 
Sicamino (lat.)





0103 Naj Shaykh al Sharaf 23.018140 32.679070 Settlement Wadi Qenus Sheik 
Sharràff
















0105 Haraza* 23.01274 32.65713 Settlement Wadi Qenus Haràza
0106 Sayala East 22.970390 32.653930 Settlement Wadi Qenus Sihalé Sialah Siale Siale Siàle Kibly
0107 Naj Wad al Naam 22.948450 32.642000 Settlement Wadi Qenus Naàme
0108 Naj al Shima (1) 22.957000 32.635130 Settlement Wadi Qenus Chem-
Terréchi
0109 Sayala West 22.992910 32.651260 Monument Wadi Qenus R(uines) Ouâdy 
Seyaleh
349521
0110 Mahandi 23.032740 32.672980 Monument Wadi Qenus R(uines) Village ruiné Zerstörter 
Ort
Ruins
0111 Sayala South 22.975020 32.643670 Monument Wadi Qenus R(uines)
0112 Naj al Nubat 22.942350 32.621510 Settlement Wadi Qenus Nouèadé Ouâdy 
Naouabât
Novhabat Nohabat
0113 Shayma Amalika 22.905850 32.586510 Settlement Wadi Qenus Amelouk Ameluc Ouâdy 
Medyk
Amaloucka Medik Amarshèma
0114 Garaman* 22.924630 32.603030 Settlement Wadi Qenus Garaman
0115 Naj al Burda 22.902210 32.602220 Settlement Wadi Qenus Bardé Bâredah Barde Barde Barda
0116 Settlement Wadi Qenus Kokàn
0117 Naj Umm Jibara 22.846630 32.587810 Settlement Wadi Qenus Abguebarra 346805
0118 Naj al Shima (2) 22.848070 32.577970 Settlement Wadi Qenus Abou Chek
0119 Jabal Umm Jibara* 22.839870 32.588570 Mountain Wadi Qenus Gibel 
Abgibarra
0120 Naj al Gamirab 22.864120 32.579590 Settlement Wadi Qenus Gueméra
0121 Naj Mayga 22.833110 32.575920 Settlement Wadi Qenus Méga
0122 Madiq, al Area Wadi Qenus Medỳk 360838
0123 Naj Umm Haqabat 22.884870 32.581490 Settlement Wadi Qenus Abnecheker
0124 Naj al Mallahat 22.806750 32.574910 Settlement Wadi Qenus Mélhahat
0125 Wadi Wadi Qenus Wady 
Golosh
0126 Kosh Nasr* 22.776630 32.578497 Settlement Wadi Qenus Coche Nassré











0129 Naj al Sibua 22.763820 32.570390 Settlement Wadi Qenus Souffour
0130 Naj Abd al-Dayim 22.73660 32.46862 Settlement Derr Cheykh 
Addedayn
Abbidiem





0132 Naj al Qarwad 22.738860 32.519490 Settlement Derr Guéroné
0133 Naj Sawakin/Naj Abdis 22.730110 32.485840 Settlement Derr Belet-Abdis
0134 Gharbi Island* 22.702920 32.440420 Island Derr Gueziret 
Garbi
0135 Jabal Abdallah* 22.726610 32.443960 Mountain Derr Gibel 
Abdeddaÿa
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0105 Haraza* 23.01274 32.65713 Settlement Wadi Qenus Haràza
0106 Sayala East 22.970390 32.653930 Settlement Wadi Qenus Sihalé Sialah Siale Siale Siàle Kibly
0107 Naj Wad al Naam 22.948450 32.642000 Settlement Wadi Qenus Naàme
0108 Naj al Shima (1) 22.957000 32.635130 Settlement Wadi Qenus Chem-
Terréchi
0109 Sayala West 22.992910 32.651260 Monument Wadi Qenus R(uines) Ouâdy 
Seyaleh
349521
0110 Mahandi 23.032740 32.672980 Monument Wadi Qenus R(uines) Village ruiné Zerstörter 
Ort
Ruins
0111 Sayala South 22.975020 32.643670 Monument Wadi Qenus R(uines)
0112 Naj al Nubat 22.942350 32.621510 Settlement Wadi Qenus Nouèadé Ouâdy 
Naouabât
Novhabat Nohabat
0113 Shayma Amalika 22.905850 32.586510 Settlement Wadi Qenus Amelouk Ameluc Ouâdy 
Medyk
Amaloucka Medik Amarshèma
0114 Garaman* 22.924630 32.603030 Settlement Wadi Qenus Garaman
0115 Naj al Burda 22.902210 32.602220 Settlement Wadi Qenus Bardé Bâredah Barde Barde Barda
0116 Settlement Wadi Qenus Kokàn
0117 Naj Umm Jibara 22.846630 32.587810 Settlement Wadi Qenus Abguebarra 346805
0118 Naj al Shima (2) 22.848070 32.577970 Settlement Wadi Qenus Abou Chek
0119 Jabal Umm Jibara* 22.839870 32.588570 Mountain Wadi Qenus Gibel 
Abgibarra
0120 Naj al Gamirab 22.864120 32.579590 Settlement Wadi Qenus Gueméra
0121 Naj Mayga 22.833110 32.575920 Settlement Wadi Qenus Méga
0122 Madiq, al Area Wadi Qenus Medỳk 360838
0123 Naj Umm Haqabat 22.884870 32.581490 Settlement Wadi Qenus Abnecheker
0124 Naj al Mallahat 22.806750 32.574910 Settlement Wadi Qenus Mélhahat
0125 Wadi Wadi Qenus Wady 
Golosh
0126 Kosh Nasr* 22.776630 32.578497 Settlement Wadi Qenus Coche Nassré











0129 Naj al Sibua 22.763820 32.570390 Settlement Wadi Qenus Souffour
0130 Naj Abd al-Dayim 22.73660 32.46862 Settlement Derr Cheykh 
Addedayn
Abbidiem





0132 Naj al Qarwad 22.738860 32.519490 Settlement Derr Guéroné
0133 Naj Sawakin/Naj Abdis 22.730110 32.485840 Settlement Derr Belet-Abdis
0134 Gharbi Island* 22.702920 32.440420 Island Derr Gueziret 
Garbi

















0136 Naj Kurungu 22.664540 32.408560 Settlement Derr Carango/
Cougourer
Gaharanga
0137 Shaturma 22.683333 32.466667 Settlement Derr Chartourma Saturma Saturma Shaturma 349308
0138 Jabal Saba Durat 22.654386 32.423121 Mountain Derr Guebelle 
Saba Dourat
0139 Naj al Aqaba 22.668020 32.423970 Settlement Derr Hamalagaba




0141 Hakkaruba Island* 22.645130 32.407780 Island Derr Gueziret 
Agrappe
0142 Malki, al 22.628930 32.392400 Settlement Derr Malquié Mâleky Malki Malki Màlcky 360796
0143 Naj al Dakhlaniya 22.61693 32.40063 Settlement Derr Hargon 
Dahalani
358463
0144 Naj al Sinqari 22.612970 32.391600 Settlement Derr Singari/
Singarri
Sonkâry Singari Songàri 701-
030-093
359814
0145 Kurusku 22.602000 32.311000 Settlement Derr Courouscos Korosco Qorosko Corousko Korosko Korosko 701-
030-100
353387
0146 Jabal Kurusku* 22.607700 32.295620 Mountain Derr Gebel 
Corousko
0147 Naj al Riqa 22.623320 32.303650 Settlement Derr Areiga Areyga Dereÿa Arega Arèyga 357783
0148 Kufri* 22.615020 32.334560 Settlement Derr Coufry
0149 Shablul 22.633570 32.291850 Settlement Derr 701-
030-050
2816
0150 Naj al Ushirab 22.604040 32.316580 Settlement Derr Beshỳra 
Nèrke
0151 Abu Handal 22.648000 32.267840 Settlement Derr R(uines) Araba-
Abuhanda
Abokandal Abu Handor Abhànda 362603
0152 Araba 22.673170 32.250550 Area Derr Kherab 
R(uines)
Haraba
0153 Naj al Amiriya 22.705430 32.235270 Settlement Derr Meri
0154 Naj al Shaq 22.649390 32.264820 Settlement Derr Shàkke
0155 Amada 22.720590 32.241120 Settlement Derr Amada Amada Amâda Amada Hamada 701-
030-060
825933
0156 Hasaya, al 22,728,530 32,234,890 Settlement Derr Hasaÿa 357886
0157 Naj al Qarbaniya 22.692150 32.242890 Settlement Derr El Keràb
0158 Diwan, al 22.712450 32.229400 Settlement Derr Divan Divan Dymân Dihuan Divan Diwàn 4950




0160 Naj Sab 22.751350 32.172350 Settlement Derr Sappé
0161 Tumas Island* 22.739150 32.141150 Island Derr Gueziret 
Thomas
Gez. Tomàrs
0162 Kurkur* 22.738520 32.118720 Settlement Derr Courcour
0163 Bahayur* 22.731290 32.105690 Settlement Derr Bahayor
0164 Mahagir* 22.721020 32.083930 Settlement Derr Méheguir
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0136 Naj Kurungu 22.664540 32.408560 Settlement Derr Carango/
Cougourer
Gaharanga
0137 Shaturma 22.683333 32.466667 Settlement Derr Chartourma Saturma Saturma Shaturma 349308
0138 Jabal Saba Durat 22.654386 32.423121 Mountain Derr Guebelle 
Saba Dourat
0139 Naj al Aqaba 22.668020 32.423970 Settlement Derr Hamalagaba




0141 Hakkaruba Island* 22.645130 32.407780 Island Derr Gueziret 
Agrappe
0142 Malki, al 22.628930 32.392400 Settlement Derr Malquié Mâleky Malki Malki Màlcky 360796
0143 Naj al Dakhlaniya 22.61693 32.40063 Settlement Derr Hargon 
Dahalani
358463
0144 Naj al Sinqari 22.612970 32.391600 Settlement Derr Singari/
Singarri
Sonkâry Singari Songàri 701-
030-093
359814
0145 Kurusku 22.602000 32.311000 Settlement Derr Courouscos Korosco Qorosko Corousko Korosko Korosko 701-
030-100
353387
0146 Jabal Kurusku* 22.607700 32.295620 Mountain Derr Gebel 
Corousko
0147 Naj al Riqa 22.623320 32.303650 Settlement Derr Areiga Areyga Dereÿa Arega Arèyga 357783
0148 Kufri* 22.615020 32.334560 Settlement Derr Coufry
0149 Shablul 22.633570 32.291850 Settlement Derr 701-
030-050
2816
0150 Naj al Ushirab 22.604040 32.316580 Settlement Derr Beshỳra 
Nèrke
0151 Abu Handal 22.648000 32.267840 Settlement Derr R(uines) Araba-
Abuhanda
Abokandal Abu Handor Abhànda 362603
0152 Araba 22.673170 32.250550 Area Derr Kherab 
R(uines)
Haraba
0153 Naj al Amiriya 22.705430 32.235270 Settlement Derr Meri
0154 Naj al Shaq 22.649390 32.264820 Settlement Derr Shàkke
0155 Amada 22.720590 32.241120 Settlement Derr Amada Amada Amâda Amada Hamada 701-
030-060
825933
0156 Hasaya, al 22,728,530 32,234,890 Settlement Derr Hasaÿa 357886
0157 Naj al Qarbaniya 22.692150 32.242890 Settlement Derr El Keràb
0158 Diwan, al 22.712450 32.229400 Settlement Derr Divan Divan Dymân Dihuan Divan Diwàn 4950




0160 Naj Sab 22.751350 32.172350 Settlement Derr Sappé
0161 Tumas Island* 22.739150 32.141150 Island Derr Gueziret 
Thomas
Gez. Tomàrs
0162 Kurkur* 22.738520 32.118720 Settlement Derr Courcour
0163 Bahayur* 22.731290 32.105690 Settlement Derr Bahayor




















0166 Kurti* 22.717750 32.108480 Settlement Derr Kortia prōte, Corte 
(?) (gr.)
Corti
0167 Naj Kirsabiya 22.734900 32.165650 Settlement Derr Doucou-
nousera
Ducolòssera
0168 Afiya Area Derr Affikè Aỳfe 4876 347215
0169 Tumas (Fortress) 22.746058 32.120981 Monument Derr Tomas/
Tomasse




0170 Jabal Hamam 22.769500 32.09072 Mountain Derr Gebel 
Hammam
356279
0171 Khawr Ishibiya 22.734760 32.167230 Monument Derr Temple




0173 Naj Hamiriya 22.751530 32.154990 Settlement Derr El-Mahaguer





0175 Karanug (Temple) 22.712800 32.066560 Monument Derr R(uine) Caraneho Karanòky 2789
0176 Wadi Derr Wady el 
Hamme-
denàb
0177 Aniba 22.683500 31.998200 Monument Derr R(uines) Aniba Aniblè Aniba 701-
030-080
3445 346520
0178 Lisiya, al 22.690750 32.060620 Monument Derr Temple 701-
030-130
0179 Ibrim 22.649690 31.992583 Monument Derr Primis Mikra (gr.) / 
Primi, Primis (lat.)
Ibrim Ibrim Ibrym Hibrim Ibrim Ibrim 701-
030-140
8425915
0180 Naj al Bustan 22.626090 31.957290 Settlement Derr Valle 
Bostan
Bostân Bostàn 358597





0182 Naj Sinisra 22.653250 31.964270 Settlement Derr Siguis-silé
0183 Jinayna, al 22.632800 31.964850 Settlement Derr Guénèné Guénéna 357897





0185 Tushka East 22.497340 31.882830 Settlement Derr Tachecquié/
Tochequié
Toschi Techka Todschke Tòshke 701-
030-160
3213 347169
0186 Tushka West 22.506920 31.865590 Settlement Derr Tosque Tòshke 701-
030-082
347170
0187 Aqaba Arminna* 22.459770 31.882050 Aqaba Derr
0188 Urindak* 22.58418 31.91490 Settlement Derr Urindack
0189 Arminna East 22.458850 31.836860 Settlement Derr Aadjwmen (eg.) Andumana (lat.) Aminte/
Tarmillé
Ermineh Armenneh Armine Armine Ermèyne 701-
030-161
3448 360164 798085
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0166 Kurti* 22.717750 32.108480 Settlement Derr Kortia prōte, Corte 
(?) (gr.)
Corti
0167 Naj Kirsabiya 22.734900 32.165650 Settlement Derr Doucou-
nousera
Ducolòssera
0168 Afiya Area Derr Affikè Aỳfe 4876 347215
0169 Tumas (Fortress) 22.746058 32.120981 Monument Derr Tomas/
Tomasse




0170 Jabal Hamam 22.769500 32.09072 Mountain Derr Gebel 
Hammam
356279
0171 Khawr Ishibiya 22.734760 32.167230 Monument Derr Temple




0173 Naj Hamiriya 22.751530 32.154990 Settlement Derr El-Mahaguer





0175 Karanug (Temple) 22.712800 32.066560 Monument Derr R(uine) Caraneho Karanòky 2789
0176 Wadi Derr Wady el 
Hamme-
denàb
0177 Aniba 22.683500 31.998200 Monument Derr R(uines) Aniba Aniblè Aniba 701-
030-080
3445 346520
0178 Lisiya, al 22.690750 32.060620 Monument Derr Temple 701-
030-130
0179 Ibrim 22.649690 31.992583 Monument Derr Primis Mikra (gr.) / 
Primi, Primis (lat.)
Ibrim Ibrim Ibrym Hibrim Ibrim Ibrim 701-
030-140
8425915
0180 Naj al Bustan 22.626090 31.957290 Settlement Derr Valle 
Bostan
Bostân Bostàn 358597





0182 Naj Sinisra 22.653250 31.964270 Settlement Derr Siguis-silé
0183 Jinayna, al 22.632800 31.964850 Settlement Derr Guénèné Guénéna 357897





0185 Tushka East 22.497340 31.882830 Settlement Derr Tachecquié/
Tochequié
Toschi Techka Todschke Tòshke 701-
030-160
3213 347169
0186 Tushka West 22.506920 31.865590 Settlement Derr Tosque Tòshke 701-
030-082
347170
0187 Aqaba Arminna* 22.459770 31.882050 Aqaba Derr
0188 Urindak* 22.58418 31.91490 Settlement Derr Urindack
0189 Arminna East 22.458850 31.836860 Settlement Derr Aadjwmen (eg.) Andumana (lat.) Aminte/
Tarmillé


















0190 Naj Tima 22.331090 31.638430 Settlement Derr Tamit Tamit Tammit
0191 Naj Murjan 22.442180 31.795290 Settlement Derr Argue Gez. Agrab
0192 Khawr Faramandi 22.379180 31.733570 Khawr Derr Foulkondy Fourgondi Forgùndy
0193 Narro* 22.430222 31.779983 Settlement Derr Nerro/Narro Nerèl
0194 Shuka* 22.344620 31.642010 Settlement Derr Choka
0195 Farriq 22.327970 31.641610 Settlement Derr Farrigue/
Farrègue
Fereigh Ferreyg Farreck Phareg Wady Fereyg 701-
050-010
0196 Abu Simbil (Great Temple) 22.335130 31.626239 Monument Derr Adjemet (eg.) Kambysoy tamieia 








Ebsambul Ebsambol Epsembille Abusombol Abousèmbal 701-
040-010
33 362040
0197 Ballana District Derr Abunkis (?),  
Indoma (?) (lat.)
Beyllagy Balagni Balài






0199 Jabal Adda (Fortress) 22.283020 31.603410 Monument Derr Ado (mer.) Djebel Addeh Gibel Balagni Kalat Adde 3482




0201 Ballana Island 22.277450 31.590230 Island Derr Mha (?) (eg.) Bogghi  (gr.) / 
Bocchis (lat.)







0202 Qustul 22.239480 31.544190 Settlement Derr Amod (mer.) Amoda, Analeu 
(lat.) (?)
Cossoul Kosko Goustole Gustull Goostòon 701-
050-030
3480 350401
0203 Naj Iryan 22.235790 31.537720 Settlement Derr Lintared Dendur Aguanda
0204 Adindan Island 22.227630 31.506360 Island Derr Ile 
Inladindan





0205 Ambi* 22.251440 31.525740 Settlement Derr Ambi
0206 Kanijan* 22.241840 31.510810 Settlement Derr Canigiane




Phthuris (?)) (gr.), 
Tapros, Phitorga 
(lat.) (?)
Farasse Faras Pharas Faràs 701-
050-050
3170 363416 795838
0208 Faras East (Dayr al Kirsh) 22.200570 31.487840 Monument Derr R(uines) Ruine Ruined 
mosque
0209 Faras Island 22.169110 31.446860 Island Derr Ile Farasse Isola Faras I. Faras Gueziret 
Farasse
Gez. Faràs
0210 Island Derr Gez. 
Articàggio
0211 Wadi al Shaykh* Wadi Derr Wady Sheik
0212 Sarra East 22.134510 31.419060 Monument Derr Serré/
Chargue 
Serré
Serrab Serray Sereh Sèrra 701-
050-070
2806
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0190 Naj Tima 22.331090 31.638430 Settlement Derr Tamit Tamit Tammit
0191 Naj Murjan 22.442180 31.795290 Settlement Derr Argue Gez. Agrab
0192 Khawr Faramandi 22.379180 31.733570 Khawr Derr Foulkondy Fourgondi Forgùndy
0193 Narro* 22.430222 31.779983 Settlement Derr Nerro/Narro Nerèl
0194 Shuka* 22.344620 31.642010 Settlement Derr Choka
0195 Farriq 22.327970 31.641610 Settlement Derr Farrigue/
Farrègue
Fereigh Ferreyg Farreck Phareg Wady Fereyg 701-
050-010
0196 Abu Simbil (Great Temple) 22.335130 31.626239 Monument Derr Adjemet (eg.) Kambysoy tamieia 








Ebsambul Ebsambol Epsembille Abusombol Abousèmbal 701-
040-010
33 362040
0197 Ballana District Derr Abunkis (?),  
Indoma (?) (lat.)
Beyllagy Balagni Balài






0199 Jabal Adda (Fortress) 22.283020 31.603410 Monument Derr Ado (mer.) Djebel Addeh Gibel Balagni Kalat Adde 3482




0201 Ballana Island 22.277450 31.590230 Island Derr Mha (?) (eg.) Bogghi  (gr.) / 
Bocchis (lat.)







0202 Qustul 22.239480 31.544190 Settlement Derr Amod (mer.) Amoda, Analeu 
(lat.) (?)
Cossoul Kosko Goustole Gustull Goostòon 701-
050-030
3480 350401
0203 Naj Iryan 22.235790 31.537720 Settlement Derr Lintared Dendur Aguanda
0204 Adindan Island 22.227630 31.506360 Island Derr Ile 
Inladindan





0205 Ambi* 22.251440 31.525740 Settlement Derr Ambi
0206 Kanijan* 22.241840 31.510810 Settlement Derr Canigiane




Phthuris (?)) (gr.), 
Tapros, Phitorga 
(lat.) (?)
Farasse Faras Pharas Faràs 701-
050-050
3170 363416 795838
0208 Faras East (Dayr al Kirsh) 22.200570 31.487840 Monument Derr R(uines) Ruine Ruined 
mosque
0209 Faras Island 22.169110 31.446860 Island Derr Ile Farasse Isola Faras I. Faras Gueziret 
Farasse
Gez. Faràs
0210 Island Derr Gez. 
Articàggio
0211 Wadi al Shaykh* Wadi Derr Wady Sheik
0212 Sarra East 22.134510 31.419060 Monument Derr Serré/
Chargue 
Serré


















0213 Sarra West 22.141270 31.407280 Settlement Derr Serré Serrah 
Gharby
Serray Garb Sereh Sèrra Gàrby 349595
0214 Artinuq* 22.143610 31.426120 Settlement Derr Artynoq Artinok




0216 Dibayra Island 22.052400 31.361860 Island Derr Gueziret 
Dibèri
0217 Ashkit 22.014390 31.360410 Settlement Derr Satakhtai, Satakhta 
(gr.) (?)




0218 Arqin 21.999140 31.350410 Settlement Derr Arguib/
Arguin/
Arguinle




0219 Dabarusa 21.942610 31.350720 Settlement Derr Dabros Dabròus 376909
0220 Dabarusa Island 21.973360 31.350970 Island Derr Dabros I. Gez. 
Dabaròsa
0221 Wadi Derr Wady el 
Uelliàb
0222 Jabal Sahaba* 22.011590 31.369330 Mountain Derr Gebel 
Sahaba
0223 Wadi Sahaba 22.004190 31.365810 Wadi Derr Shahàbe 349869
0224 Awardali* 21.978030 31.339690 Settlement Derr Aouardale Allouanàt
0225 Thuwe* 21.970090 31.338470 Settlement Derr Thoué









0228 Alwarti* 21.914740 31.296490 Settlement Derr Aluarti






0230 Buhen (Temple of Horus of 
Buhen)















0234 Magarab Island 21.880900 31.273560 Island Derr Ile Téremla







0236 Second Cataract 21.817200 31.211510 Cataract Derr Megas or Meizōn 
Kataraktes (gr.)
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0213 Sarra West 22.141270 31.407280 Settlement Derr Serré Serrah 
Gharby
Serray Garb Sereh Sèrra Gàrby 349595
0214 Artinuq* 22.143610 31.426120 Settlement Derr Artynoq Artinok




0216 Dibayra Island 22.052400 31.361860 Island Derr Gueziret 
Dibèri
0217 Ashkit 22.014390 31.360410 Settlement Derr Satakhtai, Satakhta 
(gr.) (?)




0218 Arqin 21.999140 31.350410 Settlement Derr Arguib/
Arguin/
Arguinle




0219 Dabarusa 21.942610 31.350720 Settlement Derr Dabros Dabròus 376909
0220 Dabarusa Island 21.973360 31.350970 Island Derr Dabros I. Gez. 
Dabaròsa
0221 Wadi Derr Wady el 
Uelliàb
0222 Jabal Sahaba* 22.011590 31.369330 Mountain Derr Gebel 
Sahaba
0223 Wadi Sahaba 22.004190 31.365810 Wadi Derr Shahàbe 349869
0224 Awardali* 21.978030 31.339690 Settlement Derr Aouardale Allouanàt
0225 Thuwe* 21.970090 31.338470 Settlement Derr Thoué









0228 Alwarti* 21.914740 31.296490 Settlement Derr Aluarti






0230 Buhen (Temple of Horus of 
Buhen)















0234 Magarab Island 21.880900 31.273560 Island Derr Ile Téremla
























0237 Fakus Island* 21.847590 31.240840 Island Fakous I.
0238 Tika Island 21.818830 31.212250 Island Derr Teyt I.
0239 Dabanarti 21.810950 31.186850 Island Derr Dahabet I. 701-
060-010
0240 Gandal Irki 21.770510 31.177610 Monument Derr R(uines) Deyr Soulléh
0241 Mirgissa 21.811360 31.179840 Monument Derr R(uines) Mirqisseh 701-
060-020
0242 Wadi Derr Wady Sulla
0243 Kur 21.875820 31.260640 Monument Derr
0244 Durginarti (Fortress) 21.858240 31.247640 Island Derr 701-
060-011




0246 Dir Island 21.827690 31.224840 Island Derr Doul Dull
0247 Shargandi Island 21.794820 31.182310 Island Derr Sciarketta 367248
0248 Abka East (Military depot) 21.776916 31.186586 Monument Derr Chounié Abket I. Shoonah 701-
060-021
381076
0249 Abka East (Fortress 162) 21.777930 31.184990 Monument Derr Oucmé Amka Wady Amka
0250 Sabri* Island Derr Sabre
0251 Anqash 21.904780 31.305190 Settlement Derr 701-
050-110
0252 Artinassi I. 21.766540 31.192190 Island Derr I. Artinassi
0253 Gamai East 21.745290 31.199820 Settlement Derr Ghenet 701-
060-030
3475 374991
0254 Gamai West 21.743850 31.187840 Settlement Derr Guenet Kassa 
R(uine)
374989
0255 Qasantaw (Church 11-D-1) 21.741520 31.187000 Monument Derr R(uines)
0256 Murshid West (Church 
11-I-1)
21.665170 31.166150 Monument Derr R(uines) Karaqen
0257 Abu Dum Island* 21.749850 31.190390 Island Derr I. Abdoum Abdoum I.









0259 Sitt Hajja Shaykh* 21.654400 31.171000 Monument Derr Setté 
l'Haggaie 
Chek
Setti Haggì Hadja Sette Hadje




0261 Maganduli* 21.665010 31.125570 Settlement Derr Magandollé Djebel 
Mangandol
0262 Angsi* 21.625430 31.109060 Settlement Derr Angcé





0264 Fakayt Island 21.622360 31.099220 Island Derr Farquettearti
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0237 Fakus Island* 21.847590 31.240840 Island Fakous I.
0238 Tika Island 21.818830 31.212250 Island Derr Teyt I.
0239 Dabanarti 21.810950 31.186850 Island Derr Dahabet I. 701-
060-010
0240 Gandal Irki 21.770510 31.177610 Monument Derr R(uines) Deyr Soulléh
0241 Mirgissa 21.811360 31.179840 Monument Derr R(uines) Mirqisseh 701-
060-020
0242 Wadi Derr Wady Sulla
0243 Kur 21.875820 31.260640 Monument Derr
0244 Durginarti (Fortress) 21.858240 31.247640 Island Derr 701-
060-011




0246 Dir Island 21.827690 31.224840 Island Derr Doul Dull
0247 Shargandi Island 21.794820 31.182310 Island Derr Sciarketta 367248
0248 Abka East (Military depot) 21.776916 31.186586 Monument Derr Chounié Abket I. Shoonah 701-
060-021
381076
0249 Abka East (Fortress 162) 21.777930 31.184990 Monument Derr Oucmé Amka Wady Amka
0250 Sabri* Island Derr Sabre
0251 Anqash 21.904780 31.305190 Settlement Derr 701-
050-110
0252 Artinassi I. 21.766540 31.192190 Island Derr I. Artinassi
0253 Gamai East 21.745290 31.199820 Settlement Derr Ghenet 701-
060-030
3475 374991
0254 Gamai West 21.743850 31.187840 Settlement Derr Guenet Kassa 
R(uine)
374989
0255 Qasantaw (Church 11-D-1) 21.741520 31.187000 Monument Derr R(uines)
0256 Murshid West (Church 
11-I-1)
21.665170 31.166150 Monument Derr R(uines) Karaqen
0257 Abu Dum Island* 21.749850 31.190390 Island Derr I. Abdoum Abdoum I.









0259 Sitt Hajja Shaykh* 21.654400 31.171000 Monument Derr Setté 
l'Haggaie 
Chek
Setti Haggì Hadja Sette Hadje




0261 Maganduli* 21.665010 31.125570 Settlement Derr Magandollé Djebel 
Mangandol
0262 Angsi* 21.625430 31.109060 Settlement Derr Angcé





0264 Fakayt Island 21.622360 31.099220 Island Derr Farquettearti




















0266 Aqaba Kagnarti 21.592416 31.091325 Aqaba Derr
0267 Askut Island 21.616790 31.093370 Island Derr 701-
060-031
0268 Abd al Rahman* 21.606732 31.095666 Settlement Derr Abderaman
0269 Jabal Qurab 21.588190 31.087136 Mountain Derr Erroué 368343
0270 Khawr Ahmad Sharif 21.556699 31.083480 Khawr Derr Ouadée Ali 
Fentega
379927
0271 Arusa* 21.548335 31.062775 Settlement Derr Oaudée 
Arroussé
0272 Saras East 21.577800 31.078280 Settlement Derr Tasitia, Tasisitis 
(lat.) (?) 
Sarasse Seras Sarâs (Wady) 
Saras
367597












0275 Malik Island 21.526070 30.987630 Island Derr Meli I. 370183
0276 Urunarti 21.525727 30.990256 Monument Derr Ourourarti Isola Urun I. Ourounârti 701-
060-050
0277 Kajinjira Island 21.515520 30.980690 Island Sukkot Isola 
Costarhen
Kag-engirah
0278 Semna West (Fortress) 21.494253 30.960949 Monument Sukkot Semné Semene Semnéh Samne 701-
060-060
3474 367454
0279 Semna East/Kumma 
(Fortress)







0280 Jabal al Riaga 21.474219 30.996094 Mountain Sukkot Guebelle 
Ellériaga
0281 Semna Island 21.477767 30.952073 Island Sukkot Semnée Arti Semné Nârti 367455
0282 Semna South (Fortress) 21.484526 30.956426 Monument Sukkot 701-
060-061
0283 Semna Cataract 21.492294 30.963582 Cataract Sukkot





0285 Kindin-kalu* 21.438050 30.981510 Settlement Sukkot
0286 Jabal Brinikul 21.442410 31.053240 Mountain Sukkot Djebel 
Bilingo
377204





0288 Attiri Island 21.427778 30.991543 Island Sukkot
0289 Batn al Hajar Area Sukkot Bar el Hadjr





0291 Shaykh Umar* 21.359851 30.940768 Monument Sukkot Sceyk 
Omar
0292 Duwayshat West (Church) 21.354938 30.932296 Monument Sukkot
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0266 Aqaba Kagnarti 21.592416 31.091325 Aqaba Derr
0267 Askut Island 21.616790 31.093370 Island Derr 701-
060-031
0268 Abd al Rahman* 21.606732 31.095666 Settlement Derr Abderaman
0269 Jabal Qurab 21.588190 31.087136 Mountain Derr Erroué 368343
0270 Khawr Ahmad Sharif 21.556699 31.083480 Khawr Derr Ouadée Ali 
Fentega
379927
0271 Arusa* 21.548335 31.062775 Settlement Derr Oaudée 
Arroussé
0272 Saras East 21.577800 31.078280 Settlement Derr Tasitia, Tasisitis 
(lat.) (?) 
Sarasse Seras Sarâs (Wady) 
Saras
367597












0275 Malik Island 21.526070 30.987630 Island Derr Meli I. 370183
0276 Urunarti 21.525727 30.990256 Monument Derr Ourourarti Isola Urun I. Ourounârti 701-
060-050
0277 Kajinjira Island 21.515520 30.980690 Island Sukkot Isola 
Costarhen
Kag-engirah
0278 Semna West (Fortress) 21.494253 30.960949 Monument Sukkot Semné Semene Semnéh Samne 701-
060-060
3474 367454
0279 Semna East/Kumma 
(Fortress)







0280 Jabal al Riaga 21.474219 30.996094 Mountain Sukkot Guebelle 
Ellériaga
0281 Semna Island 21.477767 30.952073 Island Sukkot Semnée Arti Semné Nârti 367455
0282 Semna South (Fortress) 21.484526 30.956426 Monument Sukkot 701-
060-061
0283 Semna Cataract 21.492294 30.963582 Cataract Sukkot





0285 Kindin-kalu* 21.438050 30.981510 Settlement Sukkot
0286 Jabal Brinikul 21.442410 31.053240 Mountain Sukkot Djebel 
Bilingo
377204





0288 Attiri Island 21.427778 30.991543 Island Sukkot
0289 Batn al Hajar Area Sukkot Bar el Hadjr





0291 Shaykh Umar* 21.359851 30.940768 Monument Sukkot Sceyk 
Omar
















0293 Duwayshat West 21.354110 30.934070 Monument Sukkot Chateau 
Attire
376049
0294 Ubigi* 21.351120 30.928350 Settlement Obege 
R(uines)
0295 Bararsin* 21.347890 30.922650 Settlement Sukkot Berersen
0296 Farri* 21.344290 30.915110 Settlement Sukkot Farré
0297 Kumaki Isles 21.34346 30.92076 Island Sukkot Ile 
Coumoucqué
371919
0298 Duwayshat East (Building 
16-S-1)
21.341240 30.927381 Monument Sukkot R(uines)
0299 Maynarti Island* 21.338400 30.915210 Island Sukkot Ile Ménardi
0300 Nariz Island* 21.329039 30.905879 Island Sukkot Ile Naraïse
0301 Kulu* 21.332762 30.914386 Settlement Sukkot Coulou
0302 Gushu Island* 21.31765 30.88123 Island Sukkot Ile Gouchous
0303 Amiduma Island* 21.327648 30.909473 Island Sukkot Ile 
Amédouma
0304 Aburmatu* 21.317113 30.901814 Settlement Sukkot Abormato Burma
0305 Ambikul Island 21.3115895 30.8718317 Island Sukkot Ile Moubouco I. Tambouko Ambigo
0306 Turkuman Island 21.31677 30.88587 Island Sukkot Ile 
Tinquienre
0307 Khawr Ambikul 21.294877 30.886269 Khawr Sukkot Ouadée 
Malar Bocoli
378900
0308 Saadik* 21.299898 30.874679 Settlement Sukkot Saadec
0309 Susinarti Island 21.296506 30.858570 Island Sukkot Housouarti 366607
0310 Sawiki* 21.296055 30.866424 Settlement Sukkot Saoueki
0311 Khawr Kisbitta 21.288629 30.861317 Khawr Sukkot Quibista Isbet
0312 Khawr Angsi 21.286388 30.855489 Khawr Sukkot Angcé
0313 Narri* 21.288764 30.848222 Settlement Sukkot Narré Narvi
0314 Slave Island* 21.288246 30.835624 Island Sukkot Isola dello 
Schiavo
0315 Turmukki Island (Fortress 
16-U-1)
21.285415 30.792840 Monument Sukkot R(uines) Tournouki







0317 Sunki West 21.218166 30.678575 Settlement Sukkot 366792
0318 Sunki East 21.214076 30.684436 Settlement Sukkot Sonqué/
Soicqué
Sonki 366793
0319 Skatarandif Island* Sukkot Isola Sca-
terendiff
0320 Sunki East (Settlement 
21-D-3)
21.218343 30.688311 Monument Sukkot R(uines)
0321 Sunki East (Settlement 
21-D-4)
21.199472 30.685508 Monument Sukkot R(uines)
0322 Atara Island 21.282942 30.814730 Island Sukkot Ile Attare Addarih
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0293 Duwayshat West 21.354110 30.934070 Monument Sukkot Chateau 
Attire
376049
0294 Ubigi* 21.351120 30.928350 Settlement Obege 
R(uines)
0295 Bararsin* 21.347890 30.922650 Settlement Sukkot Berersen
0296 Farri* 21.344290 30.915110 Settlement Sukkot Farré
0297 Kumaki Isles 21.34346 30.92076 Island Sukkot Ile 
Coumoucqué
371919
0298 Duwayshat East (Building 
16-S-1)
21.341240 30.927381 Monument Sukkot R(uines)
0299 Maynarti Island* 21.338400 30.915210 Island Sukkot Ile Ménardi
0300 Nariz Island* 21.329039 30.905879 Island Sukkot Ile Naraïse
0301 Kulu* 21.332762 30.914386 Settlement Sukkot Coulou
0302 Gushu Island* 21.31765 30.88123 Island Sukkot Ile Gouchous
0303 Amiduma Island* 21.327648 30.909473 Island Sukkot Ile 
Amédouma
0304 Aburmatu* 21.317113 30.901814 Settlement Sukkot Abormato Burma
0305 Ambikul Island 21.3115895 30.8718317 Island Sukkot Ile Moubouco I. Tambouko Ambigo
0306 Turkuman Island 21.31677 30.88587 Island Sukkot Ile 
Tinquienre
0307 Khawr Ambikul 21.294877 30.886269 Khawr Sukkot Ouadée 
Malar Bocoli
378900
0308 Saadik* 21.299898 30.874679 Settlement Sukkot Saadec
0309 Susinarti Island 21.296506 30.858570 Island Sukkot Housouarti 366607
0310 Sawiki* 21.296055 30.866424 Settlement Sukkot Saoueki
0311 Khawr Kisbitta 21.288629 30.861317 Khawr Sukkot Quibista Isbet
0312 Khawr Angsi 21.286388 30.855489 Khawr Sukkot Angcé
0313 Narri* 21.288764 30.848222 Settlement Sukkot Narré Narvi
0314 Slave Island* 21.288246 30.835624 Island Sukkot Isola dello 
Schiavo
0315 Turmukki Island (Fortress 
16-U-1)
21.285415 30.792840 Monument Sukkot R(uines) Tournouki







0317 Sunki West 21.218166 30.678575 Settlement Sukkot 366792
0318 Sunki East 21.214076 30.684436 Settlement Sukkot Sonqué/
Soicqué
Sonki 366793
0319 Skatarandif Island* Sukkot Isola Sca-
terendiff
0320 Sunki East (Settlement 
21-D-3)
21.218343 30.688311 Monument Sukkot R(uines)
0321 Sunki East (Settlement 
21-D-4)
21.199472 30.685508 Monument Sukkot R(uines)
















0323 Turmukki Cataract* 21.285210 30.813377 Cataract Sukkot
0324 Khawr Atara 21.280412 30.814481 Khawr Sukkot
0325 Malik al Nasir East 21.2768558 30.795501 Settlement Sukkot Amelique 370186
0326 Gulmash Lake* 21.268740 30.721760 Lake Sukkot Goulmeche 
Lac







0328 Tanjur Island 21.2522398 30.7289556 Island Sukkot Tangouri Arti Tanqouret I. Tangoor 701-
060-090
366403
0329 Wadi Tanjur 21.236113 30.727290 Wadi Sukkot Ouadée 
Tangouri
0330 Settlement Sukkot Mattar el 
Hadjar
0331 Wadi Sukkot Wady Om 
Kanasher
0332 Jabal Ukma* 21.178980 30.681397 Mountain Sukkot Monte 
Okameh
0333 Aqaba Ukma 21.170520 30.674151 Aqaba Sukkot Accaba Ocme
0334 Ukma Island* 21.141690 30.678880 Island Sukkot I. Oqmeh
0335 Ukma West 21.164536 30.656095 Settlement Sukkot Okme 701-
060-091
5146 365440
0336 Ukma East 21.144787 30.683430 Settlement Sukkot Oucmé Ocmé 701-
060-091
365441
0337 Ukma West (Fortress 
21-N-9)
21.141182 30.671774 Monument Sukkot R(uines)
0338 Ukma West (Fortress 
21-N-9)
21.133049 30.681012 Monument Sukkot R(uines)
0339 Wadi al Hajar* 21.189649 30.677019 Wadi Sukkot Ouadée 
el'Agiar
0340 Khawr Akasha 21.069315 30.697523 Khawr Sukkot Ouadée 
Accachef
379847
0341 Hammam Akasha 21.116721 30.689002 Spring Sukkot Bains chauds 379842
0342 Kagaras (Church) 21.119118 30.698879 Monument Sukkot 373119
0343 Akasha West 21.099949 30.693920 Monument Sukkot 701-
060-092
379840
0344 Kulb East 21.050606 30.665519 Settlement Sukkot Coulup Colul Kolbe I. 701-
060-093
371974
0345 Kulb Cataract* 21.061300 30.667390 Cataract Sukkot Kolbe 
Cataract
0346 Akasha East 21.075394 30.707301 Settlement Sukkot Chek 
Accachef
Acasceff Acashe 4902 379846




0348 Jabal Umm Rawag 20.888043 30.507256 Mountain Mahas 364704
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0323 Turmukki Cataract* 21.285210 30.813377 Cataract Sukkot
0324 Khawr Atara 21.280412 30.814481 Khawr Sukkot
0325 Malik al Nasir East 21.2768558 30.795501 Settlement Sukkot Amelique 370186
0326 Gulmash Lake* 21.268740 30.721760 Lake Sukkot Goulmeche 
Lac







0328 Tanjur Island 21.2522398 30.7289556 Island Sukkot Tangouri Arti Tanqouret I. Tangoor 701-
060-090
366403
0329 Wadi Tanjur 21.236113 30.727290 Wadi Sukkot Ouadée 
Tangouri
0330 Settlement Sukkot Mattar el 
Hadjar
0331 Wadi Sukkot Wady Om 
Kanasher
0332 Jabal Ukma* 21.178980 30.681397 Mountain Sukkot Monte 
Okameh
0333 Aqaba Ukma 21.170520 30.674151 Aqaba Sukkot Accaba Ocme
0334 Ukma Island* 21.141690 30.678880 Island Sukkot I. Oqmeh
0335 Ukma West 21.164536 30.656095 Settlement Sukkot Okme 701-
060-091
5146 365440
0336 Ukma East 21.144787 30.683430 Settlement Sukkot Oucmé Ocmé 701-
060-091
365441
0337 Ukma West (Fortress 
21-N-9)
21.141182 30.671774 Monument Sukkot R(uines)
0338 Ukma West (Fortress 
21-N-9)
21.133049 30.681012 Monument Sukkot R(uines)
0339 Wadi al Hajar* 21.189649 30.677019 Wadi Sukkot Ouadée 
el'Agiar
0340 Khawr Akasha 21.069315 30.697523 Khawr Sukkot Ouadée 
Accachef
379847
0341 Hammam Akasha 21.116721 30.689002 Spring Sukkot Bains chauds 379842
0342 Kagaras (Church) 21.119118 30.698879 Monument Sukkot 373119
0343 Akasha West 21.099949 30.693920 Monument Sukkot 701-
060-092
379840
0344 Kulb East 21.050606 30.665519 Settlement Sukkot Coulup Colul Kolbe I. 701-
060-093
371974
0345 Kulb Cataract* 21.061300 30.667390 Cataract Sukkot Kolbe 
Cataract
0346 Akasha East 21.075394 30.707301 Settlement Sukkot Chek 
Accachef
Acasceff Acashe 4902 379846




















0349 Sarkamattu 20.9826051 30.5820675 Settlement Sukkot Sercarmato/
Ouadée 
Sarcarmato
0350 Dal Cataract 20.993749 30.579953 Cataract Sukkot Dal Dâl Dal 701-
060-094
381230
0351 Duli Island 20.989160 30.572040 Island Sukkot Dâl I. Dal I. 376324
0352 Jabal al Dal 20.985730 30.646740 Mountain Sukkot Djebel Dâl 376832
0353 Firka East 20.905283 30.576284 Settlement Sukkot Farqué Ferkee Ferket 375392
0354 Firkinarti 20.898704 30.570047 Island Sukkot Farqeh I. Ferket I. 375389
0355 Diffi Island 20.981955 30.573729 Island Mahas Deffi Arti
0356 Dargamut* 20.942200 30.573930 Settlement Sukkot Zergamôt*
0357 Arba I.* 20.946570 30.563940 Island Sukkot I. Arba
0358 Kalab I.* 20.954600 30.561280 Island Sukkot I. Kelâb
0359 Sir I.* 20.962870 30.560270 Island Sukkot I. Syr
0360 Jabal Firka 20.928430 30.592470 Mountain Mahas Monte 
Mème
Djebel Mémé Mama 
Mountain
375394
0361 Dal Naru* 20.92506 30.56748 Settlement Sukkot Dâl Nârou
0362 Jabal Ghabur 20.891030 30.587470 Mountain Mahas Djebel Oufyr 374922
0363 Mugraka 20.861894 30.566407 Settlement Mahas Mogracqué Mogrât Magrat 369929
0364 Mugraka Island 20.857847 30.553148 Island Mahas Mogracchi Moqraqeh I.
0365 Sargai Island* 20.84989 30.54876 Island Sargai I.
0366 Wadi Abu Sari 20.804730 30.529493 Wadi Mahas Ouadée Apsal
0367 Ginis 20.818826 30.491129 Settlement Mahas Ouadée 
Connous
Gennis Gimmish 374804
0368 Attab East 20.8200365 30.4336119 Settlement Mahas Attap
0369 Gargatti Island 20.8278184 30.433333 Island Mahas Guerguèparti Atab I. 374958
0370 Amara West 20.821832 30.384579 Settlement Mahas 378918
0371 Jabal Allaqi* 20.790820 30.398260 Mountain Mahas Djebel Ollaqy Ollaky 
Mountain
0372 Qubbat Shaykh Maghayr 20.810717 30.412408 Monument Mahas 378932
0373 Amara East (Meroitic 
Temple)
20.809640 30.381097 Monument Mahas Pedeme (mer.) Primis Megalē 
(gr.) (?) 
Amarra Amara Amârah Aamara 701-
060-
100-010
0374 Arnati Island 20.818036 30.352696 Island Mahas Arnaty I. 701-
060-101
378507
0375 Abri 20.797336 30.341975 Settlement Mahas Abit Abri 701-
060-130
3443 381046
0376 Amurat* 20.782475 30.327621 Settlement Mahas Amouret
0377 Sai Island (Cathedral) 20.745914 30.325279 Monument Mahas
0378 Sai Island (Fortress) 20.736541 30.331926 Monument Mahas Shaat (eg.) Zaē (gr.) Chateau 701-
060-110
3471
0379 Sai Island 20.715289 30.332975 Island Mahas Ile de Saïde Isola di Saï I. Sâys Say 367525
0380 Kuyika 20.673748 30.333866 Settlement Mahas Couyoucqué Qoeyq Koeyk 372075
0381 Jabal Abud 20.633970 30.368620 Mountain Mahas Aboode 
Mountain
0382 Bir Dafir* 20.677110 30.300780 Settlement Mahas Byr Daffer
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0349 Sarkamattu 20.9826051 30.5820675 Settlement Sukkot Sercarmato/
Ouadée 
Sarcarmato
0350 Dal Cataract 20.993749 30.579953 Cataract Sukkot Dal Dâl Dal 701-
060-094
381230
0351 Duli Island 20.989160 30.572040 Island Sukkot Dâl I. Dal I. 376324
0352 Jabal al Dal 20.985730 30.646740 Mountain Sukkot Djebel Dâl 376832
0353 Firka East 20.905283 30.576284 Settlement Sukkot Farqué Ferkee Ferket 375392
0354 Firkinarti 20.898704 30.570047 Island Sukkot Farqeh I. Ferket I. 375389
0355 Diffi Island 20.981955 30.573729 Island Mahas Deffi Arti
0356 Dargamut* 20.942200 30.573930 Settlement Sukkot Zergamôt*
0357 Arba I.* 20.946570 30.563940 Island Sukkot I. Arba
0358 Kalab I.* 20.954600 30.561280 Island Sukkot I. Kelâb
0359 Sir I.* 20.962870 30.560270 Island Sukkot I. Syr
0360 Jabal Firka 20.928430 30.592470 Mountain Mahas Monte 
Mème
Djebel Mémé Mama 
Mountain
375394
0361 Dal Naru* 20.92506 30.56748 Settlement Sukkot Dâl Nârou
0362 Jabal Ghabur 20.891030 30.587470 Mountain Mahas Djebel Oufyr 374922
0363 Mugraka 20.861894 30.566407 Settlement Mahas Mogracqué Mogrât Magrat 369929
0364 Mugraka Island 20.857847 30.553148 Island Mahas Mogracchi Moqraqeh I.
0365 Sargai Island* 20.84989 30.54876 Island Sargai I.
0366 Wadi Abu Sari 20.804730 30.529493 Wadi Mahas Ouadée Apsal
0367 Ginis 20.818826 30.491129 Settlement Mahas Ouadée 
Connous
Gennis Gimmish 374804
0368 Attab East 20.8200365 30.4336119 Settlement Mahas Attap
0369 Gargatti Island 20.8278184 30.433333 Island Mahas Guerguèparti Atab I. 374958
0370 Amara West 20.821832 30.384579 Settlement Mahas 378918
0371 Jabal Allaqi* 20.790820 30.398260 Mountain Mahas Djebel Ollaqy Ollaky 
Mountain
0372 Qubbat Shaykh Maghayr 20.810717 30.412408 Monument Mahas 378932
0373 Amara East (Meroitic 
Temple)
20.809640 30.381097 Monument Mahas Pedeme (mer.) Primis Megalē 
(gr.) (?) 
Amarra Amara Amârah Aamara 701-
060-
100-010
0374 Arnati Island 20.818036 30.352696 Island Mahas Arnaty I. 701-
060-101
378507
0375 Abri 20.797336 30.341975 Settlement Mahas Abit Abri 701-
060-130
3443 381046
0376 Amurat* 20.782475 30.327621 Settlement Mahas Amouret
0377 Sai Island (Cathedral) 20.745914 30.325279 Monument Mahas
0378 Sai Island (Fortress) 20.736541 30.331926 Monument Mahas Shaat (eg.) Zaē (gr.) Chateau 701-
060-110
3471
0379 Sai Island 20.715289 30.332975 Island Mahas Ile de Saïde Isola di Saï I. Sâys Say 367525
0380 Kuyika 20.673748 30.333866 Settlement Mahas Couyoucqué Qoeyq Koeyk 372075
0381 Jabal Abud 20.633970 30.368620 Mountain Mahas Aboode 
Mountain
















0383 Jabal Zibr al Kalb 20.700310 30.455510 Mountain Mahas Djebel Tibbet Tibbet 
Mountain
363448
0384 Hamid 20.6611257 30.3049623 Settlement Mahas Delmite Ouâdy el 
Hamyd
0385 Wadi Idris* 20.692145 30.354961 Wadi Mahas Ouadée Drise
0386 Nilwatti Island 20.633333 30.300000 Island Mahas Ile 
Ellouettearti
Nelouaty I. 369162
0387 Qubbat Shaykh Idris 20.689180 30.341616 Monument Mahas Chek Drise Heich
0388 Abraga 20.600210 30.283860 Area Mahas Abraq 381058
0389 Suarda Island 20.559350 30.297400 Island Mahas I. Ouâousy
0390 Abbudiya 20.5996585 30.3021616 Settlement Mahas Ouadi 
Abudeh
Ebouda Aboode 381177
0391 Nilwa 20.520070 30.321370 Area Mahas Neloua 369163
0392 Irau 20.525121 30.331434 Settlement Mahas Arrou Irai Maria Irau 373520
0393 Seddenga (South Temple) 20.550236 30.294854 Monument Mahas







0395 Oshomatto 20.4860667 30.3299856 Settlement Mahas Ouadée 
Choumette
368706
0396 Tit 20.516280 30.322260 Area Mahas Ettaoué Tetty
0397 Wawa 20.4428436 30.3465882 Settlement Mahas Vouy Ouâouy Waony 363880
0398 Oshba Island 20.482860 30.319860 Island Mahas I. Ochebeh
0399 Jabal Dusha (Rock Chapel of 
Thutmosis III)
20.480687 30.314626 Monument Mahas Djebel Doch Doshe 701-
060-150
376262
0400 Sulb 20.440237 30.331002 Settlement Mahas Seloup Solib Soleb 366696
0401 Tarba* 20.459160 30.319480 Settlement Mahas Terbè
0402 Sulb (Temple of Amun and 
Amenhotep III)









0403 Irun* 20.346669 30.399792 Settlement Mahas Irun Ireek
0404 Agula 20.417924 30.341017 Settlement Mahas Argantao 378643
0405 Kuyamattu 20.381025 30.381657 Settlement Mahas Coymarti Kohé Mât 372076
0406 Agula 20.355164 30.446468 Wadi Mahas Ouadée 
Agout
0407 Kuya 20.339421 30.405707 Settlement Mahas Cayet Kohé Koye 372078
0408 Sadinfanti 20.357217 30.506487 Settlement Mahas Sodéfenti Sad Effendi 367835
0409 Idaffur* 20.358046 30.484326 Settlement Mahas Idaffour
0410 Tugnan 20.347100 30.458640 Settlement Mahas Tougna 365677
0411 Tinari 20.353340 30.482538 Settlement Mahas Tinarré Tynareh Tinareh 365978
0412 Wadi Naritasad* 20.333441 30.542842 Wadi Mahas Ouadée 
Néritasad
0413 Gambu* 20.321826 30.537394 Settlement Mahas Gambo Gimba Ghimba
0414 Settlement Mahas Colmerri
0415 Adbur Island 20.303889 30.556111 Island Mahas Ile Lobor I. Atbor
0416 Abu Sari 20.277222 30.583889 Settlement Mahas Apsal Absarat Absari 380537
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0383 Jabal Zibr al Kalb 20.700310 30.455510 Mountain Mahas Djebel Tibbet Tibbet 
Mountain
363448
0384 Hamid 20.6611257 30.3049623 Settlement Mahas Delmite Ouâdy el 
Hamyd
0385 Wadi Idris* 20.692145 30.354961 Wadi Mahas Ouadée Drise
0386 Nilwatti Island 20.633333 30.300000 Island Mahas Ile 
Ellouettearti
Nelouaty I. 369162
0387 Qubbat Shaykh Idris 20.689180 30.341616 Monument Mahas Chek Drise Heich
0388 Abraga 20.600210 30.283860 Area Mahas Abraq 381058
0389 Suarda Island 20.559350 30.297400 Island Mahas I. Ouâousy
0390 Abbudiya 20.5996585 30.3021616 Settlement Mahas Ouadi 
Abudeh
Ebouda Aboode 381177
0391 Nilwa 20.520070 30.321370 Area Mahas Neloua 369163
0392 Irau 20.525121 30.331434 Settlement Mahas Arrou Irai Maria Irau 373520
0393 Seddenga (South Temple) 20.550236 30.294854 Monument Mahas







0395 Oshomatto 20.4860667 30.3299856 Settlement Mahas Ouadée 
Choumette
368706
0396 Tit 20.516280 30.322260 Area Mahas Ettaoué Tetty
0397 Wawa 20.4428436 30.3465882 Settlement Mahas Vouy Ouâouy Waony 363880
0398 Oshba Island 20.482860 30.319860 Island Mahas I. Ochebeh
0399 Jabal Dusha (Rock Chapel of 
Thutmosis III)
20.480687 30.314626 Monument Mahas Djebel Doch Doshe 701-
060-150
376262
0400 Sulb 20.440237 30.331002 Settlement Mahas Seloup Solib Soleb 366696
0401 Tarba* 20.459160 30.319480 Settlement Mahas Terbè
0402 Sulb (Temple of Amun and 
Amenhotep III)









0403 Irun* 20.346669 30.399792 Settlement Mahas Irun Ireek
0404 Agula 20.417924 30.341017 Settlement Mahas Argantao 378643
0405 Kuyamattu 20.381025 30.381657 Settlement Mahas Coymarti Kohé Mât 372076
0406 Agula 20.355164 30.446468 Wadi Mahas Ouadée 
Agout
0407 Kuya 20.339421 30.405707 Settlement Mahas Cayet Kohé Koye 372078
0408 Sadinfanti 20.357217 30.506487 Settlement Mahas Sodéfenti Sad Effendi 367835
0409 Idaffur* 20.358046 30.484326 Settlement Mahas Idaffour
0410 Tugnan 20.347100 30.458640 Settlement Mahas Tougna 365677
0411 Tinari 20.353340 30.482538 Settlement Mahas Tinarré Tynareh Tinareh 365978
0412 Wadi Naritasad* 20.333441 30.542842 Wadi Mahas Ouadée 
Néritasad
0413 Gambu* 20.321826 30.537394 Settlement Mahas Gambo Gimba Ghimba
0414 Settlement Mahas Colmerri
0415 Adbur Island 20.303889 30.556111 Island Mahas Ile Lobor I. Atbor
















0417 Agir 20.356730 30.464920 Settlement Mahas Aguierre/
Agierre
Hogge 380010
0418 Tundi Island 20.298201 30.570966 Island Mahas Ile Tougni/Ile 
de Tongi
0419 Dangul* 20.234365 30.569005 Monument Mahas Amarré Dangul
0420 Wadi Abu Sunt 20.266828 30.5869379 Wadi Mahas Ouadée Apsal Ouadi 
Absari
Absaul Absuant 380541
0421 Kuma 20.214900 30.562140 Area Mahas Koumar
0422 Agnur* 20.232940 30.576050 Settlement Mahas Agnour





0424 Aqaba Mahas Hassenate 
Pass
0425 Durarti Island* ,20.174640 30.554290 Island Mahas I. Dourarty
0426 Khawr Kidimula 20.1558389 30.5650752 Khawr Mahas 372426
0427 Kidimula 20.147280 30.561154 Settlement Mahas Cumlub
0428 Aglash Island 20.101690 30.564820 Island Mahas Aglace Isola Aglas I. Aglas Aglas/
Gallashi
379988
0429 Barbar Island* 20.097635 30.567223 Island Mahas Gorbad Isola 
Beibegh
0430 Agattiri 20.089340 30.585360 Area Mahas Agetterib 380012
0431 Settlement Mahas Gami
0432 Settlement Mahas Mishirfa
0433 Bajbol Island 20.086100 30.570020 Island Mahas Isola 
Taiboiboi
377874
0434 Artimiri Island 20.071364 30.567912 Island Mahas Ile Artimerie Isola 
Artimiri
I. Artemiri Artemiri I. 378444
0435 Makarbi* 20.068680 30.585920 Area Mahas Maqerby
0436 Kaminkurti 20.255672 30.578803 Settlement Mahas Camancourti
0437 Jabal Tundullah 20.246007 30.378417 Mountain Mahas 365605




0439 Gurgud 20.159480 30.548470 Settlement Mahas Gourgot Gorgott Gourgote 374695
0440 Sadinkurti 20.1263446 30.580833 Settlement Mahas Sadalcorti Sadikorti Gourti 367833
0441 Handika 20.148997 30.550277 Settlement Mahas Indecquie/
Imdecqui
Andek 374122
0442 Sese (Med PMed 
Settlement)
20.119667 30.549500 Monument Mahas Sessée 367419
0443 Sese (Temple of Amun, 
Mut, and Khonsu)
20.110167 30.542617 Monument Mahas Sessé Sescé Sasef 701-
060-
170-020
0444 Jabal Dalqu 20.121087 30.564172 Mountain Mahas 376816
0445 Dalqu 20.121480 30.560078 Settlement Mahas Gouloucou Delgo Delligo
0446 Tondli* 20.098115 30.546875 Settlement Mahas Tondli
0447 Sudla 20.093040 30.555680 Settlement Mahas Soudleh 366747
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0417 Agir 20.356730 30.464920 Settlement Mahas Aguierre/
Agierre
Hogge 380010
0418 Tundi Island 20.298201 30.570966 Island Mahas Ile Tougni/Ile 
de Tongi
0419 Dangul* 20.234365 30.569005 Monument Mahas Amarré Dangul
0420 Wadi Abu Sunt 20.266828 30.5869379 Wadi Mahas Ouadée Apsal Ouadi 
Absari
Absaul Absuant 380541
0421 Kuma 20.214900 30.562140 Area Mahas Koumar
0422 Agnur* 20.232940 30.576050 Settlement Mahas Agnour





0424 Aqaba Mahas Hassenate 
Pass
0425 Durarti Island* ,20.174640 30.554290 Island Mahas I. Dourarty
0426 Khawr Kidimula 20.1558389 30.5650752 Khawr Mahas 372426
0427 Kidimula 20.147280 30.561154 Settlement Mahas Cumlub
0428 Aglash Island 20.101690 30.564820 Island Mahas Aglace Isola Aglas I. Aglas Aglas/
Gallashi
379988
0429 Barbar Island* 20.097635 30.567223 Island Mahas Gorbad Isola 
Beibegh
0430 Agattiri 20.089340 30.585360 Area Mahas Agetterib 380012
0431 Settlement Mahas Gami
0432 Settlement Mahas Mishirfa
0433 Bajbol Island 20.086100 30.570020 Island Mahas Isola 
Taiboiboi
377874
0434 Artimiri Island 20.071364 30.567912 Island Mahas Ile Artimerie Isola 
Artimiri
I. Artemiri Artemiri I. 378444
0435 Makarbi* 20.068680 30.585920 Area Mahas Maqerby
0436 Kaminkurti 20.255672 30.578803 Settlement Mahas Camancourti
0437 Jabal Tundullah 20.246007 30.378417 Mountain Mahas 365605




0439 Gurgud 20.159480 30.548470 Settlement Mahas Gourgot Gorgott Gourgote 374695
0440 Sadinkurti 20.1263446 30.580833 Settlement Mahas Sadalcorti Sadikorti Gourti 367833
0441 Handika 20.148997 30.550277 Settlement Mahas Indecquie/
Imdecqui
Andek 374122
0442 Sese (Med PMed 
Settlement)
20.119667 30.549500 Monument Mahas Sessée 367419
0443 Sese (Temple of Amun, 
Mut, and Khonsu)
20.110167 30.542617 Monument Mahas Sessé Sescé Sasef 701-
060-
170-020
0444 Jabal Dalqu 20.121087 30.564172 Mountain Mahas 376816
0445 Dalqu 20.121480 30.560078 Settlement Mahas Gouloucou Delgo Delligo
0446 Tondli* 20.098115 30.546875 Settlement Mahas Tondli
















0448 Narnarti Island 20.059455 30.578729 Island Mahas Ile Nararti I. Mararté 369416
0449 Shadda 20.0683197 30.5600422 Settlement Mahas Cheddi Kaibar Chadeh 367382
0450 Tura 20.048000 30.575290 Settlement Mahas Toura
0451 Kukka 20.024302 30.579615 Settlement Mahas Coucqué/
Cocqué
Huch Kouké Koke 372272
0452 Settlement Mahas Haram
0453 Kadan 19.956700 30.562390 Settlement Mahas Dayn El Dain 372033
0454 Haj Umar Monument Mahas Hadj Omar
0455 Sabu (Settlement SBU003) 19.957833 30.558500 Monument Mahas R(uines)
0456 Sabu 19.940736 30.5471032 Settlement Mahas Sabbo Soba Sabou Sooba 701-
060-180
367863
0457 Sabu (Rock Drawing 
SBU007)
19.931733 30.536050 Monument Mahas Montagne 
avec des 
figures
0458 Jaddi (Rock Drawing 
GED010)
19.929667 30.532500 Monument Mahas Montagne 
avec des 
figures
0459 Jaddi (Rock Drawing 
GED012)
19.929233 30.531350 Monument Mahas Montagne 
avec des 
figures
0460 Nauri (NAR001) 19.936667 30.433367 Monument Mahas R(uines) Naour 701-
060-190
0461 Jaddi 19.925840 30.511011 Settlement Mahas Suaghe 375035
0462 Two Virgins, the 19.935895 30.432975 Mountain Mahas Kisbalet and 
Mahoury 
rocher
0463 Diffi Faqir Hissaan 
(MSK005)
19.934967 30.460500 Monument Mahas Haffyr
0464 Kajbar 19.944821 30.532315 Settlement Mahas Caybad Kayabar 373121
0465 Farayg 19.934838 30.489258 Settlement Mahas Fereigh Fareyt Farreit
0466 Difuinarti Island 19.946650 30.496540 Island Mahas I. Deffoil
0467 Difui 19.941131 30.507761 Settlement Mahas Douf-ouanog 376620
0468 Kasa Shufin/Ushindiffi 19.944167 30.427900 Monument Mahas R(uines) d'un 
ch(ateux)
0469 Shufin 19.943638 30.431047 Settlement Mahas Coufena
0470 Guddi 19.809545 30.320850 Island Mahas Goude
0471 Guddi Island 19.808048 30.318047 Island Mahas Ile Goude
0472 Kabaaja  19.819673 30.296507 Settlement Mahas Kabây Kabadgi
0473 Musul Island 19.793898 30.306649 Island Mahas Ile de 
Moussou
Simnob I. Moussoli I. 369580
0474 Markuul 19.956200 30.337917 Settlement Mahas Mournouk 370443
0475 Simit Island 19.775620 30.339689 Island Mahas Ile de Smitto/
Ile Smitta
I. Semit Zimmit I. 366870
0476 Qubbat Faqir Kullin Balli 
(SMW005)
19.777250 30.310600 Monument Mahas Syd Semit
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0448 Narnarti Island 20.059455 30.578729 Island Mahas Ile Nararti I. Mararté 369416
0449 Shadda 20.0683197 30.5600422 Settlement Mahas Cheddi Kaibar Chadeh 367382
0450 Tura 20.048000 30.575290 Settlement Mahas Toura
0451 Kukka 20.024302 30.579615 Settlement Mahas Coucqué/
Cocqué
Huch Kouké Koke 372272
0452 Settlement Mahas Haram
0453 Kadan 19.956700 30.562390 Settlement Mahas Dayn El Dain 372033
0454 Haj Umar Monument Mahas Hadj Omar
0455 Sabu (Settlement SBU003) 19.957833 30.558500 Monument Mahas R(uines)
0456 Sabu 19.940736 30.5471032 Settlement Mahas Sabbo Soba Sabou Sooba 701-
060-180
367863
0457 Sabu (Rock Drawing 
SBU007)
19.931733 30.536050 Monument Mahas Montagne 
avec des 
figures
0458 Jaddi (Rock Drawing 
GED010)
19.929667 30.532500 Monument Mahas Montagne 
avec des 
figures
0459 Jaddi (Rock Drawing 
GED012)
19.929233 30.531350 Monument Mahas Montagne 
avec des 
figures
0460 Nauri (NAR001) 19.936667 30.433367 Monument Mahas R(uines) Naour 701-
060-190
0461 Jaddi 19.925840 30.511011 Settlement Mahas Suaghe 375035
0462 Two Virgins, the 19.935895 30.432975 Mountain Mahas Kisbalet and 
Mahoury 
rocher
0463 Diffi Faqir Hissaan 
(MSK005)
19.934967 30.460500 Monument Mahas Haffyr
0464 Kajbar 19.944821 30.532315 Settlement Mahas Caybad Kayabar 373121
0465 Farayg 19.934838 30.489258 Settlement Mahas Fereigh Fareyt Farreit
0466 Difuinarti Island 19.946650 30.496540 Island Mahas I. Deffoil
0467 Difui 19.941131 30.507761 Settlement Mahas Douf-ouanog 376620
0468 Kasa Shufin/Ushindiffi 19.944167 30.427900 Monument Mahas R(uines) d'un 
ch(ateux)
0469 Shufin 19.943638 30.431047 Settlement Mahas Coufena
0470 Guddi 19.809545 30.320850 Island Mahas Goude
0471 Guddi Island 19.808048 30.318047 Island Mahas Ile Goude
0472 Kabaaja  19.819673 30.296507 Settlement Mahas Kabây Kabadgi
0473 Musul Island 19.793898 30.306649 Island Mahas Ile de 
Moussou
Simnob I. Moussoli I. 369580
0474 Markuul 19.956200 30.337917 Settlement Mahas Mournouk 370443
0475 Simit Island 19.775620 30.339689 Island Mahas Ile de Smitto/
Ile Smitta
I. Semit Zimmit I. 366870
0476 Qubbat Faqir Kullin Balli 
(SMW005)




















0478 Malagab 19.947958 30.400133 Settlement Mahas Molentago
0479 Mamnikki Island 19.940003 30.468517 Island Mahas Ile 
Mamonnarti
0480 Arduan Island 19.919082 30.359265 Island Mahas Grande Ile 
Charabine
I. Outayab Fareatti 378559
0481 Fuggu 19.895680 30.334513 Settlement Mahas <Ile> Farriat
0482 Masida Island 19.893811 30.385687 Island Mahas Ile Méseidi
0483 Masida 19.891581 30.389936 Settlement Mahas Messaida 370370
0484 Barqa 19.894350 30.395420 Settlement Mahas Berghe 377639
0485 Gumara 19.898348 30.333245 Island Mahas <Ile> 
Goumarre
Komar
0486 Sugdan Island 19.934537 30.309422 Island Mahas Ile Giaoulli 366721
0487 Kur Island 19.887232 30.312646 Island Mahas Ile Core Kor
0488 Tajab (Fortress TJB025) 19.943500 30.300333 Monument Mahas R(uines) 366552
0489 Tajab (Structure TJB024) 19.941567 30.295450 Monument Mahas
0490 Sharabin Diffi (JWG007) 19.952517 30.399150 Monument Mahas Charaby
0491 Faqir Komaaski 19.940717 30.294817 Monument Mahas Faqir 
Effendy
0492 Fagirinfanti (TJB023) 19.940617 30.295583 Monument Mahas R(uines)
0493 Amla 19.895132 30.308112 Settlement Mahas Amri





0495 Kissaanfarki (TJB005) 19.833717 30.287817 Monument Mahas Ali Bursi/El 
Bonique
0496 Wadi Farjar* 19.887070 30.352340 Wadi Mahas Farjar
0497 Aqaba Kasm al Alma* 19.853800 30.314490 Aqaba Mahas Kasma el 
Elma Pass
0498 Jabal Sadayk 19.839765 30.347171 Mountain Mahas 373459
0499 Sadayk (Diffi of Sadin Dulli 
SDK008)
19.821000 30.305833 Monument Mahas R(uines)
0500 Sadayk 19.817476 30.316208 Settlement Mahas Sedeln Sardak 367836
0501 Ashshaw  19.749527 30.367383 Settlement Mahas Acha
0502 Dabanta* 19.74047 30.38286 Area Mahas Dabanta
0503 Simit East 19.784701 30.359456 Settlement Mahas Semele 366871
0504 Nab Island 19.795667 30.321081 Island Mahas Ile Nap 369515
0505 Kulumbali Island 19.745173 30.372426 Island Mahas Ile Coubanne 371928
0506 Ushindiffi (KBD009) 19.754567 30.377233 Monument Mahas R(uines)
0507 Ushinkurid (HNK033) 19.730667 30.367333 Monument Mahas R(uines)
0508 Kabudi 19.726782 30.385040 Settlement Mahas Village Kobodi 373195










I. Tombos Tumbos I.
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0478 Malagab 19.947958 30.400133 Settlement Mahas Molentago
0479 Mamnikki Island 19.940003 30.468517 Island Mahas Ile 
Mamonnarti
0480 Arduan Island 19.919082 30.359265 Island Mahas Grande Ile 
Charabine
I. Outayab Fareatti 378559
0481 Fuggu 19.895680 30.334513 Settlement Mahas <Ile> Farriat
0482 Masida Island 19.893811 30.385687 Island Mahas Ile Méseidi
0483 Masida 19.891581 30.389936 Settlement Mahas Messaida 370370
0484 Barqa 19.894350 30.395420 Settlement Mahas Berghe 377639
0485 Gumara 19.898348 30.333245 Island Mahas <Ile> 
Goumarre
Komar
0486 Sugdan Island 19.934537 30.309422 Island Mahas Ile Giaoulli 366721
0487 Kur Island 19.887232 30.312646 Island Mahas Ile Core Kor
0488 Tajab (Fortress TJB025) 19.943500 30.300333 Monument Mahas R(uines) 366552
0489 Tajab (Structure TJB024) 19.941567 30.295450 Monument Mahas
0490 Sharabin Diffi (JWG007) 19.952517 30.399150 Monument Mahas Charaby
0491 Faqir Komaaski 19.940717 30.294817 Monument Mahas Faqir 
Effendy
0492 Fagirinfanti (TJB023) 19.940617 30.295583 Monument Mahas R(uines)
0493 Amla 19.895132 30.308112 Settlement Mahas Amri





0495 Kissaanfarki (TJB005) 19.833717 30.287817 Monument Mahas Ali Bursi/El 
Bonique
0496 Wadi Farjar* 19.887070 30.352340 Wadi Mahas Farjar
0497 Aqaba Kasm al Alma* 19.853800 30.314490 Aqaba Mahas Kasma el 
Elma Pass
0498 Jabal Sadayk 19.839765 30.347171 Mountain Mahas 373459
0499 Sadayk (Diffi of Sadin Dulli 
SDK008)
19.821000 30.305833 Monument Mahas R(uines)
0500 Sadayk 19.817476 30.316208 Settlement Mahas Sedeln Sardak 367836
0501 Ashshaw  19.749527 30.367383 Settlement Mahas Acha
0502 Dabanta* 19.74047 30.38286 Area Mahas Dabanta
0503 Simit East 19.784701 30.359456 Settlement Mahas Semele 366871
0504 Nab Island 19.795667 30.321081 Island Mahas Ile Nap 369515
0505 Kulumbali Island 19.745173 30.372426 Island Mahas Ile Coubanne 371928
0506 Ushindiffi (KBD009) 19.754567 30.377233 Monument Mahas R(uines)
0507 Ushinkurid (HNK033) 19.730667 30.367333 Monument Mahas R(uines)
0508 Kabudi 19.726782 30.385040 Settlement Mahas Village Kobodi 373195


























0511 Hajar al Dahab* Dongola Hadjar el 
Dahab
0512 Hannik 19.721218 30.363188 Settlement Mahas Annet/
Hannak
Hannac Hanneq Hannech 374100
0513 Badin Island 19.650512 30.387098 Island Dongola Ile Bédine Isola Bedin I. Bedyn Bedeen I. 377934
0514 Akkad 19.675470 30.366220 Settlement Dongola Akeh Akki 379823
0515 Dagarti Island 19.683360 30.374000 Island Dongola Dagarty I. 376873
0516 Surug 19.632960 30.373500 Settlement Dongola Sérouyeh 372322
0517 Askan* 19.619080 30.402680 Settlement Dongola Askan Askan




0519 Kerma (Defufa K.II) 19.604192 30.444683 Monument Dongola Pyramides 701-
070-
020-020
0520 Jabal Hafir 19.633830 30.302000 Mountain Dongola Gart 
Mountain
0521 Hafir 19.596123 30.377257 Settlement Dongola Affir Haffyr Haffeer 374381
0522 Bargayg 19.566160 30.428109 Settlement Dongola Burgade
0523 Artigashi Island 19.568642 30.411700 Island Dongola Ile Arti Gacha I. Kirmân Artigasher 
I.
378446
0524 Musnarti Island* 19.580230 30.394070 Island Dongola Mousnârti I.
0525 Mushu 19.564753 30.390657 Settlement Dongola Miché Mochi Moshi 369595
0526 Kuya 19.533426 30.390578 Settlement Dongola Coyé Koué Koye
0527 Bullinarti Island 19.538964 30.402613 Island Dongola Ile Boulearti Bonârti I. Bonarti I. 377141
0528 Tumbus (Inscription 
of Viceroy Merymes 
TMB003a)
19.710883 30.393967 Monument Dongola
0529 Tumbus (Inscription of 
Thutmosis I TMB003b)
19.710867 30.393867 Monument Dongola
0530 Tumbus (Inscription 
of Viceroy Merymes 
TMB003d)
19.710850 30.393717 Monument Dongola
0531 Tumbus (Inscription of 
Thutmosis I TMB003e)
19.711333 30.390300 Monument Dongola
0532 Tumbus (Inscriptions of 
Thutmosis I TMB003f-g)
19.711833 30.389033 Monument Dongola
0533 Tumbus (Inscription of 
Thutmosis I TMB003h)
19.711850 30.388733 Monument Dongola





0535 Marawarti Island 19.463130 30.431020 Island Dongola I. Maraourti 370482
0536 Dibalat Island* 19.556140 30.418870 Island Dongola I. Dibalet
0537 Sugdan Island 19.645530 30.396350 Island Dongola I. Koubân
0538 Zawarat, al 19.359956 30.445580 Settlement Dongola L'Gourer Ozaorat Zogarab 377996
0539 Irs Island 19.341859 30.449140 Island Dongola Ile d'Irit Magari I. 373515
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0511 Hajar al Dahab* Dongola Hadjar el 
Dahab
0512 Hannik 19.721218 30.363188 Settlement Mahas Annet/
Hannak
Hannac Hanneq Hannech 374100
0513 Badin Island 19.650512 30.387098 Island Dongola Ile Bédine Isola Bedin I. Bedyn Bedeen I. 377934
0514 Akkad 19.675470 30.366220 Settlement Dongola Akeh Akki 379823
0515 Dagarti Island 19.683360 30.374000 Island Dongola Dagarty I. 376873
0516 Surug 19.632960 30.373500 Settlement Dongola Sérouyeh 372322
0517 Askan* 19.619080 30.402680 Settlement Dongola Askan Askan




0519 Kerma (Defufa K.II) 19.604192 30.444683 Monument Dongola Pyramides 701-
070-
020-020
0520 Jabal Hafir 19.633830 30.302000 Mountain Dongola Gart 
Mountain
0521 Hafir 19.596123 30.377257 Settlement Dongola Affir Haffyr Haffeer 374381
0522 Bargayg 19.566160 30.428109 Settlement Dongola Burgade
0523 Artigashi Island 19.568642 30.411700 Island Dongola Ile Arti Gacha I. Kirmân Artigasher 
I.
378446
0524 Musnarti Island* 19.580230 30.394070 Island Dongola Mousnârti I.
0525 Mushu 19.564753 30.390657 Settlement Dongola Miché Mochi Moshi 369595
0526 Kuya 19.533426 30.390578 Settlement Dongola Coyé Koué Koye
0527 Bullinarti Island 19.538964 30.402613 Island Dongola Ile Boulearti Bonârti I. Bonarti I. 377141
0528 Tumbus (Inscription 
of Viceroy Merymes 
TMB003a)
19.710883 30.393967 Monument Dongola
0529 Tumbus (Inscription of 
Thutmosis I TMB003b)
19.710867 30.393867 Monument Dongola
0530 Tumbus (Inscription 
of Viceroy Merymes 
TMB003d)
19.710850 30.393717 Monument Dongola
0531 Tumbus (Inscription of 
Thutmosis I TMB003e)
19.711333 30.390300 Monument Dongola
0532 Tumbus (Inscriptions of 
Thutmosis I TMB003f-g)
19.711833 30.389033 Monument Dongola
0533 Tumbus (Inscription of 
Thutmosis I TMB003h)
19.711850 30.388733 Monument Dongola





0535 Marawarti Island 19.463130 30.431020 Island Dongola I. Maraourti 370482
0536 Dibalat Island* 19.556140 30.418870 Island Dongola I. Dibalet
0537 Sugdan Island 19.645530 30.396350 Island Dongola I. Koubân
0538 Zawarat, al 19.359956 30.445580 Settlement Dongola L'Gourer Ozaorat Zogarab 377996
















0540 Argu Island 19.409411 30.453869 Island Dongola Ile d'Argos Isola Argo Argo I. Argo 701-
070-030
3447 378542
0541 Tabu (Temple of Amun) 19.385657 30.469357 Monument Dongola 701-
070-
030-011
0542 Banna Island 19.426140 30.431020 Island Dongola Benneh I. Benni I.
0543 Kurba 19.476730 30.414090 Settlement Dongola Kerbi 372166
0544 Magassir Island 19.234046 30.480989 Island Dongola Mugazzi Megasser I. Magazi I. (C 
8158)
Mugazi I. 370912
0545 Argusab 19.528030 30.419439 Settlement Dongola Argos Senné 378543
0546 Settlement Dongola Gaugodes/
Gora
0547 Sarrarnarti* 19.483400 30.470490 Settlement Dongola Serrar Nârti
0548 Settlement Dongola Sanna 
Behat
0549 Haj Zummar 19.408410 30.442400 Settlement Dongola Hadj Samar 374365
0550 Settlement Dongola Korlos
0551 Agada 19.285470 30.469900 Settlement Dongola Aqâdeh Agade 380040
0552 Tura, al 19.320190 30.459320 Settlement Dongola Toura 378135






0554 Kubtut 19.253430 30.449520 Settlement Dongola Kabtôt 372038
0555 Bayt al Gawa Island* 19.217660 30.485130 Island Dongola I. Beyt el-
Gaoua








Maraka Maragga 2760 363417
0557 Irtidi Island 19.151119 30.487469 Island Dongola Ile Hertit Isola Ertil I. Hafartôt 375768
0558 Urdi, al 19.164730 30.476340 Settlement Dongola Arguy 375831
0559 Wadi Sittayn* 19.288400 30.452680 Wadi Dongola Ouâdy 
Settayn
0560 Garada I. 19.282840 30.458820 Island Dongola Gerad I. 375124
0561 Jallaba Island* 19.238530 30.491210 Island Dongola Djellab I.
0562 Wadi Gadur* 19.277470 30.448190 Wadi Dongola Ouâdy 
Gadour





0564 Bir Umm Gassab 19.210654  30.589257 Water well Dongola Dom el 
Gossar
364792
0565 Kurni* 19.084310 30.482380 Settlement Dongola Korné
0566 Ukni* 19.100330 30.485420 Settlement Dongola Oukné
0567 Amra, al* 19.092200 30.494780 Area Dongola El-Amrah
0568 Umm Ushra al Kalab* 19.171690 30.498070 Area Dongola Om-ochrâ 
el-Kelab
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0540 Argu Island 19.409411 30.453869 Island Dongola Ile d'Argos Isola Argo Argo I. Argo 701-
070-030
3447 378542
0541 Tabu (Temple of Amun) 19.385657 30.469357 Monument Dongola 701-
070-
030-011
0542 Banna Island 19.426140 30.431020 Island Dongola Benneh I. Benni I.
0543 Kurba 19.476730 30.414090 Settlement Dongola Kerbi 372166
0544 Magassir Island 19.234046 30.480989 Island Dongola Mugazzi Megasser I. Magazi I. (C 
8158)
Mugazi I. 370912
0545 Argusab 19.528030 30.419439 Settlement Dongola Argos Senné 378543
0546 Settlement Dongola Gaugodes/
Gora
0547 Sarrarnarti* 19.483400 30.470490 Settlement Dongola Serrar Nârti
0548 Settlement Dongola Sanna 
Behat
0549 Haj Zummar 19.408410 30.442400 Settlement Dongola Hadj Samar 374365
0550 Settlement Dongola Korlos
0551 Agada 19.285470 30.469900 Settlement Dongola Aqâdeh Agade 380040
0552 Tura, al 19.320190 30.459320 Settlement Dongola Toura 378135






0554 Kubtut 19.253430 30.449520 Settlement Dongola Kabtôt 372038
0555 Bayt al Gawa Island* 19.217660 30.485130 Island Dongola I. Beyt el-
Gaoua








Maraka Maragga 2760 363417
0557 Irtidi Island 19.151119 30.487469 Island Dongola Ile Hertit Isola Ertil I. Hafartôt 375768
0558 Urdi, al 19.164730 30.476340 Settlement Dongola Arguy 375831
0559 Wadi Sittayn* 19.288400 30.452680 Wadi Dongola Ouâdy 
Settayn
0560 Garada I. 19.282840 30.458820 Island Dongola Gerad I. 375124
0561 Jallaba Island* 19.238530 30.491210 Island Dongola Djellab I.
0562 Wadi Gadur* 19.277470 30.448190 Wadi Dongola Ouâdy 
Gadour





0564 Bir Umm Gassab 19.210654  30.589257 Water well Dongola Dom el 
Gossar
364792
0565 Kurni* 19.084310 30.482380 Settlement Dongola Korné
0566 Ukni* 19.100330 30.485420 Settlement Dongola Oukné
0567 Amra, al* 19.092200 30.494780 Area Dongola El-Amrah

















0569 Kajatti Island* 19.068640 30.485290 Island Dongola I. Ekayaté
0570 Kajatti 19.059689 30.472916 Settlement Dongola Cayatti Kait Kajatteh Kait
0571 Timinar Island 19.056071 30.479148 Island Dongola Ile Timanarre I. Temenar 365993
0572 Sahaba Island 18.906361 30.470415 Island Dongola Isola 
Sakaba
0573 Kawa 19.123125 30.496990 Monument Dongola Gematen (eg.) Patigga, Pitara (lat.) 701-
070-040
2790 805647
0574 Khannag 19.121720 30.479610 Settlement Dongola Hannat Kannek Hannak 372546
0575 Qasr Wad Nimayri 19.021721 30.464450 Settlement Dongola R. Guesmaré
0576 Qasr Wad Nimayri (Qubbat 
Hajj Sharif)
19.015797 30.461883 Monument Dongola Chek
0577 Qasr Wad Nimayri (Qubbat 
Hajj)
19.015729 30.461632 Monument Dongola
0578 Qasr Wad Nimayiri (Qubbat 
Satti Abd al Qadir)
19.017924 30.461377 Monument Dongola
0579 Labab Island 18.996790 30.470120 Island Dongola Ile Callaffa Abd-er-
Rahmân I.




0581 Bangar* 18.972120 30.452020 Settlement Dongola Bangar
0582 Darar Island 18.966946 30.459507 Island Dongola Ile Durar Isola Zurar I. Edrar 376541
0583 Sahaba 18.914512 30.464142 Settlement Dongola Saaba Sakaba Sabaa 367804
0584 Tarahim* 18.901510 30.462900 Settlement Dongola Tarahym
0585 Gartut Island* 18.891220 30.471250 Island Dongola I. Guertot
0586 Sayal al Gadab* 18.882360 30.465940 Settlement Dongola Seyal el-
Guedaab
0587 Tayti 18.834255 30.487957 Settlement Dongola Tète/Têté/
Tetté
Setti Teyt/Tetti 366234
0588 Dirr* 18.855896 30.476440 Monument Dongola Derr
0589 Kalafat Island* 18.764410 30.531980 Island Dongola Kalafât I.
0590 Kamni* 18.773270 30.519070 Settlement Dongola Kamné
0591 Nubinida* 18.761770 30.523120 Settlement Dongola Noubi-neda
0592 Urbi 18.744861 30.526300 Settlement Dongola Coursu Kurub Ourbi 364411
0593 Shaykh (3)* 18.713540 30.559301 Monument Dongola Chek
0594 Bard Island* 18.748120 30.538560 Island Dongola I. Bard
0595 Dayid Island* 18.718640 30.549440 Island Dongola I. Dayd
0596 Kanisa* Monument Dongola Keneeza
0597 Settlement Dongola Serrigdel
0598 Suri 18.692307 30.545559 Settlement Dongola Sarri Sori Sôri Sori 366631
0599 Sali 18.675440 30.551020 Settlement Dongola Saäl/Sallé 367729
0600 Mulwad Island 18.652510 30.569330 Island Dongola I. Om-
Oulouât
369729
0601 Kikyar* 18.627020 30.564250 Settlement Dongola Kykiar
0602 Khandaq, al 18.607773 30.567303 Settlement Dongola Andak/
Handak
Handaak Handah Handech 379257
0603 Dambu 18.556627 30.598662 Settlement Dongola Dambo Dambéo 376802
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0569 Kajatti Island* 19.068640 30.485290 Island Dongola I. Ekayaté
0570 Kajatti 19.059689 30.472916 Settlement Dongola Cayatti Kait Kajatteh Kait
0571 Timinar Island 19.056071 30.479148 Island Dongola Ile Timanarre I. Temenar 365993
0572 Sahaba Island 18.906361 30.470415 Island Dongola Isola 
Sakaba
0573 Kawa 19.123125 30.496990 Monument Dongola Gematen (eg.) Patigga, Pitara (lat.) 701-
070-040
2790 805647
0574 Khannag 19.121720 30.479610 Settlement Dongola Hannat Kannek Hannak 372546
0575 Qasr Wad Nimayri 19.021721 30.464450 Settlement Dongola R. Guesmaré
0576 Qasr Wad Nimayri (Qubbat 
Hajj Sharif)
19.015797 30.461883 Monument Dongola Chek
0577 Qasr Wad Nimayri (Qubbat 
Hajj)
19.015729 30.461632 Monument Dongola
0578 Qasr Wad Nimayiri (Qubbat 
Satti Abd al Qadir)
19.017924 30.461377 Monument Dongola
0579 Labab Island 18.996790 30.470120 Island Dongola Ile Callaffa Abd-er-
Rahmân I.




0581 Bangar* 18.972120 30.452020 Settlement Dongola Bangar
0582 Darar Island 18.966946 30.459507 Island Dongola Ile Durar Isola Zurar I. Edrar 376541
0583 Sahaba 18.914512 30.464142 Settlement Dongola Saaba Sakaba Sabaa 367804
0584 Tarahim* 18.901510 30.462900 Settlement Dongola Tarahym
0585 Gartut Island* 18.891220 30.471250 Island Dongola I. Guertot
0586 Sayal al Gadab* 18.882360 30.465940 Settlement Dongola Seyal el-
Guedaab
0587 Tayti 18.834255 30.487957 Settlement Dongola Tète/Têté/
Tetté
Setti Teyt/Tetti 366234
0588 Dirr* 18.855896 30.476440 Monument Dongola Derr
0589 Kalafat Island* 18.764410 30.531980 Island Dongola Kalafât I.
0590 Kamni* 18.773270 30.519070 Settlement Dongola Kamné
0591 Nubinida* 18.761770 30.523120 Settlement Dongola Noubi-neda
0592 Urbi 18.744861 30.526300 Settlement Dongola Coursu Kurub Ourbi 364411
0593 Shaykh (3)* 18.713540 30.559301 Monument Dongola Chek
0594 Bard Island* 18.748120 30.538560 Island Dongola I. Bard
0595 Dayid Island* 18.718640 30.549440 Island Dongola I. Dayd
0596 Kanisa* Monument Dongola Keneeza
0597 Settlement Dongola Serrigdel
0598 Suri 18.692307 30.545559 Settlement Dongola Sarri Sori Sôri Sori 366631
0599 Sali 18.675440 30.551020 Settlement Dongola Saäl/Sallé 367729
0600 Mulwad Island 18.652510 30.569330 Island Dongola I. Om-
Oulouât
369729
0601 Kikyar* 18.627020 30.564250 Settlement Dongola Kykiar
0602 Khandaq, al 18.607773 30.567303 Settlement Dongola Andak/
Handak
Handaak Handah Handech 379257
















0604 Salagi 18.527782 30.615258 Settlement Dongola Tallac Salaki 367770
0605 Shabana 18.507696 30.632192 Settlement Dongola Chabahan Chybân 367395
0606 Abidamar* 18.47372 30.66406 Settlement Dongola Abid-hemar
0607 Qulayd 18.485032 30.653292 Settlement Dongola El Goli/Golli Goli Gôlet 379033
0608 Kumi Island 18.496940 30.679690 Island Dongola I. Kogne 372221




0610 Firgi 18.458872 30.675268 Settlement Dongola Fagri Fergi Fargeh 375397
0611 Nawi 18.450348 30.722653 Settlement Dongola Naoué 369323




0613 Baslan Island 18.442220 30.703720 Island Dongola I. Basleyn
0614 Baslan 18.433191 30.685534 Settlement Dongola Bassailug Basleyn 377585
0615 Colgerrab
0616 Bakri Island, al 18.387840 30.702660 Island Dongola I. Roum
0617 Bakri, al 18.402550 30.695640 Settlement Dongola Bakri Bakkil 379652
0618 Wadi Dongola Wady 
Hinnowah
0619 Arabhay* 18.413950 30.710130 Area Dongola Arab-hay
0620 Khulaywa 18.350140 30.688940 Area Dongola El-Keleh 379239




0622 Alu, al* 18.318670 30.692230 Settlement Dongola Aléau
0623 Alu Island, al 18.321577 30.696356 Island Dongola Allo I. Tell-Aleau
0624 Latih, al* 18.324680 30.700580 Area Dongola El-Lateh
0625 Ghaddar Island 18.272800 30.709922 Island Dongola Gaman Arti I. Gadar 374913
0626 Baja, al 18.236500 30.727900 Settlement Dongola El-Bây
0627 Hilut* 18.241550 30.736760 Settlement Dongola Hilot
0628 Urbab Island* 18.231700 30.734990 Island Dongola Orbâb I.












0630 Old Dunqula (Mosque) 18.224674 30.745550 Monument Dongola
0631 Old Dunqula (Cathedral) 18.225870 30.742147 Monument Dongola
0632 Dunqula West 18.198470 30.720850 Settlement Dongola Guisir 
Dongolah
374891
0633 Hamur Island 18.170750 30.768969 Island Dongola Ile Amour I. Ammour 374129
0634 Tangasi Island 18.146096 30.818951 Island Dongola Ile 
Tangassiarti/
Ile de Tombol
Tongo Tanger I. 366408
0635 Banganarti (Church 
BNG001)
18.166778 30.784667 Monument Dongola R. Tangoussy I.
0636 Banganarti 18.170734 30.791145 Settlement Dongola Ouga Abamto Banga-Nârti 377781
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0604 Salagi 18.527782 30.615258 Settlement Dongola Tallac Salaki 367770
0605 Shabana 18.507696 30.632192 Settlement Dongola Chabahan Chybân 367395
0606 Abidamar* 18.47372 30.66406 Settlement Dongola Abid-hemar
0607 Qulayd 18.485032 30.653292 Settlement Dongola El Goli/Golli Goli Gôlet 379033
0608 Kumi Island 18.496940 30.679690 Island Dongola I. Kogne 372221




0610 Firgi 18.458872 30.675268 Settlement Dongola Fagri Fergi Fargeh 375397
0611 Nawi 18.450348 30.722653 Settlement Dongola Naoué 369323




0613 Baslan Island 18.442220 30.703720 Island Dongola I. Basleyn
0614 Baslan 18.433191 30.685534 Settlement Dongola Bassailug Basleyn 377585
0615 Colgerrab
0616 Bakri Island, al 18.387840 30.702660 Island Dongola I. Roum
0617 Bakri, al 18.402550 30.695640 Settlement Dongola Bakri Bakkil 379652
0618 Wadi Dongola Wady 
Hinnowah
0619 Arabhay* 18.413950 30.710130 Area Dongola Arab-hay
0620 Khulaywa 18.350140 30.688940 Area Dongola El-Keleh 379239




0622 Alu, al* 18.318670 30.692230 Settlement Dongola Aléau
0623 Alu Island, al 18.321577 30.696356 Island Dongola Allo I. Tell-Aleau
0624 Latih, al* 18.324680 30.700580 Area Dongola El-Lateh
0625 Ghaddar Island 18.272800 30.709922 Island Dongola Gaman Arti I. Gadar 374913
0626 Baja, al 18.236500 30.727900 Settlement Dongola El-Bây
0627 Hilut* 18.241550 30.736760 Settlement Dongola Hilot
0628 Urbab Island* 18.231700 30.734990 Island Dongola Orbâb I.












0630 Old Dunqula (Mosque) 18.224674 30.745550 Monument Dongola
0631 Old Dunqula (Cathedral) 18.225870 30.742147 Monument Dongola
0632 Dunqula West 18.198470 30.720850 Settlement Dongola Guisir 
Dongolah
374891
0633 Hamur Island 18.170750 30.768969 Island Dongola Ile Amour I. Ammour 374129
0634 Tangasi Island 18.146096 30.818951 Island Dongola Ile 
Tangassiarti/
Ile de Tombol
Tongo Tanger I. 366408
0635 Banganarti (Church 
BNG001)
18.166778 30.784667 Monument Dongola R. Tangoussy I.
















0637 Abu Qussi 18.136620 30.774180 Area Dongola Abgouss 380616
0638 Tumbul* 18.142496 30.762847 Settlement Dongola Tombol
0639 Wabr Ahmar* 18.133430 30.786450 Settlement Dongola Ouebr-
Ahmar
0640 Amunjugur Island* 18.081480 30.936750 Island Dongola Amon-
jougour I.
0641 Argi Island 18.076931 30.943815 Island Dongola Erchoas (gr.) (?) Ile Argui Ari Arguy 701-
070-070
378546
0642 Shaykh (4)* 18.125678 30.847196 Monument Dongola Cheks
0643 Girayt 18.127180 30.815040 Settlement Dongola Corot Korodaguil 21.c.10





0645 Wadi al Mayt* 18.083170 30.924350 Wadi Dongola Ouâdy el-
Maet
0646 Karat 18.073400 30.928980 Settlement Dongola Gueret Keret El-harak 372608
0647 Kassi 
Arrian
0648 Dabba, al 18.048445 30.952126 Settlement Dongola Debba/Dabba Edab et Dolib Dabdi 380186
0649 Karmakul 18.029035 30.977125 Settlement Dongola Corcomot Kormod 372800
0650 Girra Island 18.039286 31.027542 Island Dongola Guirè Arti/Ile 
de Guiré
Isola Kiren I. Goureh Ghirra I. 374776
0651 Abkur (Abkur Fortress/
Estabel ABK083)
18.042528 31.076083 Monument Dongola Abcot Abukur Abkor 381074
0652 Abkur (Cemetery) 18.044059 31.076921 Monument Dongola
0653 Hillat Abd al Aziz* 18.017481 31.033360 Settlement Dongola Hellé 
Abdelasis
0654 Tambanarti/Island al Fung 18.013451 31.093743 Island Dongola Tomba Arti I. Taba-Nârti 375898
0655 Affad, al 18.009220 31.147970 Settlement Dongola Affat El-fât Affar 379748
0656 Gushabarti Island 17.998910 31.118667 Island Dongola Couchaparti Isola 
Kusub
I. Gouchabi
0657 Gushabi 17.994026 31.096155 Settlement Dongola Couchap Gouchab 374684
0658 Dulumnarti Island* 17.998720 31.100210 Island Dongola Doloum-
Nârti I.
0659 Gigri Island* 17.988130 31.154620 Island Dongola I. Guigri
0660 Targis 18.019660 31.114640 Area Dongola Tirguisse 366144
0661 Kuti* 17.979950 31.148800 Settlement Dongola Kouti
0662 Abu Dawm 17.975811 31.159137 Settlement Dongola Abéloum Abdoum Abdoum 380951
0663 Abu Kulaywat 17.977450 31.176030 Settlement Dongola Abou-
Keleouât
380721
0664 Qanatti Island 17.994891 31.258213 Island Dongola Guenatti Arti Isola Kenet I. Kenéteh Kennet I. 375144
0665 Diffar 18.035199 31.293465 Monument Dongola Deffâr Doofar
0666 Suot* 17.991228 31.251253 Settlement Dongola Suot
0667 Artimuga 17.993749 31.288967 Settlement Dongola Tamoga Tamoga I. Artimoga 378443
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0637 Abu Qussi 18.136620 30.774180 Area Dongola Abgouss 380616
0638 Tumbul* 18.142496 30.762847 Settlement Dongola Tombol
0639 Wabr Ahmar* 18.133430 30.786450 Settlement Dongola Ouebr-
Ahmar
0640 Amunjugur Island* 18.081480 30.936750 Island Dongola Amon-
jougour I.
0641 Argi Island 18.076931 30.943815 Island Dongola Erchoas (gr.) (?) Ile Argui Ari Arguy 701-
070-070
378546
0642 Shaykh (4)* 18.125678 30.847196 Monument Dongola Cheks
0643 Girayt 18.127180 30.815040 Settlement Dongola Corot Korodaguil 21.c.10





0645 Wadi al Mayt* 18.083170 30.924350 Wadi Dongola Ouâdy el-
Maet
0646 Karat 18.073400 30.928980 Settlement Dongola Gueret Keret El-harak 372608
0647 Kassi 
Arrian
0648 Dabba, al 18.048445 30.952126 Settlement Dongola Debba/Dabba Edab et Dolib Dabdi 380186
0649 Karmakul 18.029035 30.977125 Settlement Dongola Corcomot Kormod 372800
0650 Girra Island 18.039286 31.027542 Island Dongola Guirè Arti/Ile 
de Guiré
Isola Kiren I. Goureh Ghirra I. 374776
0651 Abkur (Abkur Fortress/
Estabel ABK083)
18.042528 31.076083 Monument Dongola Abcot Abukur Abkor 381074
0652 Abkur (Cemetery) 18.044059 31.076921 Monument Dongola
0653 Hillat Abd al Aziz* 18.017481 31.033360 Settlement Dongola Hellé 
Abdelasis
0654 Tambanarti/Island al Fung 18.013451 31.093743 Island Dongola Tomba Arti I. Taba-Nârti 375898
0655 Affad, al 18.009220 31.147970 Settlement Dongola Affat El-fât Affar 379748
0656 Gushabarti Island 17.998910 31.118667 Island Dongola Couchaparti Isola 
Kusub
I. Gouchabi
0657 Gushabi 17.994026 31.096155 Settlement Dongola Couchap Gouchab 374684
0658 Dulumnarti Island* 17.998720 31.100210 Island Dongola Doloum-
Nârti I.
0659 Gigri Island* 17.988130 31.154620 Island Dongola I. Guigri
0660 Targis 18.019660 31.114640 Area Dongola Tirguisse 366144
0661 Kuti* 17.979950 31.148800 Settlement Dongola Kouti
0662 Abu Dawm 17.975811 31.159137 Settlement Dongola Abéloum Abdoum Abdoum 380951
0663 Abu Kulaywat 17.977450 31.176030 Settlement Dongola Abou-
Keleouât
380721
0664 Qanatti Island 17.994891 31.258213 Island Dongola Guenatti Arti Isola Kenet I. Kenéteh Kennet I. 375144
0665 Diffar 18.035199 31.293465 Monument Dongola Deffâr Doofar
0666 Suot* 17.991228 31.251253 Settlement Dongola Suot
0667 Artimuga 17.993749 31.288967 Settlement Dongola Tamoga Tamoga I. Artimoga 378443
























0670 Hitani 18.024155 31.382524 Monument Dongola Attanné 
R(uines)
Hettan Hettayn Hettan 373856
0671 Kulud Island 18.034810 31.357550 Island Dongola Koulout 371931





0673 Kuri 18.047500 31.430291 Settlement Dongola Aurri El-Kouri 371841
0674 Nug* 18.030180 31.424041 Settlement Dongola Nog Enok
0675 Ambikul 18.070092 31.514208 Settlement Dongola Amboucot Ambukot Am-boukôn/
Am-boukol
Amboocote 378896
0676 Awatad Island 18.075740 31.509020 Island Dongola Oumderaq I.
0677 Gillas Island 18.091004 31.520924 Island Dongola Ile Debèche Isola 
Debesch
Guelas I. Galash I.
0678 Gartuni Island* 18.105460 31.537440 Island Dongola Gartooni I.
0679 Nafab, al 18.102327 31.522763 Settlement Dongola Guèlassé 378716
0680 Arki, al 18.109410 31.532300 Settlement Dongola Kanarti 379686
0681 Dabashi* 18.090410 31.543180 Settlement Dongola Dabachi
0682 Kurti 18.095268 31.561462 Settlement Dongola Corti Horti Korti Korti 371795
0683 Shatrab Island 18.156716 31.591566 Island Dongola Ile Chatrab I. Chatrab Sowerab I.
0684 Jabal Barsa* 18.155955 31.572432 Mountain Dongola Guebelle 
Boursa
0685 Barsa, al 18.154740 31.581070 Settlement Dongola El-Barsân 379644
0686 Ghurayba, al 18.136500 31.592900 Settlement Dongola Qraiba 379494
0687 Arak, al 18.219450 31.629860 Settlement Dongola El-Araq 379692
0688 Karafab, al 18.163340 31.590250 Settlement Dongola El-Karafât
0689 Dayqa 18.178941 31.605315 Settlement Dongola Dega
0690 Gussuluni* 18.194920 31.639330 Area Dongola Gossoloni




0692 Usli Island 18.216667 31.650000 Island Dongola Ile Ousselli Isola Usti Osli 364381
0693 Massawi Island 18.245474 31.664706 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Messaoue Isola 
Messaui
I. Messâouy Mishow I. 370394
0694 Kafuta* 18.255610 31.649840 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Kâfouteh
0695 Hugayr 18.244639  31.642111 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Hagueyr 373748
0696 Bakhit 18.300521 31.690612 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Bareitte Bakit Bakheyt Baheet 377863
0697 Maqal 18.274911 31.665022 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Guebelle 
Mougol
El-Maqat 370526
0698 Maqal (Church MAG010) 18.269611 31.668111 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya R(uines)
0699 Qurayr, al 18.276460 31.701690 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Gourer Gurayr El-Goureyr Goraigh 379020
0700 Hilayla 18.282254 31.679938 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya Hillèlé Hileli
0701 Mahabur* 18.304203 31.693184 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Mahabour Macfoor
0702 Hazayma 18.315080 31.703781 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Anné Hannec/
Hannac
Hannek Hannech 373657
0703 Wad Nazara* 18.286410 31.716830 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Wad 
Nazara
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0670 Hitani 18.024155 31.382524 Monument Dongola Attanné 
R(uines)
Hettan Hettayn Hettan 373856
0671 Kulud Island 18.034810 31.357550 Island Dongola Koulout 371931





0673 Kuri 18.047500 31.430291 Settlement Dongola Aurri El-Kouri 371841
0674 Nug* 18.030180 31.424041 Settlement Dongola Nog Enok
0675 Ambikul 18.070092 31.514208 Settlement Dongola Amboucot Ambukot Am-boukôn/
Am-boukol
Amboocote 378896
0676 Awatad Island 18.075740 31.509020 Island Dongola Oumderaq I.
0677 Gillas Island 18.091004 31.520924 Island Dongola Ile Debèche Isola 
Debesch
Guelas I. Galash I.
0678 Gartuni Island* 18.105460 31.537440 Island Dongola Gartooni I.
0679 Nafab, al 18.102327 31.522763 Settlement Dongola Guèlassé 378716
0680 Arki, al 18.109410 31.532300 Settlement Dongola Kanarti 379686
0681 Dabashi* 18.090410 31.543180 Settlement Dongola Dabachi
0682 Kurti 18.095268 31.561462 Settlement Dongola Corti Horti Korti Korti 371795
0683 Shatrab Island 18.156716 31.591566 Island Dongola Ile Chatrab I. Chatrab Sowerab I.
0684 Jabal Barsa* 18.155955 31.572432 Mountain Dongola Guebelle 
Boursa
0685 Barsa, al 18.154740 31.581070 Settlement Dongola El-Barsân 379644
0686 Ghurayba, al 18.136500 31.592900 Settlement Dongola Qraiba 379494
0687 Arak, al 18.219450 31.629860 Settlement Dongola El-Araq 379692
0688 Karafab, al 18.163340 31.590250 Settlement Dongola El-Karafât
0689 Dayqa 18.178941 31.605315 Settlement Dongola Dega
0690 Gussuluni* 18.194920 31.639330 Area Dongola Gossoloni




0692 Usli Island 18.216667 31.650000 Island Dongola Ile Ousselli Isola Usti Osli 364381
0693 Massawi Island 18.245474 31.664706 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Messaoue Isola 
Messaui
I. Messâouy Mishow I. 370394
0694 Kafuta* 18.255610 31.649840 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Kâfouteh
0695 Hugayr 18.244639  31.642111 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Hagueyr 373748
0696 Bakhit 18.300521 31.690612 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Bareitte Bakit Bakheyt Baheet 377863
0697 Maqal 18.274911 31.665022 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Guebelle 
Mougol
El-Maqat 370526
0698 Maqal (Church MAG010) 18.269611 31.668111 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya R(uines)
0699 Qurayr, al 18.276460 31.701690 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Gourer Gurayr El-Goureyr Goraigh 379020
0700 Hilayla 18.282254 31.679938 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya Hillèlé Hileli
0701 Mahabur* 18.304203 31.693184 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Mahabour Macfoor
0702 Hazayma 18.315080 31.703781 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Anné Hannec/
Hannac
Hannek Hannech 373657

















0704 Magashi 18.332644 31.721801 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Mecgache Maqâch 370913
0705 Zuma, al 18.362780 31.746350 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Sommua Gumi 701-
070-080
377987
0706 Arian, al 18.329276 31.753876 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Arrouette Aryân 378970






0708 Tadukul Island* 18.383032 31.772367 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Dochou
0709 Ginana Island 18.347061 31.756679 Island Dar al Shaiqiya 374986
0710 Fitna 18.427516 31.809401 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Fetmeh 375358
0711 Dabayba, al 18.439528 31.809531 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Ad-dabbyeh 380142




0713 Kuri, al* 18.385560 31.784960 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya El-Kouray
0714 Tangasi 18.400939 31.794025 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Tangassi/
Tangasi/
Tangasé
Tangaz I. Tanqâssi Tangaz 701-
070-090
366410
0715 Nurri* 18.411334 31.799077 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Nourri
0716 Kurru, al 18.409095 31.770526 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya R(uines) El-Kourou Choorroo 701-
070-100
375858
0717 Wadi Abu Dum 18.443068 31.933678 Wadi Dar al Shaiqiya Abdoum
0718 Ghazali 18.441667 31.931389 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya Hellé el 
Gazalle
El-Gazel 374880
0719 Abu Ushara Island* 18.501796 31.830290 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile de Amou-
nouchara
0720 Kagabi 18.454033 31.789833 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Quegèbi Kadjabeh Kadjeba
0721 Ditti* 18.457481 31.790553 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Detti Detti El-Datt Dette







0723 Merowe East 18.480775 31.815789 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Mérowa/
Merrowa
0724 Merowe Island 18.493965 31.813847 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Isola 
Candif
0725 Awlad Grait* 18.476870 31.794960 Mountain Dar al Shaiqiya Waled Grait
0726 Turayf * 18.471300 31.794440 Wadi Dar al Shaiqiya Toraif
0727 Shaba 18.503037 31.811269 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Ichibba Chibat Shibbah
0728 Ushara, al* 18.508352 31.812543 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya El Ouchara
0729 Sanam 18.483446 31.819073 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya Sanap Sanab Sannab 701-
070-120
3452 380963








(gr.) / Napata, 
Nabata, Nabatta 
(lat.)
Napata 3453 369398 805634
0732 Assum* 18.519850 31.819120 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Assoum Assoon
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0704 Magashi 18.332644 31.721801 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Mecgache Maqâch 370913
0705 Zuma, al 18.362780 31.746350 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Sommua Gumi 701-
070-080
377987
0706 Arian, al 18.329276 31.753876 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Arrouette Aryân 378970






0708 Tadukul Island* 18.383032 31.772367 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Dochou
0709 Ginana Island 18.347061 31.756679 Island Dar al Shaiqiya 374986
0710 Fitna 18.427516 31.809401 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Fetmeh 375358
0711 Dabayba, al 18.439528 31.809531 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Ad-dabbyeh 380142




0713 Kuri, al* 18.385560 31.784960 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya El-Kouray
0714 Tangasi 18.400939 31.794025 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Tangassi/
Tangasi/
Tangasé
Tangaz I. Tanqâssi Tangaz 701-
070-090
366410
0715 Nurri* 18.411334 31.799077 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Nourri
0716 Kurru, al 18.409095 31.770526 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya R(uines) El-Kourou Choorroo 701-
070-100
375858
0717 Wadi Abu Dum 18.443068 31.933678 Wadi Dar al Shaiqiya Abdoum
0718 Ghazali 18.441667 31.931389 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya Hellé el 
Gazalle
El-Gazel 374880
0719 Abu Ushara Island* 18.501796 31.830290 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile de Amou-
nouchara
0720 Kagabi 18.454033 31.789833 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Quegèbi Kadjabeh Kadjeba
0721 Ditti* 18.457481 31.790553 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Detti Detti El-Datt Dette







0723 Merowe East 18.480775 31.815789 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Mérowa/
Merrowa
0724 Merowe Island 18.493965 31.813847 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Isola 
Candif
0725 Awlad Grait* 18.476870 31.794960 Mountain Dar al Shaiqiya Waled Grait
0726 Turayf * 18.471300 31.794440 Wadi Dar al Shaiqiya Toraif
0727 Shaba 18.503037 31.811269 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Ichibba Chibat Shibbah
0728 Ushara, al* 18.508352 31.812543 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya El Ouchara
0729 Sanam 18.483446 31.819073 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya Sanap Sanab Sannab 701-
070-120
3452 380963








(gr.) / Napata, 
Nabata, Nabatta 
(lat.)
Napata 3453 369398 805634
















0733 Awlad Ali* 18.494800 31.805350 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Waled Ali











0735 Jabal Barkal (Pyramids, 
North Group)
18.537938 31.822467 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya Pyramides
0736 Jabal Barkal (Pyramids, 
South Group)
18.535390 31.824339 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya Pyramides
0737 Jabal Barkal (Pyramids, East 
Group)
18.535804 31.825764 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya Pyramides
0738 Jabal Barkal (Pyramid No. 1) 18.538250 31.821910 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0739 Jabal Barkal (Pyramid No. 2) 18.538029 31.8218372 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0740 Jabal Barkal (Pyramid No. 3) 18.537856 31.822100 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0741 Jabal Barkal (Pyramid No. 4) 18.538053 31.822309 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0742 Jabal Barkal (Pyramid No. 5) 18.538109 31.822541 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0743 Jabal Barkal (Pyramid No. 6) 18.538251 31.822596 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0744 Jabal Barkal (Pyramid No. 7) 18.538130 31.823045 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0745 Jabal Barkal (Pyramid No. 8) 18.538430 31.823185 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0746 Jabal Barkal (Pyramid No. 9) 18.536280 31.823930 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0747 Jabal Barkal (Pyramid 
No. 11)
18.535703 31.824183 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0748 Jabal Barkal (Temple B.200) 18.534717 31.828636 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0749 Jabal Barkal (Temple B.300) 18.534692 31.828831 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0750 Jabal Barkal (Temple B.500) 18.535075 31.830675 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0751 Jabal Barkal (Temple B.600) 18.535489 31.829689 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0752 Jabal Barkal (Temple B.700) 18.535325 31.829669 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0753 Jabal Barkal (Temple B.800) 18.535161 31.829969 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0754 Jabal Barkal (Temple 
B.1100)
18.534631 31.829172 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0755 Karima 18.551072 31.847485 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Kerymeh Kereen 371870
0756 Salam, al* 18.573080 31.866750 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Es-Selem
0757 Dukhn I., al* 18.563250 31.864410 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ed-dokhon I.
0758 Suaygat 18.592570 31.899580 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Soueyqât 366744
0759 Sagai 18.517595 31.863428 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Sigari Saqây 367814
0760 Atrumi* 18.527611 31.875989 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Atromi
0761 Ishashi Island (1) 18.574223 31.945359 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Cachiagué
0762 Nuri 18.563970 31.916608 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Nourri Nuri Nouri Noori 701-
070-140
369057
0763 Nuri (Pyramid No. 1) 18.564772 31.915044 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0764 Ballal, al 18.569414 31.928453 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Bellel Belel Belel El Bellal 375915
0765 Ballal Cataract* 18.577851 31.951788 Cataract Dar al Shaiqiya
0766 Jarf Hamdab Island* 18.569143 31.956975 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Guerfe 
Amdad
0767 Turang Island 18.575383 31.959404 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Soudi 365565
0768 Kuri, al* 18.590322 31.968621 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya El Coure El-Kour
0769 Jabal Abu Sulaym 18.635216 31.982863 Mountain Dar al Shaiqiya Obseleite 380450
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0733 Awlad Ali* 18.494800 31.805350 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Waled Ali











0735 Jabal Barkal (Pyramids, 
North Group)
18.537938 31.822467 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya Pyramides
0736 Jabal Barkal (Pyramids, 
South Group)
18.535390 31.824339 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya Pyramides
0737 Jabal Barkal (Pyramids, East 
Group)
18.535804 31.825764 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya Pyramides
0738 Jabal Barkal (Pyramid No. 1) 18.538250 31.821910 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0739 Jabal Barkal (Pyramid No. 2) 18.538029 31.8218372 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0740 Jabal Barkal (Pyramid No. 3) 18.537856 31.822100 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0741 Jabal Barkal (Pyramid No. 4) 18.538053 31.822309 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0742 Jabal Barkal (Pyramid No. 5) 18.538109 31.822541 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0743 Jabal Barkal (Pyramid No. 6) 18.538251 31.822596 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0744 Jabal Barkal (Pyramid No. 7) 18.538130 31.823045 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0745 Jabal Barkal (Pyramid No. 8) 18.538430 31.823185 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0746 Jabal Barkal (Pyramid No. 9) 18.536280 31.823930 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0747 Jabal Barkal (Pyramid 
No. 11)
18.535703 31.824183 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0748 Jabal Barkal (Temple B.200) 18.534717 31.828636 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0749 Jabal Barkal (Temple B.300) 18.534692 31.828831 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0750 Jabal Barkal (Temple B.500) 18.535075 31.830675 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0751 Jabal Barkal (Temple B.600) 18.535489 31.829689 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0752 Jabal Barkal (Temple B.700) 18.535325 31.829669 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0753 Jabal Barkal (Temple B.800) 18.535161 31.829969 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0754 Jabal Barkal (Temple 
B.1100)
18.534631 31.829172 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0755 Karima 18.551072 31.847485 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Kerymeh Kereen 371870
0756 Salam, al* 18.573080 31.866750 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Es-Selem
0757 Dukhn I., al* 18.563250 31.864410 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ed-dokhon I.
0758 Suaygat 18.592570 31.899580 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Soueyqât 366744
0759 Sagai 18.517595 31.863428 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Sigari Saqây 367814
0760 Atrumi* 18.527611 31.875989 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Atromi
0761 Ishashi Island (1) 18.574223 31.945359 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Cachiagué
0762 Nuri 18.563970 31.916608 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Nourri Nuri Nouri Noori 701-
070-140
369057
0763 Nuri (Pyramid No. 1) 18.564772 31.915044 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya
0764 Ballal, al 18.569414 31.928453 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Bellel Belel Belel El Bellal 375915
0765 Ballal Cataract* 18.577851 31.951788 Cataract Dar al Shaiqiya
0766 Jarf Hamdab Island* 18.569143 31.956975 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Guerfe 
Amdad
0767 Turang Island 18.575383 31.959404 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Soudi 365565
0768 Kuri, al* 18.590322 31.968621 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya El Coure El-Kour
















0770 Hamdab Island 18.627880 32.035520 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Guerf el-
Hâmdâb I.









0773 Jurayf 18.542940 31.865400 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Gherif 373237
0774 Kassingar 18.594381 31.930267 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya El-
Kassinger
Kasingar Kasinger 372749









0776 Utmari Island 18.585430 31.932280 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Habyb-
Allah I.
364370
0777 Gurtan* 18.693388 32.043182 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Gurten
0778 Kilr, al* 18.685580 32.062040 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya El Kilr
0779 Jabal Umm Maraykh 18.709900 32.015260 Mountain Dar al Shaiqiya Oumerer Ummireca 364834
0780 Umm Maraykh* 18.710670 32.052140 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya
0781 Umm Duwaym Island 18.671870 32.055390 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Tereh I.
0782 Marawi Island* 18.676910 32.055390 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Meraouy I.
0783 Uli Island 18.768860 32.034070 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ougi Isola Uli Aouli I. 365430
0784 Saffi Island 18.787540 32.021070 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Seffi Isola Seffi Saffi I. 367825
0785 Bib, al (Church) 18.807044 32.021433 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya R.
0786 Hillat al Bib 18.809762 32.023953 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Argoub Argub
0787 Galia, al* 18.774580 32.045360 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya El Glea Ghelia
0788 Tatami Island 18.808680 32.032770 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Linnetti Isola 
Fatumi
Tama I. 366129
0789 Suagi West (Fortress) 18.829013 32.062038 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya R.
0790 Arrat Island* 18.791870 32.031490 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Arrat
0791 Hajar Island* 18.838780 32.066013 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Isola el-
Hadjar
0792 Faras Island* 18.840991 32.075489 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Isola Faras
0793 Attrayb Island* 18.821150 32.049250 Island Dar al Shaiqiya At-treyb I.
0794 Jabal Kalidub 18.826064 32.055527 Mountain Dar al Shaiqiya Cabenat/
Cabatti
Kabenât I. 373016
0795 Magas* 18.793590 32.052510 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Magas R. Moutouel
0796 Kabur, al* 18.808340 32.057350 Area Dar al Shaiqiya El Kabour




0798 Umm Daras Island 18.861660 32.095260 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Omdouras Oum Derâs 365178
0799 Umm Daras (Ruins) 18.845390 32.085440 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya R.
0800 Kandi Island 18.870360 32.136800 Island Dar al Shaiqiya I. Kandi
0801 Umm Kumbatut Island 18.897900 32.157490 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Omdouber 364888
0802 Jabal Umm Rahau 18.918830 32.061380 Mountain Dar al Shaiqiya Haremti 364748
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0770 Hamdab Island 18.627880 32.035520 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Guerf el-
Hâmdâb I.









0773 Jurayf 18.542940 31.865400 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Gherif 373237
0774 Kassingar 18.594381 31.930267 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya El-
Kassinger
Kasingar Kasinger 372749









0776 Utmari Island 18.585430 31.932280 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Habyb-
Allah I.
364370
0777 Gurtan* 18.693388 32.043182 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Gurten
0778 Kilr, al* 18.685580 32.062040 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya El Kilr
0779 Jabal Umm Maraykh 18.709900 32.015260 Mountain Dar al Shaiqiya Oumerer Ummireca 364834
0780 Umm Maraykh* 18.710670 32.052140 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya
0781 Umm Duwaym Island 18.671870 32.055390 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Tereh I.
0782 Marawi Island* 18.676910 32.055390 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Meraouy I.
0783 Uli Island 18.768860 32.034070 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ougi Isola Uli Aouli I. 365430
0784 Saffi Island 18.787540 32.021070 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Seffi Isola Seffi Saffi I. 367825
0785 Bib, al (Church) 18.807044 32.021433 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya R.
0786 Hillat al Bib 18.809762 32.023953 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Argoub Argub
0787 Galia, al* 18.774580 32.045360 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya El Glea Ghelia
0788 Tatami Island 18.808680 32.032770 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Linnetti Isola 
Fatumi
Tama I. 366129
0789 Suagi West (Fortress) 18.829013 32.062038 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya R.
0790 Arrat Island* 18.791870 32.031490 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Arrat
0791 Hajar Island* 18.838780 32.066013 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Isola el-
Hadjar
0792 Faras Island* 18.840991 32.075489 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Isola Faras
0793 Attrayb Island* 18.821150 32.049250 Island Dar al Shaiqiya At-treyb I.
0794 Jabal Kalidub 18.826064 32.055527 Mountain Dar al Shaiqiya Cabenat/
Cabatti
Kabenât I. 373016
0795 Magas* 18.793590 32.052510 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Magas R. Moutouel
0796 Kabur, al* 18.808340 32.057350 Area Dar al Shaiqiya El Kabour




0798 Umm Daras Island 18.861660 32.095260 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Omdouras Oum Derâs 365178
0799 Umm Daras (Ruins) 18.845390 32.085440 Monument Dar al Shaiqiya R.
0800 Kandi Island 18.870360 32.136800 Island Dar al Shaiqiya I. Kandi
0801 Umm Kumbatut Island 18.897900 32.157490 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Omdouber 364888
















0803 Suf * 18.883750 32.097990 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Somfo Rasuff Râs-anfa
0804 Dalal* 18.896180 32.105080 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Délal
0805 Amri Island 18.911450 32.135330 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Amri Isola el-
Mareme
Amri I. 378843
0806 Khawr Abu Haraz 18.907980 32.110930 Khawr Dar al Shaiqiya Abbarat 380836
0807 Khawr Haraygli 18.935900 32.152660 Khawr Dar al Shaiqiya Harbanne 374053
0808 Badassi Island* 18.893320 32.189810 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Bedassi Abdassi I.
0809 Shitab* 18.920160 32.230170 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Achettap Chitab
0810 Ishashi Island (2) 18.898710 32.208980 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ichichi I. 373500
0811 Mis Island 18.911760 32.217900 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Emguessi 369998
0812 Umm Gabayr Island 18.917530 32.198050 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Omqueber Amguibert I. 365094
0813 Khawr Madi 18.929610 32.184980 Khawr Dar al Shaiqiya Meldli 370960
0814 Hosh al Juruf 18.918250 32.257550 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Guerouf/
Guéruf
Geni Al-Djourouf 373910
0815 Jabal, al 18.930190 32.288120 Mountain Dar al Shaiqiya Guebelle 
Menaye/
Ménayer
0816 Birti* 18.922820 32.283060 Settlement Wadi al Qamar Berli/Birli
0817 Birti Island 18.911380 32.275290 Island Wadi al Qamar Berti I. 377323
0818 Jabal Buni 18.940857 32.361168 Mountain Wadi al Qamar Guebelle 
Yoboqui
377245
0819 Aqaba Buni 18.940520 32.316860 Aqaba Wadi al Qamar Accaba Boqui Agaba et-
Buna
0820 Buni Island 18.975540 32.400180 Island Wadi al Qamar Ile Boqui I. Boûn
0821 Dirbi Island 18.906990 32.369340 Island Wadi al Qamar I. Doulqa 376404
0822 Kirbikan, al 18.937870 32.407800 Settlement Wadi al Qamar El-Kirbekân 375862
0823 Wadi Kirbikan 18.949950 32.426400 Wadi Wadi al Qamar Ouâdy-el-
Argou
0824 Jabal al Bagdan 18.833580 32.485990 Mountain Wadi al Qamar Guebelle 
Bagdan
0825 Buni* 18.969417 32.356430 Settlement Wadi al Qamar Boqui Beni
0826 Jabal Barq Ashamun 18.947480 32.333950 Mountain Wadi al Qamar Birquel 
Soumou
377634
0827 Aqaba Bayda 18.994942 32.372183 Aqaba Wadi al Qamar Aqabah 
el-bed
0828 Jabal Bayda 19.017904 32.385082 Mountain Wadi al Qamar Guebelle 
Beda
0829 Buni Island (Northern Edge) 19.029770 32.439030 Island Wadi al Qamar Ile Rasbogui
0830 Salmiya 19.0266883 32.4081054 Settlement Wadi al Qamar Salmi Saalmie Selmi 367704
0831 Jabal Salmiya* 19.036860 32.400878 Mountain Wadi al Qamar Saalmie 
(monta-
gna)
0832 Us Island 19.048477 32.470523 Island Wadi al Qamar L'Hous I. Ous 364382
0833 Jabal al Faal 19.094340 32.485675 Mountain Wadi al Qamar Guebelle 
Fahal
0834 Radab 19.096559 32.496873 Monument Wadi al Qamar R.
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0803 Suf * 18.883750 32.097990 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Somfo Rasuff Râs-anfa
0804 Dalal* 18.896180 32.105080 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Délal
0805 Amri Island 18.911450 32.135330 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Amri Isola el-
Mareme
Amri I. 378843
0806 Khawr Abu Haraz 18.907980 32.110930 Khawr Dar al Shaiqiya Abbarat 380836
0807 Khawr Haraygli 18.935900 32.152660 Khawr Dar al Shaiqiya Harbanne 374053
0808 Badassi Island* 18.893320 32.189810 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Bedassi Abdassi I.
0809 Shitab* 18.920160 32.230170 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Achettap Chitab
0810 Ishashi Island (2) 18.898710 32.208980 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ichichi I. 373500
0811 Mis Island 18.911760 32.217900 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Emguessi 369998
0812 Umm Gabayr Island 18.917530 32.198050 Island Dar al Shaiqiya Ile Omqueber Amguibert I. 365094
0813 Khawr Madi 18.929610 32.184980 Khawr Dar al Shaiqiya Meldli 370960
0814 Hosh al Juruf 18.918250 32.257550 Settlement Dar al Shaiqiya Guerouf/
Guéruf
Geni Al-Djourouf 373910
0815 Jabal, al 18.930190 32.288120 Mountain Dar al Shaiqiya Guebelle 
Menaye/
Ménayer
0816 Birti* 18.922820 32.283060 Settlement Wadi al Qamar Berli/Birli
0817 Birti Island 18.911380 32.275290 Island Wadi al Qamar Berti I. 377323
0818 Jabal Buni 18.940857 32.361168 Mountain Wadi al Qamar Guebelle 
Yoboqui
377245
0819 Aqaba Buni 18.940520 32.316860 Aqaba Wadi al Qamar Accaba Boqui Agaba et-
Buna
0820 Buni Island 18.975540 32.400180 Island Wadi al Qamar Ile Boqui I. Boûn
0821 Dirbi Island 18.906990 32.369340 Island Wadi al Qamar I. Doulqa 376404
0822 Kirbikan, al 18.937870 32.407800 Settlement Wadi al Qamar El-Kirbekân 375862
0823 Wadi Kirbikan 18.949950 32.426400 Wadi Wadi al Qamar Ouâdy-el-
Argou
0824 Jabal al Bagdan 18.833580 32.485990 Mountain Wadi al Qamar Guebelle 
Bagdan
0825 Buni* 18.969417 32.356430 Settlement Wadi al Qamar Boqui Beni
0826 Jabal Barq Ashamun 18.947480 32.333950 Mountain Wadi al Qamar Birquel 
Soumou
377634
0827 Aqaba Bayda 18.994942 32.372183 Aqaba Wadi al Qamar Aqabah 
el-bed
0828 Jabal Bayda 19.017904 32.385082 Mountain Wadi al Qamar Guebelle 
Beda
0829 Buni Island (Northern Edge) 19.029770 32.439030 Island Wadi al Qamar Ile Rasbogui
0830 Salmiya 19.0266883 32.4081054 Settlement Wadi al Qamar Salmi Saalmie Selmi 367704
0831 Jabal Salmiya* 19.036860 32.400878 Mountain Wadi al Qamar Saalmie 
(monta-
gna)
0832 Us Island 19.048477 32.470523 Island Wadi al Qamar L'Hous I. Ous 364382
0833 Jabal al Faal 19.094340 32.485675 Mountain Wadi al Qamar Guebelle 
Fahal
















0835 Kamsab 19.0478156 32.4448931 Settlement Wadi al Qamar Ile Camasab Kamsab I. 372938
0836 Jabal Bahal* 19.134784 32.499700 Mountain Wadi al Qamar Guebelle 
Béhal
0837 Khawr Shankuk 19.148778 32.499667 Khawr Wadi al Qamar Chek Cacal 367303
0838 Warig* 19.158040 32.498206 Settlement Wadi al Qamar Ouareg/
Nouareg
0839 Raba, al* 19.164546 32.502061 Settlement Wadi al Qamar El Raba
0840 Jabal Us 19.053595 32.465503 Mountain Wadi al Qamar Monte Ussi
0841 Shirri Island 19.133333 32.516667 Island Wadi al Qamar Chiré Sciri I. Cherri 367039
0842 Daghfali 19.166760 32.521540 Settlement Wadi al Qamar Darfadi Dakchale 376869
0843 Shirari Island 19.116667 32.533333 Island Wadi al Qamar Ile Chirari 367091
0844 Khawr Musra al Balla 19.153490 32.656910 Khow Wadi al Qamar Mouchrael-
bol
369590
0845 Asma 19.156467 32.616612 Settlement Wadi al Qamar Guebelle 
Hasma
Djebel Asma
0846 Amarin, al 19.160130 32.570506 Settlement Rabatab Abremetta 379718
0847 Salamat 19.140240 32.555055 Settlement Wadi al Qamar El-Sallamat 367742




0849 Abu Rumayla 19.192050 32.675540 Settlement Rabatab Abramela 380577
0850 Khawr al Kanisa 19.173684 32.678022 Khawr Wadi al Qamar Canisse
0851 Kabna 19.166824 32.675474 Settlement Wadi al Qamar Cabena 373197
0852 Kab West, al (Fortress) 19.301957 32.735279 Monument Rabatab Cuébb
0853 Jabal al Kab 19.3359247 32.6535891 Mountain Rabatab Guebelle el 
Cab
373228
0854 Kab, al 19.2935801 32.7171391 Settlement Rabatab El Cab El-Kab El-Kâb 379295
0855 Kab, al (North Fortress) 19.302899 32.729684 Monument Rabatab R.
0856 Kab, al (South Fortress) 19.301700 32.730057 Monument Rabatab R.
0857 Hajar al Beida 19.312857 32.737649 Island Rabatab Ile de Marbre 
Blanc
374340
0858 Khawr Dum al Dan 19.344240 32.812150 Khawr Rabatab Aden 
Ammâm
0859 Kihayli 19.419031 32.847346 Settlement Rabatab El Roulé Kulli el-
Kebir
372010
0860 Aar Island, al 19.467593 32.926507 Island Rabatab Ile el Har Isola Har
0861 Aar, al 19.460366 32.938220 Settlement Rabatab El Har village




0863 Jabal Salatayb 19.4915044 33.1004291 Mountain Rabatab Rocher 
Calaquel
367734
0864 Gurgurib* 19.455700 32.992690 Settlement Rabatab El-Qourqryt





0866 Shamkhiya 19.446575 32.982081 Settlement Rabatab Chemrer 367104
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0835 Kamsab 19.0478156 32.4448931 Settlement Wadi al Qamar Ile Camasab Kamsab I. 372938
0836 Jabal Bahal* 19.134784 32.499700 Mountain Wadi al Qamar Guebelle 
Béhal
0837 Khawr Shankuk 19.148778 32.499667 Khawr Wadi al Qamar Chek Cacal 367303
0838 Warig* 19.158040 32.498206 Settlement Wadi al Qamar Ouareg/
Nouareg
0839 Raba, al* 19.164546 32.502061 Settlement Wadi al Qamar El Raba
0840 Jabal Us 19.053595 32.465503 Mountain Wadi al Qamar Monte Ussi
0841 Shirri Island 19.133333 32.516667 Island Wadi al Qamar Chiré Sciri I. Cherri 367039
0842 Daghfali 19.166760 32.521540 Settlement Wadi al Qamar Darfadi Dakchale 376869
0843 Shirari Island 19.116667 32.533333 Island Wadi al Qamar Ile Chirari 367091
0844 Khawr Musra al Balla 19.153490 32.656910 Khow Wadi al Qamar Mouchrael-
bol
369590
0845 Asma 19.156467 32.616612 Settlement Wadi al Qamar Guebelle 
Hasma
Djebel Asma
0846 Amarin, al 19.160130 32.570506 Settlement Rabatab Abremetta 379718
0847 Salamat 19.140240 32.555055 Settlement Wadi al Qamar El-Sallamat 367742




0849 Abu Rumayla 19.192050 32.675540 Settlement Rabatab Abramela 380577
0850 Khawr al Kanisa 19.173684 32.678022 Khawr Wadi al Qamar Canisse
0851 Kabna 19.166824 32.675474 Settlement Wadi al Qamar Cabena 373197
0852 Kab West, al (Fortress) 19.301957 32.735279 Monument Rabatab Cuébb
0853 Jabal al Kab 19.3359247 32.6535891 Mountain Rabatab Guebelle el 
Cab
373228
0854 Kab, al 19.2935801 32.7171391 Settlement Rabatab El Cab El-Kab El-Kâb 379295
0855 Kab, al (North Fortress) 19.302899 32.729684 Monument Rabatab R.
0856 Kab, al (South Fortress) 19.301700 32.730057 Monument Rabatab R.
0857 Hajar al Beida 19.312857 32.737649 Island Rabatab Ile de Marbre 
Blanc
374340
0858 Khawr Dum al Dan 19.344240 32.812150 Khawr Rabatab Aden 
Ammâm
0859 Kihayli 19.419031 32.847346 Settlement Rabatab El Roulé Kulli el-
Kebir
372010
0860 Aar Island, al 19.467593 32.926507 Island Rabatab Ile el Har Isola Har
0861 Aar, al 19.460366 32.938220 Settlement Rabatab El Har village




0863 Jabal Salatayb 19.4915044 33.1004291 Mountain Rabatab Rocher 
Calaquel
367734
0864 Gurgurib* 19.455700 32.992690 Settlement Rabatab El-Qourqryt





















0867 Murug, al* 19.465857 32.993944 Settlement Rabatab Mouroug El-Marouk
0868 Ugabat* 19.463271 32.983157 Settlement Rabatab Auguebette Angebal




0870 Mahaysa* 19.497884 33.002429 Settlement Rabatab Michessi/
Mehassi
0871 Jabal Mahaysa 19.602054 33.011670 Mountain Rabatab 370229
0872 Amuissa* 19.517552 33.015392 Settlement Rabatab Amouessa El-Mo'eys
0873 Jabal al Samin 19.491009 32.958868 Mountain Rabatab 367680
0874 Jabal Abu Qulud 19.552420 33.084805 Mountain Rabatab Guebelle el 
Bouroug
380634
0875 Tulti Island* 19.496881 33.008954 Island Rabatab Ile Toulta/
Toulti
Isola Tanta Tanta I.




0877 Mannawi* 19.530014 33.094312 Settlement Rabatab Mennaoue El-Menâouy
0878 Aqaba Fahal* 19.496028 33.025935 Aqaba Rabatab Accaba Fahal
0879 Aqaba, al 19.525167 33.118321 Settlement Rabatab





0881 Abu Gam* 19.515532 33.132928 Settlement Rabatab Abou Gam
0882 Sarayir Island* 19.519710 33.129120 Island Rabatab Ile Serière Serandi
0883 Kuwayb, al 19.533509 33.229964 Monument Rabatab Couèba
0884 Abu Tin 19.535795 33.237849 Settlement Rabatab Aboutine Abtyn 380413
0885 Shallal, al 19.521952 33.111306 Settlement Rabatab Grande 
Catarracte
Scialal 378390
0886 Khawr Abu Sadayr 19.483378 33.210189 Khawr Rabatab Chelal 
Abousabad
380459
0887 Abu Sadayr Cataract* 19.487191 33.214962 Cataract Rabatab Cataratta 
Absabat
0888 Jarayf, al 19.498923 33.185555 Settlement Rabatab Quiret
0889 Makhada Island 19.511160 33.163132 Island Rabatab Mosagat
0890 Nuri 19.516236 33.299622 Settlement Rabatab Nagai 369052
0891 Barab, al 19.508642 33.293903 Settlement Rabatab Balram
0892 Kandi Island 19.500102 33.165821 Island Rabatab Ile Quinidi Isola 
Schendi
372619
0893 Jabal Kuwayb 19.546994 33.230890 Mountain Rabatab Couuèbbe 371727
0894 Khawr al Ghaba 19.540658 33.246251 Khawr Rabatab El Raba El-Goubâ/
Qâbâh
0895 Tawawa* 19.489762 33.208036 Settlement Rabatab Taoueua
0896 Jabaliya Island 19.481693 33.228433 Island Rabatab Ile Guebelli
0897 Kadayta 19.477286 33.239644 Settlement Rabatab Ile Cadetti 373159
0898 Kutta Island* 19.479097 33.234676 Island Rabatab Ile Coutta
0899 Baladras Island 19.477090 33.254795 Island Rabatab Ile Belletras
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0867 Murug, al* 19.465857 32.993944 Settlement Rabatab Mouroug El-Marouk
0868 Ugabat* 19.463271 32.983157 Settlement Rabatab Auguebette Angebal




0870 Mahaysa* 19.497884 33.002429 Settlement Rabatab Michessi/
Mehassi
0871 Jabal Mahaysa 19.602054 33.011670 Mountain Rabatab 370229
0872 Amuissa* 19.517552 33.015392 Settlement Rabatab Amouessa El-Mo'eys
0873 Jabal al Samin 19.491009 32.958868 Mountain Rabatab 367680
0874 Jabal Abu Qulud 19.552420 33.084805 Mountain Rabatab Guebelle el 
Bouroug
380634
0875 Tulti Island* 19.496881 33.008954 Island Rabatab Ile Toulta/
Toulti
Isola Tanta Tanta I.




0877 Mannawi* 19.530014 33.094312 Settlement Rabatab Mennaoue El-Menâouy
0878 Aqaba Fahal* 19.496028 33.025935 Aqaba Rabatab Accaba Fahal
0879 Aqaba, al 19.525167 33.118321 Settlement Rabatab





0881 Abu Gam* 19.515532 33.132928 Settlement Rabatab Abou Gam
0882 Sarayir Island* 19.519710 33.129120 Island Rabatab Ile Serière Serandi
0883 Kuwayb, al 19.533509 33.229964 Monument Rabatab Couèba
0884 Abu Tin 19.535795 33.237849 Settlement Rabatab Aboutine Abtyn 380413
0885 Shallal, al 19.521952 33.111306 Settlement Rabatab Grande 
Catarracte
Scialal 378390
0886 Khawr Abu Sadayr 19.483378 33.210189 Khawr Rabatab Chelal 
Abousabad
380459
0887 Abu Sadayr Cataract* 19.487191 33.214962 Cataract Rabatab Cataratta 
Absabat
0888 Jarayf, al 19.498923 33.185555 Settlement Rabatab Quiret
0889 Makhada Island 19.511160 33.163132 Island Rabatab Mosagat
0890 Nuri 19.516236 33.299622 Settlement Rabatab Nagai 369052
0891 Barab, al 19.508642 33.293903 Settlement Rabatab Balram
0892 Kandi Island 19.500102 33.165821 Island Rabatab Ile Quinidi Isola 
Schendi
372619
0893 Jabal Kuwayb 19.546994 33.230890 Mountain Rabatab Couuèbbe 371727
0894 Khawr al Ghaba 19.540658 33.246251 Khawr Rabatab El Raba El-Goubâ/
Qâbâh
0895 Tawawa* 19.489762 33.208036 Settlement Rabatab Taoueua
0896 Jabaliya Island 19.481693 33.228433 Island Rabatab Ile Guebelli
0897 Kadayta 19.477286 33.239644 Settlement Rabatab Ile Cadetti 373159
0898 Kutta Island* 19.479097 33.234676 Island Rabatab Ile Coutta
0899 Baladras Island 19.477090 33.254795 Island Rabatab Ile Belletras




















0901 Badi Island* 19.484356 33.254156 Island Rabatab Ile Bedy Isola Bedy
0902 Jabal Burgudan 19.627153 33.285839 Mountain Rabatab Mt. 
Omgouran
377076
0903 Jabal Barqat Karkur 19.5848696 33.313770 Mountain Rabatab Mt. Bouroug 377050
0904 Fillikal Island 19.480361 33.288091 Island Rabatab Ile Filecot 375369
0905 Hadadiya Island 19.487348 33.298302 Island Rabatab Ile Adadiha
0906 Magal 19.504680 33.339194 Settlement Rabatab Medec
0907 Hajar 19.465358 33.319250 Settlement Rabatab El Hegue
0908 Awlad Hariga 19.434216 33.361178 Settlement Rabatab El Heguierre
0909 Karmal, al (Fortress) 19.456950 33.337118 Monument Rabatab R(uines) Karmel 
R(uine)




0911 Argat Island 19.436569 33.351197 Island Rabatab Ile Argatte Isola Ergat 378549
0912 Musa* 19.436970 33.351229 Settlement Rabatab Muse (on 
Argat I.)
0913 Shutak* 19.486830 33.182840 Area Rabatab Choutak
0914 Jarf al Uba 19.470610 33.306830 Area Rabatab Guerf el-
Ouba
0915 Dif Allab, al* 19.465360 33.313410 Area Rabatab Ad-dyf-Allâb
0916 Wadi al Sibua (S-E end) 22.587514 32.678286 Wadi Derr Ovadi-
Sebuah
347826
0917 Jabal Hatab al Atshan 21.64154 32.938197 Mountain Korosko Road Monte 
el-Hel
373951
0918 Tilat al Sufar 21.247285 32.957828 Area Korosko Road Talata 
Ghindi
366741
0919 Wadi Dila 21.141125 32.971463 Wadi Korosko Road Valle Delak 376460
0920 Murrat, al 21.070447 32.890945 Well Korosko Road El-Murra 7735581
0921 Jabal Abu Siha 20.621667 33.062222 Mountain Korosko Road 380470
0922 Abu Siha Plain* 20.921160 32.742091 Plain Korosko Road Abusaka
0923 Jabal Karri Barar 20.794831 32.725614 Mountain Korosko Road El-Greibat 372585
0924 Farud, al 20.003318 33.123522 Area Korosko Road El-Ferut








0926 Ashir Island* 19.442670 33.347296 Island Rabatab Ile Echierre
0927 Gikua Island* 19.435500 33.354767 Island Rabatab Ile Guecoua
0928 Kugangali Island 19.425276 33.374911 Island Rabatab Ganguiggial I. Ammour 372016
0929 Tarfa* 19.357713 33.384147 Settlement Rabatab Tarfa
0930 Ghirayb, al 19.422796 33.371059 Settlement Rabatab Garebbe 379495





0932 Wadi al Kuru 19.355367 33.370314 Wadi Rabatab Ouadée 
Goudouroua
Ala qorosab 372134
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0901 Badi Island* 19.484356 33.254156 Island Rabatab Ile Bedy Isola Bedy
0902 Jabal Burgudan 19.627153 33.285839 Mountain Rabatab Mt. 
Omgouran
377076
0903 Jabal Barqat Karkur 19.5848696 33.313770 Mountain Rabatab Mt. Bouroug 377050
0904 Fillikal Island 19.480361 33.288091 Island Rabatab Ile Filecot 375369
0905 Hadadiya Island 19.487348 33.298302 Island Rabatab Ile Adadiha
0906 Magal 19.504680 33.339194 Settlement Rabatab Medec
0907 Hajar 19.465358 33.319250 Settlement Rabatab El Hegue
0908 Awlad Hariga 19.434216 33.361178 Settlement Rabatab El Heguierre
0909 Karmal, al (Fortress) 19.456950 33.337118 Monument Rabatab R(uines) Karmel 
R(uine)




0911 Argat Island 19.436569 33.351197 Island Rabatab Ile Argatte Isola Ergat 378549
0912 Musa* 19.436970 33.351229 Settlement Rabatab Muse (on 
Argat I.)
0913 Shutak* 19.486830 33.182840 Area Rabatab Choutak
0914 Jarf al Uba 19.470610 33.306830 Area Rabatab Guerf el-
Ouba
0915 Dif Allab, al* 19.465360 33.313410 Area Rabatab Ad-dyf-Allâb
0916 Wadi al Sibua (S-E end) 22.587514 32.678286 Wadi Derr Ovadi-
Sebuah
347826
0917 Jabal Hatab al Atshan 21.64154 32.938197 Mountain Korosko Road Monte 
el-Hel
373951
0918 Tilat al Sufar 21.247285 32.957828 Area Korosko Road Talata 
Ghindi
366741
0919 Wadi Dila 21.141125 32.971463 Wadi Korosko Road Valle Delak 376460
0920 Murrat, al 21.070447 32.890945 Well Korosko Road El-Murra 7735581
0921 Jabal Abu Siha 20.621667 33.062222 Mountain Korosko Road 380470
0922 Abu Siha Plain* 20.921160 32.742091 Plain Korosko Road Abusaka
0923 Jabal Karri Barar 20.794831 32.725614 Mountain Korosko Road El-Greibat 372585
0924 Farud, al 20.003318 33.123522 Area Korosko Road El-Ferut








0926 Ashir Island* 19.442670 33.347296 Island Rabatab Ile Echierre
0927 Gikua Island* 19.435500 33.354767 Island Rabatab Ile Guecoua
0928 Kugangali Island 19.425276 33.374911 Island Rabatab Ganguiggial I. Ammour 372016
0929 Tarfa* 19.357713 33.384147 Settlement Rabatab Tarfa
0930 Ghirayb, al 19.422796 33.371059 Settlement Rabatab Garebbe 379495























0933 Kuru, al 19.375411 33.376379 Settlement Rabatab El-Kourou/
Kouroum
0934 Zuwayra, al 19.330066 33.412533 Settlement Rabatab Sahouèra 377983
0935 Sinussi* 19.331236 33.419581 Settlement Rabatab Snoussé
0936 Ku, al (1) 19.281909 33.422322 Settlement Rabatab L'Cohar 379227
0937 Jabal Hasari 19.325309 33.487491 Mountain Rabatab Guebelle 
l'Hisse
374011
0938 Galgulumagarri* 19.274101 33.432580 Settlement Rabatab Galgolo-
magarri
0939 Amin Island 19.271025 33.420255 Island Rabatab Ile Amette 378864
0940 Amin 19.267900 33.416280 Settlement Rabatab Amen
0941 Magarri* 19.264005 33.426027 Settlement Rabatab Magarri Maqâri
0942 Awirri* 19.249579 33.445968 Settlement Rabatab Auirrie
0943 Hassa, al* 19.232697 33.466195 Settlement Rabatab El Hassa








0945 Quib, al* 19.239774 33.465242 Settlement Rabatab Gouèba Al-qoueyb




0947 Kurgus (Fortress) 19.230722 33.477083 Monument Rabatab 372149
0948 Kurgus Island 19.211283 33.490649 Island Rabatab Ile Courgos Korkos I. 372147




0950 Abu Agli 19.203955 33.497385 Settlement Rabatab Abou Edjeille Abou Egli
0951 Amitta* 19.196167 33.512148 Settlement Rabatab Ametta
0952 Atmur 19.179017 33.530089 Settlement Rabatab Atmour 378206
0953 Traffi* 19.139818 33.563014 Settlement Rabatab Treffé
0954 Layaddi* 19.168099 33.571475 Settlement Rabatab Layaddi
0955 Umm Muqda 19.174140 33.564750 Settlement Rabatab Oum-
moqdeh/
Moq
0956 Abu Dis 19.139260 33.578300 Settlement Rabatab Dassi I. Bossoué 380952
0957 Lamari* 19.112243 33.590676 Settlement Rabatab Lamerie
0958 Aribad* 19.049207 33.564960 Settlement Rabatab Arebad





0960 Amaki 19.102180 33.574870 Area Rabatab Kamqalleh/
Kamqall
0961 Wadi Masakin 19.068940 33.563740 Wadi Rabatab Ouâdy el-
Messâkyn
370405
0962 Mari Island 19.025790 33.575875 Island Rabatab Amerie Meri I. 370454
0963 Jurayf, al 19.017627 33.570504 Settlement Rabatab Guéreffe/
Guireffe
El-Guereyf 379299
0964 Kanisa, al (2) 19.025146 33.581567 Monument Rabatab L'Canisse
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0933 Kuru, al 19.375411 33.376379 Settlement Rabatab El-Kourou/
Kouroum
0934 Zuwayra, al 19.330066 33.412533 Settlement Rabatab Sahouèra 377983
0935 Sinussi* 19.331236 33.419581 Settlement Rabatab Snoussé
0936 Ku, al (1) 19.281909 33.422322 Settlement Rabatab L'Cohar 379227
0937 Jabal Hasari 19.325309 33.487491 Mountain Rabatab Guebelle 
l'Hisse
374011
0938 Galgulumagarri* 19.274101 33.432580 Settlement Rabatab Galgolo-
magarri
0939 Amin Island 19.271025 33.420255 Island Rabatab Ile Amette 378864
0940 Amin 19.267900 33.416280 Settlement Rabatab Amen
0941 Magarri* 19.264005 33.426027 Settlement Rabatab Magarri Maqâri
0942 Awirri* 19.249579 33.445968 Settlement Rabatab Auirrie
0943 Hassa, al* 19.232697 33.466195 Settlement Rabatab El Hassa








0945 Quib, al* 19.239774 33.465242 Settlement Rabatab Gouèba Al-qoueyb




0947 Kurgus (Fortress) 19.230722 33.477083 Monument Rabatab 372149
0948 Kurgus Island 19.211283 33.490649 Island Rabatab Ile Courgos Korkos I. 372147




0950 Abu Agli 19.203955 33.497385 Settlement Rabatab Abou Edjeille Abou Egli
0951 Amitta* 19.196167 33.512148 Settlement Rabatab Ametta
0952 Atmur 19.179017 33.530089 Settlement Rabatab Atmour 378206
0953 Traffi* 19.139818 33.563014 Settlement Rabatab Treffé
0954 Layaddi* 19.168099 33.571475 Settlement Rabatab Layaddi
0955 Umm Muqda 19.174140 33.564750 Settlement Rabatab Oum-
moqdeh/
Moq
0956 Abu Dis 19.139260 33.578300 Settlement Rabatab Dassi I. Bossoué 380952
0957 Lamari* 19.112243 33.590676 Settlement Rabatab Lamerie
0958 Aribad* 19.049207 33.564960 Settlement Rabatab Arebad





0960 Amaki 19.102180 33.574870 Area Rabatab Kamqalleh/
Kamqall
0961 Wadi Masakin 19.068940 33.563740 Wadi Rabatab Ouâdy el-
Messâkyn
370405
0962 Mari Island 19.025790 33.575875 Island Rabatab Amerie Meri I. 370454
0963 Jurayf, al 19.017627 33.570504 Settlement Rabatab Guéreffe/
Guireffe
El-Guereyf 379299
















0965 Abu Hashim 18.951453 33.580533 Settlement Rabatab Abrachim Abou 
Hachym
380822
0966 Marru Island 18.953505 33.561708 Island Rabatab Ile Marro I. Merro 370427
0967 Kashwi Island 18.904690 33.535650 Island Rabatab Kachoueh I. 372759
0968 Jabal Absul 18.901340 33.481010 Mountain Rabatab Absol
0969 Atba Island 18.912950 33.551850 Island Rabatab Atba I. 378233
0970 Artul Island 18.863150 33.538310 Island Rabatab Ile Arrou I. Artol 378439
0971 Kagrat Island 18.776090 33.552610 Island Rabatab I. Kadjerât 373110
0972 Dabaka Island 18.783863 33.562295 Island Rabatab Ile Dabak
0973 Kargowil Island 18.730440 33.614420 Island Rabatab I. Yangué
0974 Nadi 18.723590 33.650216 Settlement Rabatab Natti Nedi 369509
0975 Malla Island 18.728111 33.605983 Island Rabatab Ile Mella Mela I. 370691
0976 Nagial* 18.721261 33.655452 Settlement Rabatab Neguiel
0977 Aqaba Zuwayra 18.672260 33.667680 Aqaba Rabatab Aqabah 
Zoumameh
0978 Gandaysi Island 18.706202 33.644870 Island Rabatab Ile Guébessi I. Qandeyssy 375148
0979 Baqayr, al 18.713410 33.631970 Settlement Rabatab El-Bâqeyr 379599
0980 Sabnas Island 18.691804 33.659775 Island Rabatab Ile Sembena I. Sabneh 367865
0981 Abu Sidayr Fortress 18.550006 33.687924 Monument Rabatab R(uines)
0982 Gulabab, al 18.317305 33.868994 Settlement Barbar Gouloubay Goulouba 375889
0983 Gulabab Cataract* 18.308972 33.865617 Cataract Barbar Cataratta 
di Gabala
0984 Karaba 18.507450 33.676496 Monument Barbar 379281
0985 Ushayr Island, al 18.449578 33.716066 Island Barbar Ile de Dricki I. Dreqeh/
Dreq
0986 Ushayr, al (Fortress) 18.485623 33.682866 Monument Barbar El Galla 378967
0987 Wadi al Humar* 18.445100 33.756750 Wadi Barbar Ouâdy el-
Homâr








0989 Wadi Abu Haraz 18.393480 33.726130 Wadi Barbar Ouâdy Abou-
Harâz
380832
0990 Fakit Ishaaq* 18.413170 33.721830 Settlement Barbar Faket-isak
0991 Sulaymaniya 18.420610 33.704880 Area Barbar El-
Solymânyeh
366698
0992 Balli, al* 18.309823 33.815235 Settlement Barbar El Belle
0993 Gananita Island 18.312502 33.844837 Island Barbar Ile el 
Quenénetta
0994 Abu Qurun 18.303720 33.795970 Settlement Barbar Abcher
0995 Gananita 18.306952 33.821592 Settlement Barbar Qeney-
neyteh
375156
0996 Artuli Island 18.303630 33.897375 Island Barbar Artoli I. Artol 378440
0997 Tikkawin, al 18.223800 33.918880 Settlement Barbar At-
tokâouyyn
378154
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0965 Abu Hashim 18.951453 33.580533 Settlement Rabatab Abrachim Abou 
Hachym
380822
0966 Marru Island 18.953505 33.561708 Island Rabatab Ile Marro I. Merro 370427
0967 Kashwi Island 18.904690 33.535650 Island Rabatab Kachoueh I. 372759
0968 Jabal Absul 18.901340 33.481010 Mountain Rabatab Absol
0969 Atba Island 18.912950 33.551850 Island Rabatab Atba I. 378233
0970 Artul Island 18.863150 33.538310 Island Rabatab Ile Arrou I. Artol 378439
0971 Kagrat Island 18.776090 33.552610 Island Rabatab I. Kadjerât 373110
0972 Dabaka Island 18.783863 33.562295 Island Rabatab Ile Dabak
0973 Kargowil Island 18.730440 33.614420 Island Rabatab I. Yangué
0974 Nadi 18.723590 33.650216 Settlement Rabatab Natti Nedi 369509
0975 Malla Island 18.728111 33.605983 Island Rabatab Ile Mella Mela I. 370691
0976 Nagial* 18.721261 33.655452 Settlement Rabatab Neguiel
0977 Aqaba Zuwayra 18.672260 33.667680 Aqaba Rabatab Aqabah 
Zoumameh
0978 Gandaysi Island 18.706202 33.644870 Island Rabatab Ile Guébessi I. Qandeyssy 375148
0979 Baqayr, al 18.713410 33.631970 Settlement Rabatab El-Bâqeyr 379599
0980 Sabnas Island 18.691804 33.659775 Island Rabatab Ile Sembena I. Sabneh 367865
0981 Abu Sidayr Fortress 18.550006 33.687924 Monument Rabatab R(uines)
0982 Gulabab, al 18.317305 33.868994 Settlement Barbar Gouloubay Goulouba 375889
0983 Gulabab Cataract* 18.308972 33.865617 Cataract Barbar Cataratta 
di Gabala
0984 Karaba 18.507450 33.676496 Monument Barbar 379281
0985 Ushayr Island, al 18.449578 33.716066 Island Barbar Ile de Dricki I. Dreqeh/
Dreq
0986 Ushayr, al (Fortress) 18.485623 33.682866 Monument Barbar El Galla 378967
0987 Wadi al Humar* 18.445100 33.756750 Wadi Barbar Ouâdy el-
Homâr








0989 Wadi Abu Haraz 18.393480 33.726130 Wadi Barbar Ouâdy Abou-
Harâz
380832
0990 Fakit Ishaaq* 18.413170 33.721830 Settlement Barbar Faket-isak
0991 Sulaymaniya 18.420610 33.704880 Area Barbar El-
Solymânyeh
366698
0992 Balli, al* 18.309823 33.815235 Settlement Barbar El Belle
0993 Gananita Island 18.312502 33.844837 Island Barbar Ile el 
Quenénetta
0994 Abu Qurun 18.303720 33.795970 Settlement Barbar Abcher
0995 Gananita 18.306952 33.821592 Settlement Barbar Qeney-
neyteh
375156
0996 Artuli Island 18.303630 33.897375 Island Barbar Artoli I. Artol 378440


















0998 Adbad, al* 18.273630 33.924059 Settlement Barbar Ladebade/
Alibade
Albell El-Adbad
0999 Tammur Island* 18.275938 33.906538 Island Barbar Ile Mtamour I. Tammour
1000 Agaddi, al* 18.262729 33.936337 Settlement Barbar Legaddie/
Sagadie
1001 Ankriyab, al* 18.285310 33.877380 Settlement Barbar Al-Enqreyâb
1002 Abidiya 18.233912 33.946399 Settlement Barbar Abedie El-Abeydyeh 381089
1003 Wawissi 18.198602 33.928770 Settlement Barbar Ouâoussi 363876
1004 Haffab, al 18.171495 33.964049 Settlement Barbar Affab
1005 Faraykha al Haffab, al 18.146917 33.960137 Settlement Barbar Ferecka 379523
1006 Dangayl (Temple of Amun) 18.131171 33.959985 Monument Barbar 701-
080-020
1007 Dangayl (1) 18.133930 33.957070 Settlement Barbar Danguelle Dangeyl 376774
1008 Agut Island* 18.143393 33.941675 Island Barbar Ile Agout I. A'qoud
1009 Sayla Island, al 18.131505 33.945557 Island Barbar Ile Essilat I. Kassel
1010 Jabal Nakhara (Fortress) 18.137326 33.935168 Monument Barbar R. An-
Nakharah




1012 Hassa 18.124953 33.958135 Settlement Barbar El Hassa El Hassa 
(Ruine)
373964
1013 Timshi Island* 18.108772 33.954009 Island Barbar Ile Timche Temchi I.
1014 Khawr, al 18.096758 33.967460 Settlement Barbar El Hor El-Kor 7465424
1015 Gadawab 18.081607 33.974985 Settlement Barbar Gadaouab 375232
1016 Salakdabi Island* 18.088027 33.961643 Island Barbar Ile Selecdabié
1017 Sunut* 18.062690 33.976070 Settlement Barbar Sounout
1018 Miaynifa 18.042745 33.986990 Settlement Barbar Menifa El-Meneda 370085






1020 Massadri* 18.029083 33.985340 Settlement Barbar Méssédre
1021 Sadal* 18.020061 33.987855 Settlement Barbar Sadal Seial
1022 Yunis 18.088850 33.944630 Settlement Barbar Gellat-
Younis
363564
1023 Dikka West, al 18.106830 33.940140 Settlement Barbar Dekket-Ouâd 
Chiqeyr
380152
1024 Barbar 18.012902 33.989931 Settlement Barbar Sandakē (?) (gr.) Megreffe/
Barbar
Berber El-Mekheyr 377690
1025 Nattat I.* 18.012230 33.982270 Island Barbar Nattat I.
1026 Qawz al Funj 17.958992 33.996467 Settlement Barbar Goos 368434
1027 Ghubsh 17.968910 33.964300 Settlement Barbar El-
Qoubouchi
374860
1028 Suwiktab 17.936490 33.960920 Settlement Barbar El-Souyqtâb 366600
1029 Salama, al 17.837540 33.996290 Settlement Barbar Sallamma Solimania 375755
1030 Makaylab, al 17.907520 33.990500 Settlement Barbar V(illage) 379158
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0998 Adbad, al* 18.273630 33.924059 Settlement Barbar Ladebade/
Alibade
Albell El-Adbad
0999 Tammur Island* 18.275938 33.906538 Island Barbar Ile Mtamour I. Tammour
1000 Agaddi, al* 18.262729 33.936337 Settlement Barbar Legaddie/
Sagadie
1001 Ankriyab, al* 18.285310 33.877380 Settlement Barbar Al-Enqreyâb
1002 Abidiya 18.233912 33.946399 Settlement Barbar Abedie El-Abeydyeh 381089
1003 Wawissi 18.198602 33.928770 Settlement Barbar Ouâoussi 363876
1004 Haffab, al 18.171495 33.964049 Settlement Barbar Affab
1005 Faraykha al Haffab, al 18.146917 33.960137 Settlement Barbar Ferecka 379523
1006 Dangayl (Temple of Amun) 18.131171 33.959985 Monument Barbar 701-
080-020
1007 Dangayl (1) 18.133930 33.957070 Settlement Barbar Danguelle Dangeyl 376774
1008 Agut Island* 18.143393 33.941675 Island Barbar Ile Agout I. A'qoud
1009 Sayla Island, al 18.131505 33.945557 Island Barbar Ile Essilat I. Kassel
1010 Jabal Nakhara (Fortress) 18.137326 33.935168 Monument Barbar R. An-
Nakharah




1012 Hassa 18.124953 33.958135 Settlement Barbar El Hassa El Hassa 
(Ruine)
373964
1013 Timshi Island* 18.108772 33.954009 Island Barbar Ile Timche Temchi I.
1014 Khawr, al 18.096758 33.967460 Settlement Barbar El Hor El-Kor 7465424
1015 Gadawab 18.081607 33.974985 Settlement Barbar Gadaouab 375232
1016 Salakdabi Island* 18.088027 33.961643 Island Barbar Ile Selecdabié
1017 Sunut* 18.062690 33.976070 Settlement Barbar Sounout
1018 Miaynifa 18.042745 33.986990 Settlement Barbar Menifa El-Meneda 370085






1020 Massadri* 18.029083 33.985340 Settlement Barbar Méssédre
1021 Sadal* 18.020061 33.987855 Settlement Barbar Sadal Seial
1022 Yunis 18.088850 33.944630 Settlement Barbar Gellat-
Younis
363564
1023 Dikka West, al 18.106830 33.940140 Settlement Barbar Dekket-Ouâd 
Chiqeyr
380152
1024 Barbar 18.012902 33.989931 Settlement Barbar Sandakē (?) (gr.) Megreffe/
Barbar
Berber El-Mekheyr 377690
1025 Nattat I.* 18.012230 33.982270 Island Barbar Nattat I.
1026 Qawz al Funj 17.958992 33.996467 Settlement Barbar Goos 368434
1027 Ghubsh 17.968910 33.964300 Settlement Barbar El-
Qoubouchi
374860
1028 Suwiktab 17.936490 33.960920 Settlement Barbar El-Souyqtâb 366600
1029 Salama, al 17.837540 33.996290 Settlement Barbar Sallamma Solimania 375755
















1031 Aqaba Jarib* 17.858910 33.963760 Aqaba Barbar Aqabah 
Guirguir
1032 Inaybis 17.944830 33.997930 Settlement Barbar V(illage) 364451






1034 Kannur 17.780352 33.990738 Settlement Barbar Counourré Kennour 372898
1035 Kazan, al* 17.871590 33.996630 Settlement Barbar El-Qayezân
1036 Nawawi I. 17.718960 33.962350 Island Barbar I. Fad-
Labyeh
369312
1037 Umm Gardik I. 17.709860 33.955500 Island Barbar I. Oum-
Guediq
1038 Fadlab, al* 17.714890 33.952940 Settlement Barbar Ad-Fadlâb
1039 Rihamab, al* 17.745710 33.990010 Settlement Barbar Er-Rehamâb
1040 Akad 17.640310 33.978080 Settlement Damar Akad 379861
1041 Damar, al 17.592778 33.959167 Settlement Damar Damer/
Daimer
Demer Ad-Dâmer 380173
1042 Hosh al Arus* 17.569880 33.944940 Settlement Damar Ouch-el-
Arous
1043 Masalalab, al* 17.671230 33.964740 Settlement Damar El-Masalalâb
1044 Hasabullab 17.632800 33.961040 Settlement Damar El-
Hassabalâb
1045 Shiu* 17.638980 33.960620 Settlement Damar Chio
1046 Madu* 17.552352 33.935997 Settlement Damar Medou
1047 Umm Buri* 17.521870 33.911790 Settlement Damar Ombori
1048 Gubarab 17.513790 33.896730 Settlement Damar El-Goubârâb 374655
1049 Tumayrab 17.629330 33.960620 Settlement Damar At-Timeyrâb
1050 Nafab, al* 17.607990 33.943160 Settlement Damar An-Nafaab
1051 Kurmud, al* 17.558540 33.905080 Settlement Damar Ab-
Kourmout
1052 Abu Salim 17.531160 33.866500 Settlement Damar Abou-
Seleym
380553
1053 Hasaya 17.501120 33.894330 Settlement Damar Hassail El-Hassâyeh 374009
1054 Wadi al Mukabrab 17.448900 33.893000 Wadi Damar Mograbatte Al-Mokâbrât 369757
1055 Mukabrab West 17.464550 33.876620 Settlement Damar Al-Mokâbrât 369754
1056 Umm Shadaq Island 17.524280 33.889210 Island Damar Ile 
Mograbatte
I. Gabo
1057 Kabushab 17.510410 33.852450 Settlement Damar Al-
Kouboûchâb
373203
1058 Umm Galissi Island 17.502684 33.882941 Island
1059 Zaydab Island 17.425480 33.868730 Island Damar I. Melâyeh
1060 Zaydab West 17.426560 33.852150 Settlement Damar Ez-Zehdâb 444066
1061 Baqayr, al 17.363180 33.831660 Settlement Damar El-Bâqeyr 379600
1062 Hillat al Hawiya 17.351470 33.808380 Settlement Damar L'Haoué Hallâouyeh 444073
1063 Ganigabia I. 17.368490 33.820650 Island Damar Guetr Gabi I. 374983
1064 Alyab West 17.337340 33.778390 Settlement Shandi Al-Eâlyab
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1031 Aqaba Jarib* 17.858910 33.963760 Aqaba Barbar Aqabah 
Guirguir
1032 Inaybis 17.944830 33.997930 Settlement Barbar V(illage) 364451






1034 Kannur 17.780352 33.990738 Settlement Barbar Counourré Kennour 372898
1035 Kazan, al* 17.871590 33.996630 Settlement Barbar El-Qayezân
1036 Nawawi I. 17.718960 33.962350 Island Barbar I. Fad-
Labyeh
369312
1037 Umm Gardik I. 17.709860 33.955500 Island Barbar I. Oum-
Guediq
1038 Fadlab, al* 17.714890 33.952940 Settlement Barbar Ad-Fadlâb
1039 Rihamab, al* 17.745710 33.990010 Settlement Barbar Er-Rehamâb
1040 Akad 17.640310 33.978080 Settlement Damar Akad 379861
1041 Damar, al 17.592778 33.959167 Settlement Damar Damer/
Daimer
Demer Ad-Dâmer 380173
1042 Hosh al Arus* 17.569880 33.944940 Settlement Damar Ouch-el-
Arous
1043 Masalalab, al* 17.671230 33.964740 Settlement Damar El-Masalalâb
1044 Hasabullab 17.632800 33.961040 Settlement Damar El-
Hassabalâb
1045 Shiu* 17.638980 33.960620 Settlement Damar Chio
1046 Madu* 17.552352 33.935997 Settlement Damar Medou
1047 Umm Buri* 17.521870 33.911790 Settlement Damar Ombori
1048 Gubarab 17.513790 33.896730 Settlement Damar El-Goubârâb 374655
1049 Tumayrab 17.629330 33.960620 Settlement Damar At-Timeyrâb
1050 Nafab, al* 17.607990 33.943160 Settlement Damar An-Nafaab
1051 Kurmud, al* 17.558540 33.905080 Settlement Damar Ab-
Kourmout
1052 Abu Salim 17.531160 33.866500 Settlement Damar Abou-
Seleym
380553
1053 Hasaya 17.501120 33.894330 Settlement Damar Hassail El-Hassâyeh 374009
1054 Wadi al Mukabrab 17.448900 33.893000 Wadi Damar Mograbatte Al-Mokâbrât 369757
1055 Mukabrab West 17.464550 33.876620 Settlement Damar Al-Mokâbrât 369754
1056 Umm Shadaq Island 17.524280 33.889210 Island Damar Ile 
Mograbatte
I. Gabo
1057 Kabushab 17.510410 33.852450 Settlement Damar Al-
Kouboûchâb
373203
1058 Umm Galissi Island 17.502684 33.882941 Island
1059 Zaydab Island 17.425480 33.868730 Island Damar I. Melâyeh
1060 Zaydab West 17.426560 33.852150 Settlement Damar Ez-Zehdâb 444066
1061 Baqayr, al 17.363180 33.831660 Settlement Damar El-Bâqeyr 379600
1062 Hillat al Hawiya 17.351470 33.808380 Settlement Damar L'Haoué Hallâouyeh 444073
1063 Ganigabia I. 17.368490 33.820650 Island Damar Guetr Gabi I. 374983
















1065 Wahib* 17.360400 33.794080 Settlement Damar Ouehyb/
Ouehyt
1066 Agayda 17.286850 33.727910 Settlement Shandi Al-Eqeydeh
1067 Naama* 17.265340 33.726770 Settlement Shandi Qouz-Naym
1068 Qabati 17.200000 33.758000 Settlement Shandi Gabatti Qabâtty 701-
080-031
375267
1069 Kitayab 17.211090 33.715260 Settlement Shandi Al-Ketayâb 372343
1070 Saqadi East 17.139000 33.711000 Settlement Shandi Segaddi/
Sagaddi
Saqâdy 444084
1071 Jabal Umm Ali 17.076737 33.703386 Mountain Shandi Guebelle 
Omalli
7015021
1072 Mabalidda Island* 17.125086 33.687250 Island Shandi Ile 
Mabeledda
1073 Mantarif Island* 17.104453 33.689222 Island Shandi Ile Mantéreffi
1074 Adilig 17.103830 33.753120 Mountain Shandi Achiled
1075 Mukabrabiya 17.117714 33.702908 Settlement Shandi Bèga El Moqren
1076 Qubbat al Faki al Sabab 17.104400 33.701800 Monument Shandi Fagadie 7015003
1077 Umm Ali 17.065768 33.710195 Settlement Shandi Guébelle Iebail Gebel 443859
1078 Kamayr 17.098831 33.664004 Settlement Shandi Ammerie 371917
1079 Sanga 17.032270 33.723050 Settlement Shandi Cabinna Gebel Gabine
1080 Maruga* 16.973054 33.725492 Settlement Shandi Maroga El-Marouq
1081 Gabas* 16.964260 33.726891 Settlement Shandi Guebesse
1082 Qalaa 16.954400 33.736200 Settlement Shandi El Galla 7023436
1083 Aliab East 17.247370 33.744430 Settlement Shandi Aliab 379345
1084 Jabal Ardab* 16.980568 33.795557 Mountain Shandi Guebelle 
Ardab
1085 Wadi Aish 16.946790 33.768370 Wadi Shandi Ouadée el 
Tarabilles
1086 Kargus Island 16.838333 33.632780 Island Shandi Ile Bagraouie 372824
1087 Duragab, al 16.940269 33.711479 Settlement Shandi Danguelle/
Danguella
Danqeyleh 443971
1088 Meroe (Temple of Isis) 16.941532 33.711928 Monument Shandi Assour Assour
1089 Meroe (Royal City) 16.938194 33.710614 Monument Shandi Mrw (eg.) / Bedewe 
(mer.)






1090 Meroe (Temple of Amun) 16.936754 33.710888 Monument Shandi R(uines) Méroé 11126072
1091 Wadi al Tarrabil 16.936456 33.751855 Wadi Shandi
1092 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 1)
16.937120 33.748894 Monument Shandi
1093 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 2)
16.937202 33.748739 Monument Shandi
1094 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 3)
16.937337 33.748768 Monument Shandi
1095 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 4)
16.937474 33.748663 Monument Shandi
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1065 Wahib* 17.360400 33.794080 Settlement Damar Ouehyb/
Ouehyt
1066 Agayda 17.286850 33.727910 Settlement Shandi Al-Eqeydeh
1067 Naama* 17.265340 33.726770 Settlement Shandi Qouz-Naym
1068 Qabati 17.200000 33.758000 Settlement Shandi Gabatti Qabâtty 701-
080-031
375267
1069 Kitayab 17.211090 33.715260 Settlement Shandi Al-Ketayâb 372343
1070 Saqadi East 17.139000 33.711000 Settlement Shandi Segaddi/
Sagaddi
Saqâdy 444084
1071 Jabal Umm Ali 17.076737 33.703386 Mountain Shandi Guebelle 
Omalli
7015021
1072 Mabalidda Island* 17.125086 33.687250 Island Shandi Ile 
Mabeledda
1073 Mantarif Island* 17.104453 33.689222 Island Shandi Ile Mantéreffi
1074 Adilig 17.103830 33.753120 Mountain Shandi Achiled
1075 Mukabrabiya 17.117714 33.702908 Settlement Shandi Bèga El Moqren
1076 Qubbat al Faki al Sabab 17.104400 33.701800 Monument Shandi Fagadie 7015003
1077 Umm Ali 17.065768 33.710195 Settlement Shandi Guébelle Iebail Gebel 443859
1078 Kamayr 17.098831 33.664004 Settlement Shandi Ammerie 371917
1079 Sanga 17.032270 33.723050 Settlement Shandi Cabinna Gebel Gabine
1080 Maruga* 16.973054 33.725492 Settlement Shandi Maroga El-Marouq
1081 Gabas* 16.964260 33.726891 Settlement Shandi Guebesse
1082 Qalaa 16.954400 33.736200 Settlement Shandi El Galla 7023436
1083 Aliab East 17.247370 33.744430 Settlement Shandi Aliab 379345
1084 Jabal Ardab* 16.980568 33.795557 Mountain Shandi Guebelle 
Ardab
1085 Wadi Aish 16.946790 33.768370 Wadi Shandi Ouadée el 
Tarabilles
1086 Kargus Island 16.838333 33.632780 Island Shandi Ile Bagraouie 372824
1087 Duragab, al 16.940269 33.711479 Settlement Shandi Danguelle/
Danguella
Danqeyleh 443971
1088 Meroe (Temple of Isis) 16.941532 33.711928 Monument Shandi Assour Assour
1089 Meroe (Royal City) 16.938194 33.710614 Monument Shandi Mrw (eg.) / Bedewe 
(mer.)






1090 Meroe (Temple of Amun) 16.936754 33.710888 Monument Shandi R(uines) Méroé 11126072
1091 Wadi al Tarrabil 16.936456 33.751855 Wadi Shandi
1092 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 1)
16.937120 33.748894 Monument Shandi
1093 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 2)
16.937202 33.748739 Monument Shandi
1094 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 3)
16.937337 33.748768 Monument Shandi
1095 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 4)
















1096 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 5)
16.937599 33.748516 Monument Shandi
1097 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 6)
16.937750 33.748597 Monument Shandi
1098 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 7)
16.937900 33.748670 Monument Shandi
1099 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 8)
16.938117 33.748733 Monument Shandi
1100 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 9)
16.938343 33.748797 Monument Shandi
1101 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 10)
16.938479 33.748864 Monument Shandi
1102 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 11)
16.938627 33.748926 Monument Shandi
1103 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 12)
16.938850 33.749003 Monument Shandi
1104 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 13)
16.939005 33.749071 Monument Shandi
1105 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 14)
16.939171 33.748909 Monument Shandi
1106 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 15)
16.939282 33.748902 Monument Shandi
1107 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 16)
16.937947 33.748918 Monument Shandi
1108 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 17)
16.938160 33.749119 Monument Shandi
1109 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 18)
16.938328 33.749009 Monument Shandi
1110 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 19)
16.938302 33.749298 Monument Shandi
1111 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 20)
16.939008 33.749425 Monument Shandi
1112 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 21)
16.939021 33.750274 Monument Shandi
1113 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 41)
16.938490 33.749156 Monument Shandi
1114 Meroe (Pyramids, North 
Group)
16.937976 33.748785 Monument Shandi Pyramides 10346809
1115 Meroe (Pyramids, South 
Group)
16.934551 33.751173 Monument Shandi Pyramides
1116 Meroe (Pyramids, West 
Group)
16.932319 33.728650 Monument Shandi Pyramides
1117 Meroe (Sun Temple) 16.929964 33.721861 Monument Shandi R(uines) 443831
1118 Meroe (Quarries) 16.932595 33.774440 Monument Shandi Carrieres
1119 Killi 16.926140 33.666460 Settlement Shandi Attra Kourkâb 372632
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1096 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 5)
16.937599 33.748516 Monument Shandi
1097 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 6)
16.937750 33.748597 Monument Shandi
1098 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 7)
16.937900 33.748670 Monument Shandi
1099 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 8)
16.938117 33.748733 Monument Shandi
1100 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 9)
16.938343 33.748797 Monument Shandi
1101 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 10)
16.938479 33.748864 Monument Shandi
1102 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 11)
16.938627 33.748926 Monument Shandi
1103 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 12)
16.938850 33.749003 Monument Shandi
1104 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 13)
16.939005 33.749071 Monument Shandi
1105 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 14)
16.939171 33.748909 Monument Shandi
1106 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 15)
16.939282 33.748902 Monument Shandi
1107 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 16)
16.937947 33.748918 Monument Shandi
1108 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 17)
16.938160 33.749119 Monument Shandi
1109 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 18)
16.938328 33.749009 Monument Shandi
1110 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 19)
16.938302 33.749298 Monument Shandi
1111 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 20)
16.939008 33.749425 Monument Shandi
1112 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 21)
16.939021 33.750274 Monument Shandi
1113 Meroe (North Group, 
Pyramid No. 41)
16.938490 33.749156 Monument Shandi
1114 Meroe (Pyramids, North 
Group)
16.937976 33.748785 Monument Shandi Pyramides 10346809
1115 Meroe (Pyramids, South 
Group)
16.934551 33.751173 Monument Shandi Pyramides
1116 Meroe (Pyramids, West 
Group)
16.932319 33.728650 Monument Shandi Pyramides
1117 Meroe (Sun Temple) 16.929964 33.721861 Monument Shandi R(uines) 443831
1118 Meroe (Quarries) 16.932595 33.774440 Monument Shandi Carrieres




















1121 Hamadab 16.907470 33.697784 Settlement Shandi Amadab Amada 443968
1122 Hamadab (Shrine of Apis) 16.915120 33.693494 Monument Shandi R(uines)
1123 Kunaiya Island 16.906546 33.678357 Island Shandi Ile Manatti
1124 Wadi al Hawad 16.871328 33.685553 Wadi Shandi Ouadée 
Léialé
7023425
1125 Kargus I. 16.825660 33.623250 Island Shandi Korqos/
Kourqos I.
1126 Hillat Qawz al Hajj 16.829656 33.660680 Settlement Shandi El Goos El-Qaz 443960
1127 Kabushiya 16.897576 33.692102 Settlement Shandi Guebelle 
Colbochir
Qobochy 373178
1128 Qisar 16.828070 33.648292 Settlement Shandi El Gossar 368384
1129 Hassa, al (2) 16.790458 33.609678 Monument Shandi El Hassa El-Hassa 701-
080-052
1130 Sayal Siraj 16.778555 33.606422 Settlement Shandi Baioda 367500
1131 Wadi Dushayn 16.750338 33.609827 Wadi Shandi Ouadée 
Duchen
376066
1132 Jabal Abdutab 16.767478 33.487555 Mountain Shandi Guebelle 
Cutulcad
1133 Taragma 16.739580 33.563140 Settlement Shandi Maroga 366383
1134 Makmut* 16.811970 33.648550 Settlement Shandi El-Makmout
1135 Buwayda 16.749250 33.540650 Settlement Shandi Etelbeddou El-Boeydah 377003
1136 Misiktab 16.723681 33.493829 Settlement Shandi Mecectab 370000
1137 Musayab 16.716419 33.460036 Settlement Shandi Magboud
1138 Shandi 16.691500 33.434100 Settlement Shandi Chaindi Schendi Chendy 701-
080-053
367308
1139 Qawz al Rajab 16.059935 35.557687 Settlement ? Goos Regeiep
1140 Qrish 16.666696 33.413121 Settlement Shandi Goos 443908
1141 Muways 16.670426 33.371576 Settlement Shandi Village 443904
1142 Hush, al 16.663955 33.371576 Settlement Shandi Village




1144 Matamma, al 16.709500 33.356500 Settlement Shandi Mattammat El-
Matammah
379127
1145 Sanar* 16.729840 33.414370 Settlement Shandi Saner
1146 Marimna* 16.701724 33.341809 Settlement Shandi Méerimme
1147 Bir Umm Guwayra 16.627030 33.438290 Well Shandi Bir el Arab 365062




1149 Duanib 16.514990 33.367670 Monument Shandi Temple
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1121 Hamadab 16.907470 33.697784 Settlement Shandi Amadab Amada 443968
1122 Hamadab (Shrine of Apis) 16.915120 33.693494 Monument Shandi R(uines)
1123 Kunaiya Island 16.906546 33.678357 Island Shandi Ile Manatti
1124 Wadi al Hawad 16.871328 33.685553 Wadi Shandi Ouadée 
Léialé
7023425
1125 Kargus I. 16.825660 33.623250 Island Shandi Korqos/
Kourqos I.
1126 Hillat Qawz al Hajj 16.829656 33.660680 Settlement Shandi El Goos El-Qaz 443960
1127 Kabushiya 16.897576 33.692102 Settlement Shandi Guebelle 
Colbochir
Qobochy 373178
1128 Qisar 16.828070 33.648292 Settlement Shandi El Gossar 368384
1129 Hassa, al (2) 16.790458 33.609678 Monument Shandi El Hassa El-Hassa 701-
080-052
1130 Sayal Siraj 16.778555 33.606422 Settlement Shandi Baioda 367500
1131 Wadi Dushayn 16.750338 33.609827 Wadi Shandi Ouadée 
Duchen
376066
1132 Jabal Abdutab 16.767478 33.487555 Mountain Shandi Guebelle 
Cutulcad
1133 Taragma 16.739580 33.563140 Settlement Shandi Maroga 366383
1134 Makmut* 16.811970 33.648550 Settlement Shandi El-Makmout
1135 Buwayda 16.749250 33.540650 Settlement Shandi Etelbeddou El-Boeydah 377003
1136 Misiktab 16.723681 33.493829 Settlement Shandi Mecectab 370000
1137 Musayab 16.716419 33.460036 Settlement Shandi Magboud
1138 Shandi 16.691500 33.434100 Settlement Shandi Chaindi Schendi Chendy 701-
080-053
367308
1139 Qawz al Rajab 16.059935 35.557687 Settlement ? Goos Regeiep
1140 Qrish 16.666696 33.413121 Settlement Shandi Goos 443908
1141 Muways 16.670426 33.371576 Settlement Shandi Village 443904
1142 Hush, al 16.663955 33.371576 Settlement Shandi Village




1144 Matamma, al 16.709500 33.356500 Settlement Shandi Mattammat El-
Matammah
379127
1145 Sanar* 16.729840 33.414370 Settlement Shandi Saner
1146 Marimna* 16.701724 33.341809 Settlement Shandi Méerimme
1147 Bir Umm Guwayra 16.627030 33.438290 Well Shandi Bir el Arab 365062




























1151 Shaykh Abd al Razzaq 16.571694 33.170060 Monument Shandi Chek Darage 7023153
1152 Duwaymat, al 16.649950 33.288830 Settlement Shandi Adouemab 443898
1153 Fijayja, al 16.639530 33.264040 Settlement Shandi Faguegui 379536
1154 Qandatu 16.631400 33.233800 Settlement Shandi Argauto Guindatou 443893
1155 Shayqiya, al 16.644130 33.218490 Settlement Shandi Hallet 
Chaykyé
378395
1156 Humik, al* 16.613100 33.190780 Settlement Shandi El-Homek
1157 Guba, al* 16.587390 33.178640 Settlement Shandi El-Gouba
1158 Musawwarat al Sufra (Great 
Enclosure)
16.412766 33.323922 Monument Shandi Esēr (gr.)  (?) / Esar, 







1159 Musawwarat al Sufra 
(Temple 100)
16.412851 33.323754 Monument Shandi
1160 Musawwarat al Sufra 
(Temple 200)
16.413627 33.324032 Monument Shandi
1161 Musawwarat al Sufra 
(Temple 300)
16.412967 33.324473 Monument Shandi
1162 Musawwarat al Sufra (Small 
Enclosure)
16.411386 33.322552 Monument Shandi
1163 Musawwarat al Sufra (Small 
Hafir)
16.414935 33.326329 Monument Shandi
1164 Musawwarat al Sufra 
(Temple of Apedemak)
16.409212 33.328946 Monument Shandi Mésaorat
1165 Musawwarat al Sufra 
(Temple II A)
16410634 33.328739 Monument Shandi Mésaorat
1166 Hillat Qad al Habub 16.563300 33.190000 Settlement Shandi Ouadée 
Québacareg
443876
1167 Jabal al Qurayn 16.431028 33.354774 Mountain Shandi Guebelle el 
Guire
368304
1168 Wadi al Sufra 16.412011 33.326594 Wadi Shandi Ouadée 
Saffra
366729
1169 Jabal Kirayk 16.442200 33.259400 Mountain Shandi Quérèg 372604
1170 Karabat Qulba 16.393700 33.334800 Mountain Shandi L'Goulep 
Mesaorat
7023921









1173 Jabal Himora 16.157755 33.434882 Mountain Shandi Dar el Homar 374357
1174 Wadi al Awatib (Naqa) 16.270515 33.259677 Wadi Shandi Daron, Darōn (?) 
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1151 Shaykh Abd al Razzaq 16.571694 33.170060 Monument Shandi Chek Darage 7023153
1152 Duwaymat, al 16.649950 33.288830 Settlement Shandi Adouemab 443898
1153 Fijayja, al 16.639530 33.264040 Settlement Shandi Faguegui 379536
1154 Qandatu 16.631400 33.233800 Settlement Shandi Argauto Guindatou 443893
1155 Shayqiya, al 16.644130 33.218490 Settlement Shandi Hallet 
Chaykyé
378395
1156 Humik, al* 16.613100 33.190780 Settlement Shandi El-Homek
1157 Guba, al* 16.587390 33.178640 Settlement Shandi El-Gouba
1158 Musawwarat al Sufra (Great 
Enclosure)
16.412766 33.323922 Monument Shandi Esēr (gr.)  (?) / Esar, 







1159 Musawwarat al Sufra 
(Temple 100)
16.412851 33.323754 Monument Shandi
1160 Musawwarat al Sufra 
(Temple 200)
16.413627 33.324032 Monument Shandi
1161 Musawwarat al Sufra 
(Temple 300)
16.412967 33.324473 Monument Shandi
1162 Musawwarat al Sufra (Small 
Enclosure)
16.411386 33.322552 Monument Shandi
1163 Musawwarat al Sufra (Small 
Hafir)
16.414935 33.326329 Monument Shandi
1164 Musawwarat al Sufra 
(Temple of Apedemak)
16.409212 33.328946 Monument Shandi Mésaorat
1165 Musawwarat al Sufra 
(Temple II A)
16410634 33.328739 Monument Shandi Mésaorat
1166 Hillat Qad al Habub 16.563300 33.190000 Settlement Shandi Ouadée 
Québacareg
443876
1167 Jabal al Qurayn 16.431028 33.354774 Mountain Shandi Guebelle el 
Guire
368304
1168 Wadi al Sufra 16.412011 33.326594 Wadi Shandi Ouadée 
Saffra
366729
1169 Jabal Kirayk 16.442200 33.259400 Mountain Shandi Quérèg 372604
1170 Karabat Qulba 16.393700 33.334800 Mountain Shandi L'Goulep 
Mesaorat
7023921









1173 Jabal Himora 16.157755 33.434882 Mountain Shandi Dar el Homar 374357
1174 Wadi al Awatib (Naqa) 16.270515 33.259677 Wadi Shandi Daron, Darōn (?) 






















1175 Naqa (Great Temple of 
Amun)




1176 Naqa (Temple of 
Apedemak)
16.268814 33.272679 Monument Shandi 701-
080-
100-010
1177 Naqa (Kiosk) 16.268637 33.272928 Monument Shandi 701-
080-
100-020
1178 Naqa (Hafir) 16.263553 33.277346 Monument Shandi
1179 Naqa (Settlement Ruins) 16.272852 33.273318 Monument Shandi
1180 Naqa (Quarries) 16.272433 33.279141 Monument Shandi
1181 Naqa (East Temple "f") 16.269509 33.278680 Monument Shandi 701-
080-
100-040
1182 Naqa (South Temple "g") 16.262980 33.276399 Monument Shandi 701-
080-
100-060
1183 Naqa (Restes d'un petit 
monument)
16.355562 33.275574 Monument Shandi
1184 Gurayf, al 16.548470 33.019100 Settlement Shandi Guerif 379484
1185 Hosh al Shaytan (Fortress) 16.551285 32.991094 Monument Shandi Village
1186 Nasri Island 16.545800 32.948250 Island Shandi I. Nasri 369350
1187 Wad Ban Naqa (Mammisi) 16.512067 33.111667 Monument Shandi Mésaorat 
canisse
1188 Wad Ban Naqa (Ruins) 16.510975 33.111667 Monument Shandi





1190 Qawz al Mutraq 16.623160 33.224310 Settlement Shandi Goos El-Goss 701-
080-101
443885











1193 Kiliwa Wad Gamal, al 16.524385 32.966268 Settlement Shandi Village 444042
1194 Hillat al Hasanab 16.513982 32.931781 Settlement Shandi Village 444040
1195 Hillat al Zuruq 16.495308 32.896703 Settlement Shandi Village 444016
1196 Darayra Island 16.501290 32.866010 Island Shandi Derreira 376019





1198 Qawz al Habashi 16.532548 32.843368 Settlement Shandi El-Gus 7022974
1199 Bundi Island 16.360880 32.721280 Island Shandi I. Bendi 377214
1200 Marnat Island 16.425444 32.778763 Island Shandi Isola 
Menteref
370132
1201 Huqna, al 16.342769 32.672605 Settlement Shandi Village 379383
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1175 Naqa (Great Temple of 
Amun)




1176 Naqa (Temple of 
Apedemak)
16.268814 33.272679 Monument Shandi 701-
080-
100-010
1177 Naqa (Kiosk) 16.268637 33.272928 Monument Shandi 701-
080-
100-020
1178 Naqa (Hafir) 16.263553 33.277346 Monument Shandi
1179 Naqa (Settlement Ruins) 16.272852 33.273318 Monument Shandi
1180 Naqa (Quarries) 16.272433 33.279141 Monument Shandi
1181 Naqa (East Temple "f") 16.269509 33.278680 Monument Shandi 701-
080-
100-040
1182 Naqa (South Temple "g") 16.262980 33.276399 Monument Shandi 701-
080-
100-060
1183 Naqa (Restes d'un petit 
monument)
16.355562 33.275574 Monument Shandi
1184 Gurayf, al 16.548470 33.019100 Settlement Shandi Guerif 379484
1185 Hosh al Shaytan (Fortress) 16.551285 32.991094 Monument Shandi Village
1186 Nasri Island 16.545800 32.948250 Island Shandi I. Nasri 369350
1187 Wad Ban Naqa (Mammisi) 16.512067 33.111667 Monument Shandi Mésaorat 
canisse
1188 Wad Ban Naqa (Ruins) 16.510975 33.111667 Monument Shandi





1190 Qawz al Mutraq 16.623160 33.224310 Settlement Shandi Goos El-Goss 701-
080-101
443885











1193 Kiliwa Wad Gamal, al 16.524385 32.966268 Settlement Shandi Village 444042
1194 Hillat al Hasanab 16.513982 32.931781 Settlement Shandi Village 444040
1195 Hillat al Zuruq 16.495308 32.896703 Settlement Shandi Village 444016
1196 Darayra Island 16.501290 32.866010 Island Shandi Derreira 376019





1198 Qawz al Habashi 16.532548 32.843368 Settlement Shandi El-Gus 7022974
1199 Bundi Island 16.360880 32.721280 Island Shandi I. Bendi 377214
1200 Marnat Island 16.425444 32.778763 Island Shandi Isola 
Menteref
370132
















1202 Sabaluqa 16.299606 32.679368 Mountain Halfayat al 
Muluk
Guebelle Sibo 7023576
















1206 Narnati Island* 16.273310 32.616660 Island Halfayat al 
Muluk
I. Niernaté
1207 Jabal Rauwiyan 16.254648 32.614542 Mountain Halfayat al 
Muluk
Djebel Rayân 368139
1208 Rauwiyan Island 16.262711 32.617899 Island Halfayat al 
Muluk
368140
1209 Qarri 16.229482 32.623506 Settlement Halfayat al 
Muluk
Guerri Gerri Guerri 368398





1211 Wawissi Island 16.076680 32.558050 Island Halfayat al 
Muluk
I. Aoussi 385057










1214 Umm Turayfi Island 15.963203 32.550338 Island Halfayat al 
Muluk
I. Oum-Teref
1215 Umm Turayfi* 15.964035 32.565508 Settlement Halfayat al 
Muluk
Mtreffé
1216 Wadi al Garwaqa 15.847573 32.579267 Wadi Halfayat al 
Muluk
1217 Khawr al Garmaniya 16.164043 32.543370 Khawr Halfayat al 
Muluk
1218 Hilafi, al 15.753600 32.566600 Settlement Halfayat al 
Muluk
Village 379391
1219 Garmaniya* 16.159767 32.553516 Settlement Halfayat al 
Muluk
Gimaab
1220 Abu Halima 15.780500 32.560710 Settlement Halfayat al 
Muluk
Abou Alim 380859
1221 Islang Island 15.890650 32.551480 Island Halfayat al 
Muluk
I. Manati
1222 Kadaru 15.763330 32.572980 Settlement Halfayat al 
Muluk
Kandjar 373163




1224 Halfayat al Muluk 15.702400 32.550300 Settlement Halfayat al 
Muluk
Alfaye(Alfaya Halfaja Halfây 374268
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1202 Sabaluqa 16.299606 32.679368 Mountain Halfayat al 
Muluk
Guebelle Sibo 7023576
















1206 Narnati Island* 16.273310 32.616660 Island Halfayat al 
Muluk
I. Niernaté
1207 Jabal Rauwiyan 16.254648 32.614542 Mountain Halfayat al 
Muluk
Djebel Rayân 368139
1208 Rauwiyan Island 16.262711 32.617899 Island Halfayat al 
Muluk
368140
1209 Qarri 16.229482 32.623506 Settlement Halfayat al 
Muluk
Guerri Gerri Guerri 368398





1211 Wawissi Island 16.076680 32.558050 Island Halfayat al 
Muluk
I. Aoussi 385057










1214 Umm Turayfi Island 15.963203 32.550338 Island Halfayat al 
Muluk
I. Oum-Teref
1215 Umm Turayfi* 15.964035 32.565508 Settlement Halfayat al 
Muluk
Mtreffé
1216 Wadi al Garwaqa 15.847573 32.579267 Wadi Halfayat al 
Muluk
1217 Khawr al Garmaniya 16.164043 32.543370 Khawr Halfayat al 
Muluk
1218 Hilafi, al 15.753600 32.566600 Settlement Halfayat al 
Muluk
Village 379391
1219 Garmaniya* 16.159767 32.553516 Settlement Halfayat al 
Muluk
Gimaab
1220 Abu Halima 15.780500 32.560710 Settlement Halfayat al 
Muluk
Abou Alim 380859
1221 Islang Island 15.890650 32.551480 Island Halfayat al 
Muluk
I. Manati
1222 Kadaru 15.763330 32.572980 Settlement Halfayat al 
Muluk
Kandjar 373163




1224 Halfayat al Muluk 15.702400 32.550300 Settlement Halfayat al 
Muluk



























1227 White Nile 15.585722 32.490437 River Sinnar Bahr el-
Abyad
380319
1228 Blue Nile 15.612548 32.526324 River Sinnar Astapoys (gr.) Fleuve Bleu 377301
1229 Ras al Khartum* 15.602790 32.529460 Area Sinnar Ras el-
Gartoum
1230 Kuku 15.624480 32.569690 Settlement Sinnar Meryok 371996
1231 Karkuj 15.573050 32.603600 Settlement Sinnar Kolkoul/
Korkot
372811
1232 Umm Dum 15.536980 32.629160 Settlement Sinnar Amdôm 365193
1233 Suba (Ruins) 15.523889 32.680833 Monument Sinnar Sobah 701-
090-050
3466
1234 Suba al Taiyib 15.516667 32.683333 Settlement Sinnar Sauba/Soba 367535
1235 Aylafun, al 15.433600 32.718600 Settlement Sinnar Alifoun El-Eylfun/
Eyfon
379666
1236 Shaykh Idris 15.436750 32.723540 Monument Sinnar Hellet el-
Cheryf
1237 Asaylat 15.366250 32.829690 Area Sinnar El-Hassalat 6991621
1238 Shirak, al 15.368800 32.789900 Settlement Sinnar Chiré/Chiri 366959
1239 Jadid Umran 15.337220 32.822730 Settlement Sinnar Dourmân
1240 Jadid Khalayf 15.339600 32.780400 Settlement Sinnar Guidid
1241 Hirayz, al 15.336480 32.830570 Settlement Sinnar Rodess
1242 Nuba, al 15.291100 32.898100 Settlement Sinnar Nuba An-Noubah 375812
1243 Kutranj 15.276200 32.972150 Settlement Sinnar Katrân 371797
1244 Alti 15.260340 32.983030 Settlement Sinnar Attef/Atteh 379008
1245 Umm Maghat 15.243490 33.035910 Settlement Sinnar Omogad 364862
1246 Takayna, al 15.220790 33.059060 Settlement Sinnar El-Takeyneh 378162
1247 Bashaqra West 15.204670 33.078040 Settlement Sinnar El-Bichâqrah 377602
1248 Bashaqra East 15.227740 33.097400 Settlement Sinnar El-Bichâqrah 377600
1249 Fadl 15.198200 33.093600 Settlement Sinnar Fanqour/
Faqour
375703
1250 Takala 15.175833 33.098889 Settlement Sinnar Tacala/El 
Tacolo
Takalah 366505
1251 Wadi al Id 15.201130 33.153060 Wadi Sinnar El-Lâidi
1252 Wad Rawa 15.161450 33.132950 Settlement Sinnar Adarâo 364071
1253 Wad al Turabi 15.117850 33.139650 Settlement Sinnar Tarâbi 364223
1254 Kasambar 15.109300 33.161670 Settlement Sinnar Kassenber 372768
1255 Wad Ashayb 15.126640 33.160400 Settlement Sinnar Ouâd Cheyb 364162
1256 Hilayla 15.104410 33.174320 Settlement Sinnar Hellet 
Moussa
373733
1257 Kalkul 15.095370 33.185710 Settlement Sinnar Kelkol
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1227 White Nile 15.585722 32.490437 River Sinnar Bahr el-
Abyad
380319
1228 Blue Nile 15.612548 32.526324 River Sinnar Astapoys (gr.) Fleuve Bleu 377301
1229 Ras al Khartum* 15.602790 32.529460 Area Sinnar Ras el-
Gartoum
1230 Kuku 15.624480 32.569690 Settlement Sinnar Meryok 371996
1231 Karkuj 15.573050 32.603600 Settlement Sinnar Kolkoul/
Korkot
372811
1232 Umm Dum 15.536980 32.629160 Settlement Sinnar Amdôm 365193
1233 Suba (Ruins) 15.523889 32.680833 Monument Sinnar Sobah 701-
090-050
3466
1234 Suba al Taiyib 15.516667 32.683333 Settlement Sinnar Sauba/Soba 367535
1235 Aylafun, al 15.433600 32.718600 Settlement Sinnar Alifoun El-Eylfun/
Eyfon
379666
1236 Shaykh Idris 15.436750 32.723540 Monument Sinnar Hellet el-
Cheryf
1237 Asaylat 15.366250 32.829690 Area Sinnar El-Hassalat 6991621
1238 Shirak, al 15.368800 32.789900 Settlement Sinnar Chiré/Chiri 366959
1239 Jadid Umran 15.337220 32.822730 Settlement Sinnar Dourmân
1240 Jadid Khalayf 15.339600 32.780400 Settlement Sinnar Guidid
1241 Hirayz, al 15.336480 32.830570 Settlement Sinnar Rodess
1242 Nuba, al 15.291100 32.898100 Settlement Sinnar Nuba An-Noubah 375812
1243 Kutranj 15.276200 32.972150 Settlement Sinnar Katrân 371797
1244 Alti 15.260340 32.983030 Settlement Sinnar Attef/Atteh 379008
1245 Umm Maghat 15.243490 33.035910 Settlement Sinnar Omogad 364862
1246 Takayna, al 15.220790 33.059060 Settlement Sinnar El-Takeyneh 378162
1247 Bashaqra West 15.204670 33.078040 Settlement Sinnar El-Bichâqrah 377602
1248 Bashaqra East 15.227740 33.097400 Settlement Sinnar El-Bichâqrah 377600
1249 Fadl 15.198200 33.093600 Settlement Sinnar Fanqour/
Faqour
375703
1250 Takala 15.175833 33.098889 Settlement Sinnar Tacala/El 
Tacolo
Takalah 366505
1251 Wadi al Id 15.201130 33.153060 Wadi Sinnar El-Lâidi
1252 Wad Rawa 15.161450 33.132950 Settlement Sinnar Adarâo 364071
1253 Wad al Turabi 15.117850 33.139650 Settlement Sinnar Tarâbi 364223
1254 Kasambar 15.109300 33.161670 Settlement Sinnar Kassenber 372768
1255 Wad Ashayb 15.126640 33.160400 Settlement Sinnar Ouâd Cheyb 364162
1256 Hilayla 15.104410 33.174320 Settlement Sinnar Hellet 
Moussa
373733
















1258 Balula 15.121390 33.177480 Settlement Sinnar Belouleh 
Abchemâl
1259 Faraynib* 15.011440 33.249340 Settlement Sinnar Fereynyb
1260 Wad Fayda 14.997260 33.379530 Settlement Sinnar Ouâd-Fâydeh 372768
1261 Kamlin, al 15.076440 33.185960 Settlement Sinnar El-Kâmnyn 379284
1262 Arnik* 15.011680 33.242130 Settlement Sinnar Arnik
1263 Umm Dagarsi 14.971600 33.228600 Settlement Sinnar Om-Deqersy 7026130
1264 Branku 14.977460 33.257690 Settlement Sinnar Barinkô 377207




1266 Hilayla 14.941280 33.237700 Settlement Sinnar El-Hellâlyeh 379406
1267 Abu Ushar 14.921300 33.207300 Settlement Sinnar Abououchou/
Abouaras
Abo Cherâ 380370
1268 Talbab 14.870860 33.202530 Settlement Sinnar At-Telbâb 366485
1269 Karabi 14.780110 33.261620 Settlement Sinnar El-Karadi
1270 Hajj Sulayman, al 14.859550 33.229170 Settlement Sinnar Abqeymân
1271 Halila al Hallawin, al 14.820006 33.206729 Settlement Sinnar El-Hellaoûy 7026183
1272 Qanb al Hallawin 14.829969 33.240418 Settlement Sinnar El-
Helláouyyn
368392
1273 Abu Furu 14.792367 33.285451 Settlement Sinnar Ouâd-
Eddefroue
7026163
1274 Ku, al (2) 14.867200 33.227100 Settlement Sinnar El Cour 7026202
1275 Masallamiyya, al 14.576482 33.336808 Settlement Sinnar Mesallémie El-Massa-
lamyeh
379080
1276 Uk, al 14.836990 33.289070 Settlement Sinnar El-Ok 378981
1277 Junayd 14.796570 33.304760 Settlement Sinnar Qenâouy 6957938
1278 Fuqara 14.651810 33.375430 Settlement Sinnar El-Foqarâ
1279 Arbaji 14.726000 33.352500 Settlement Sinnar Herbagi Herbagi Arbagui 7026157
1280 Rufaa 14.765000 33.362070 Settlement Sinnar Roufâh 367972
1281 Ayraybab 14.698150 33.398680 Settlement Sinnar El-Ereybâb 7026156
1282 Azaza 14.554150 33.401740 Settlement Sinnar El-Azâzeh 7026264
1283 Awaida 14.725500 33.427900 Settlement Sinnar Ouedou 378101
1284 Amara Taha 14.604240 33.369620 Settlement Sinnar Amaqâry 7026268
1285 Wad Sulayman 14.543120 33.369940 Settlement Sinnar Solymen 7026273
1286 Wad al Fadni 14.612290 33.563450 Settlement Sinnar El-Fâdnyeh 364295
1287 Wad Ankawi* 14.549050 33.455070 Settlement Sinnar Ouâd-
Enqâouy
1288 Wad al Shaykh* 14.538870 33.508640 Settlement Sinnar Ouâd/Hellet 
el Cheykh
1289 Tayba 14.486621 33.413391 Settlement Sinnar Tayba Taybah 7026116
1290 Wad al Magdub 14.478650 33.488220 Settlement Sinnar Ouâd el-
Megdoub
7026642
1291 Abu Haraz 14.488220 33.505420 Settlement Sinnar Abou-Ah-râz 380842
1292 Settlement Sinnar Atoubourleh
1293 Karkuj (1) 14.476060 33.404650 Settlement Sinnar Korkol 7026117
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1258 Balula 15.121390 33.177480 Settlement Sinnar Belouleh 
Abchemâl
1259 Faraynib* 15.011440 33.249340 Settlement Sinnar Fereynyb
1260 Wad Fayda 14.997260 33.379530 Settlement Sinnar Ouâd-Fâydeh 372768
1261 Kamlin, al 15.076440 33.185960 Settlement Sinnar El-Kâmnyn 379284
1262 Arnik* 15.011680 33.242130 Settlement Sinnar Arnik
1263 Umm Dagarsi 14.971600 33.228600 Settlement Sinnar Om-Deqersy 7026130
1264 Branku 14.977460 33.257690 Settlement Sinnar Barinkô 377207




1266 Hilayla 14.941280 33.237700 Settlement Sinnar El-Hellâlyeh 379406
1267 Abu Ushar 14.921300 33.207300 Settlement Sinnar Abououchou/
Abouaras
Abo Cherâ 380370
1268 Talbab 14.870860 33.202530 Settlement Sinnar At-Telbâb 366485
1269 Karabi 14.780110 33.261620 Settlement Sinnar El-Karadi
1270 Hajj Sulayman, al 14.859550 33.229170 Settlement Sinnar Abqeymân
1271 Halila al Hallawin, al 14.820006 33.206729 Settlement Sinnar El-Hellaoûy 7026183
1272 Qanb al Hallawin 14.829969 33.240418 Settlement Sinnar El-
Helláouyyn
368392
1273 Abu Furu 14.792367 33.285451 Settlement Sinnar Ouâd-
Eddefroue
7026163
1274 Ku, al (2) 14.867200 33.227100 Settlement Sinnar El Cour 7026202
1275 Masallamiyya, al 14.576482 33.336808 Settlement Sinnar Mesallémie El-Massa-
lamyeh
379080
1276 Uk, al 14.836990 33.289070 Settlement Sinnar El-Ok 378981
1277 Junayd 14.796570 33.304760 Settlement Sinnar Qenâouy 6957938
1278 Fuqara 14.651810 33.375430 Settlement Sinnar El-Foqarâ
1279 Arbaji 14.726000 33.352500 Settlement Sinnar Herbagi Herbagi Arbagui 7026157
1280 Rufaa 14.765000 33.362070 Settlement Sinnar Roufâh 367972
1281 Ayraybab 14.698150 33.398680 Settlement Sinnar El-Ereybâb 7026156
1282 Azaza 14.554150 33.401740 Settlement Sinnar El-Azâzeh 7026264
1283 Awaida 14.725500 33.427900 Settlement Sinnar Ouedou 378101
1284 Amara Taha 14.604240 33.369620 Settlement Sinnar Amaqâry 7026268
1285 Wad Sulayman 14.543120 33.369940 Settlement Sinnar Solymen 7026273
1286 Wad al Fadni 14.612290 33.563450 Settlement Sinnar El-Fâdnyeh 364295
1287 Wad Ankawi* 14.549050 33.455070 Settlement Sinnar Ouâd-
Enqâouy
1288 Wad al Shaykh* 14.538870 33.508640 Settlement Sinnar Ouâd/Hellet 
el Cheykh
1289 Tayba 14.486621 33.413391 Settlement Sinnar Tayba Taybah 7026116
1290 Wad al Magdub 14.478650 33.488220 Settlement Sinnar Ouâd el-
Megdoub
7026642
1291 Abu Haraz 14.488220 33.505420 Settlement Sinnar Abou-Ah-râz 380842
1292 Settlement Sinnar Atoubourleh
















1294 Settlement Sinnar Aqadeh
1295 Hillat Yaqub* 14.463740 33.517900 Settlement Sinnar Hellet 
Yaqoub
1296 Masurin 14.467540 33.586860 Settlement Sinnar Massour 370355
1297 Hantub 14.414760 33.523870 Settlement Sinnar Hantoub 374096
1298 Rahad 14.470611 33.516814 River Sinnar Rahad 329742
1299 Settlement Sinnar Attrah
1300 Marangan 14.377940 33.543510 Settlement Sinnar Marindjân/
Marindjâl
370488
1301 Marangan Island* 14.393160 33.569420 Island Sinnar I. Marindjân
1302 Wad Madani 14.396960 33.519630 Settlement Sinnar Ouâd 
Modeyn
364103
1303 Rawashda 14.425870 33.624560 Settlement Sinnar Er-
Raouâchidah
368135
1304 Tum, al 14.457050 33.598010 Settlement Sinnar At-Tomát 378172
1305 Khawr al Galayla 14.393160 33.660210 Khawr Sinnar Kord-Keyleh
1306 Jazirat al Fil 14.425870 33.551520 Settlement Sinnar Zenâfyl 373368
1307 Umm Sunt (1) 14.314940 33.536910 Settlement Sinnar Omsonteh 364683
1308 Ghusbiya 14.318590 33.640420 Settlement Sinnar Qasbeyeh 374868
1309 Shabariqa 14.257550 33.649380 Settlement Sinnar Ach-
Chabârqah
367393
1310 Hamad 14.289250 33.692180 Settlement Sinnar Homdok 374254
1311 Gibr 14.245720 33.698310 Settlement Sinnar Guebeyr 374840
1312 Kuki 14.177040 33.659510 Forest Sinnar Kok/el-Kokis
1313 Hasharu 14.327720 33.576810 Settlement Sinnar Hachero
1314 Kab, al 14.297440 33.606020 Forest Sinnar El-Kâb
1315 Qannib 14.267140 33.606020 Settlement Sinnar Qaneb 368393
1316 Haraz, al 14.218750 33.600510 Settlement Sinnar Rossâs
1317 Qusaiyira, al 14.185530 33.640890 Settlement Sinnar El-Gesseyreh 379015
1318 Dulayba, al 14.172320 33.644900 Settlement Sinnar Ad-Deleybah
1319 Hugayr Qassuma 14.154350 33.640500 Settlement Sinnar El-Hagueyr 373741
1320 Hillat al Abbas 14.310606 33.578248 Settlement Sinnar Ouâd el-
Abbas
1321 Settlement Sinnar El-
Qreyqreyb
1322 Settlement Sinnar El-Atchân
1323 Settlement Sinnar Kouettâlib
1324 Settlement Sinnar El-Qoubeh
1325 Settlement Sinnar El-Kouel
1326 Mahrib 13.989570 33.698230 Settlement Sinnar Marâby
1327 Ruhaymab 14.141840 33.697887 Settlement Sinnar Tabohalimé 367966
1328 Wad al Said 14.086068 33.442225 Settlement Sinnar Ouadée 
l'Assat
364229
1329 Settlement Sinnar Guerri
1330 Suntabar 13.884097 33.616140 Settlement Sinnar Setté el Bêtte Sentobâr/
Sentobâl
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1294 Settlement Sinnar Aqadeh
1295 Hillat Yaqub* 14.463740 33.517900 Settlement Sinnar Hellet 
Yaqoub
1296 Masurin 14.467540 33.586860 Settlement Sinnar Massour 370355
1297 Hantub 14.414760 33.523870 Settlement Sinnar Hantoub 374096
1298 Rahad 14.470611 33.516814 River Sinnar Rahad 329742
1299 Settlement Sinnar Attrah
1300 Marangan 14.377940 33.543510 Settlement Sinnar Marindjân/
Marindjâl
370488
1301 Marangan Island* 14.393160 33.569420 Island Sinnar I. Marindjân
1302 Wad Madani 14.396960 33.519630 Settlement Sinnar Ouâd 
Modeyn
364103
1303 Rawashda 14.425870 33.624560 Settlement Sinnar Er-
Raouâchidah
368135
1304 Tum, al 14.457050 33.598010 Settlement Sinnar At-Tomát 378172
1305 Khawr al Galayla 14.393160 33.660210 Khawr Sinnar Kord-Keyleh
1306 Jazirat al Fil 14.425870 33.551520 Settlement Sinnar Zenâfyl 373368
1307 Umm Sunt (1) 14.314940 33.536910 Settlement Sinnar Omsonteh 364683
1308 Ghusbiya 14.318590 33.640420 Settlement Sinnar Qasbeyeh 374868
1309 Shabariqa 14.257550 33.649380 Settlement Sinnar Ach-
Chabârqah
367393
1310 Hamad 14.289250 33.692180 Settlement Sinnar Homdok 374254
1311 Gibr 14.245720 33.698310 Settlement Sinnar Guebeyr 374840
1312 Kuki 14.177040 33.659510 Forest Sinnar Kok/el-Kokis
1313 Hasharu 14.327720 33.576810 Settlement Sinnar Hachero
1314 Kab, al 14.297440 33.606020 Forest Sinnar El-Kâb
1315 Qannib 14.267140 33.606020 Settlement Sinnar Qaneb 368393
1316 Haraz, al 14.218750 33.600510 Settlement Sinnar Rossâs
1317 Qusaiyira, al 14.185530 33.640890 Settlement Sinnar El-Gesseyreh 379015
1318 Dulayba, al 14.172320 33.644900 Settlement Sinnar Ad-Deleybah
1319 Hugayr Qassuma 14.154350 33.640500 Settlement Sinnar El-Hagueyr 373741
1320 Hillat al Abbas 14.310606 33.578248 Settlement Sinnar Ouâd el-
Abbas
1321 Settlement Sinnar El-
Qreyqreyb
1322 Settlement Sinnar El-Atchân
1323 Settlement Sinnar Kouettâlib
1324 Settlement Sinnar El-Qoubeh
1325 Settlement Sinnar El-Kouel
1326 Mahrib 13.989570 33.698230 Settlement Sinnar Marâby
1327 Ruhaymab 14.141840 33.697887 Settlement Sinnar Tabohalimé 367966
1328 Wad al Said 14.086068 33.442225 Settlement Sinnar Ouadée 
l'Assat
364229
1329 Settlement Sinnar Guerri

















1331 Dindar (Mouth) 14.102375 33.666041 River Sinnar Dender 376431
1332 Settlement Sinnar Oumgasab
1333 Settlement Sinnar El-
Makasseyr
1334 Masallamiya 14.006870 33.638460 Settlement Sinnar Massalmyeh 369611
1335 Saba Dulayb 14.004280 33.591810 Settlement Sinnar Sâba Doleyb 367871
1336 Dunayqila Shurafa 13.921280 33.610890 Settlement Sinnar Ad-
Deneyqeyleh
1337 Fadl al Mula 13.835602 33.539529 Settlement Sinnar Mouna Mouna
1338 Hajj Abdullah 13.960300 13.960300 Settlement Sinnar Beny-
Abdallah
1339 Barsi al Fadl 13.837250 33.606420 Settlement Sinnar El-Bersi 377622
1340 Settlement Sinnar El-Qeladyn
1341 Settlement Sinnar El-Berqi/
Berqid
1342 Assar 13.777310 33.639400 Settlement Sinnar Ach-
Chinbâteh 
Açâr
1343 Wad al Abbas 13.765100 33.643170 Settlement Sinnar Ouâdy el-
Abâs
364313
1344 Settlement Sinnar Hellet Mouça
1345 Settlement Sinnar Hellet Hâdj/
Hây
1346 Settlement Sinnar El-Cherafah
1347 Settlement Sinnar Ouâdy el-
Faqyreh
1348 Settlement Sinnar Ad-
Debeybah
1349 Taiyiba Qundal 13.761670 33.589450 Settlement Sinnar Qondâl/
Taybah
1350 Wad Tarraf 13.691330 33.650870 Settlement Sinnar At-Tarfâyeh
1351 Settlement Sinnar Ouâd 
Abzeynab
1352 Settlement Sinnar Bêlhoye
1353 Settlement Sinnar El-Melâhah
1354 Shamabata 13.706958 33.652928 Settlement Sinnar Rasboche 367325
1355 Wad Sulayman 13.707220 33.434007 Settlement Sinnar Abou 
Soliman
1356 Sali, al 13.690410 33.555680 Settlement Sinnar Es-Sâli
1357 Settlement Sinnar Dadoul
1358 Wad al Bukhari 13.667970 33.518770 Settlement Sinnar El-Bouqrah
1359 Settlement Sinnar Belbot/
Bagbog
1360 Sinnar (Old Sinnar) 13.570024 33.564388 Settlement Sinnar Sennar Sennar Sennâr 701-
090-060
367644
1361 Rayba 13.572720 33.533690 Settlement Sinnar Greba 368109
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1331 Dindar (Mouth) 14.102375 33.666041 River Sinnar Dender 376431
1332 Settlement Sinnar Oumgasab
1333 Settlement Sinnar El-
Makasseyr
1334 Masallamiya 14.006870 33.638460 Settlement Sinnar Massalmyeh 369611
1335 Saba Dulayb 14.004280 33.591810 Settlement Sinnar Sâba Doleyb 367871
1336 Dunayqila Shurafa 13.921280 33.610890 Settlement Sinnar Ad-
Deneyqeyleh
1337 Fadl al Mula 13.835602 33.539529 Settlement Sinnar Mouna Mouna
1338 Hajj Abdullah 13.960300 13.960300 Settlement Sinnar Beny-
Abdallah
1339 Barsi al Fadl 13.837250 33.606420 Settlement Sinnar El-Bersi 377622
1340 Settlement Sinnar El-Qeladyn
1341 Settlement Sinnar El-Berqi/
Berqid
1342 Assar 13.777310 33.639400 Settlement Sinnar Ach-
Chinbâteh 
Açâr
1343 Wad al Abbas 13.765100 33.643170 Settlement Sinnar Ouâdy el-
Abâs
364313
1344 Settlement Sinnar Hellet Mouça
1345 Settlement Sinnar Hellet Hâdj/
Hây
1346 Settlement Sinnar El-Cherafah
1347 Settlement Sinnar Ouâdy el-
Faqyreh
1348 Settlement Sinnar Ad-
Debeybah
1349 Taiyiba Qundal 13.761670 33.589450 Settlement Sinnar Qondâl/
Taybah
1350 Wad Tarraf 13.691330 33.650870 Settlement Sinnar At-Tarfâyeh
1351 Settlement Sinnar Ouâd 
Abzeynab
1352 Settlement Sinnar Bêlhoye
1353 Settlement Sinnar El-Melâhah
1354 Shamabata 13.706958 33.652928 Settlement Sinnar Rasboche 367325
1355 Wad Sulayman 13.707220 33.434007 Settlement Sinnar Abou 
Soliman
1356 Sali, al 13.690410 33.555680 Settlement Sinnar Es-Sâli
1357 Settlement Sinnar Dadoul
1358 Wad al Bukhari 13.667970 33.518770 Settlement Sinnar El-Bouqrah
1359 Settlement Sinnar Belbot/
Bagbog
1360 Sinnar (Old Sinnar) 13.570024 33.564388 Settlement Sinnar Sennar Sennar Sennâr 701-
090-060
367644
















1362 Jabal Muya 13.458480 33.300590 Mountain Sinnar Djebel Mouyl 373463
1363 Hamad Tut 13.570580 33.436690 Settlement Sinnar Amatot
1364 Jabal Mandayl 13.567980 33.234930 Mountain Sinnar Mandel
1365 Jabal Salak 13.557670 33.205630 Mountain Sinnar Djebel Salak































1390 Kassab al Gaaliyin 13.518250 33.686190 Settlement Sinnar Kassâb
1391 Sharafat 13.553460 33.665000 Settlement Sinnar








1397 Huda 13.383920 33.697130 Settlement Sinnar Hedâ
1398 As-Saqây
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1362 Jabal Muya 13.458480 33.300590 Mountain Sinnar Djebel Mouyl 373463
1363 Hamad Tut 13.570580 33.436690 Settlement Sinnar Amatot
1364 Jabal Mandayl 13.567980 33.234930 Mountain Sinnar Mandel
1365 Jabal Salak 13.557670 33.205630 Mountain Sinnar Djebel Salak































1390 Kassab al Gaaliyin 13.518250 33.686190 Settlement Sinnar Kassâb
1391 Sharafat 13.553460 33.665000 Settlement Sinnar































1402 Sidra, al 13.278370 33.905590 Settlement Sinnar As-Sedrah
1403 Raraba, al 13.272526 33.727037 Settlement Sinnar Village Raraba Ar-Rârâbah 378484
1404 Abdin 13.328681 33.710307 Settlement Sinnar Village Abda 381091
1405 Umm Sunt (2) 12.943760 34.016510 Settlement Sinnar Oumsount 7029310
1406 Tarayra Ibrahim 13.313336 33.862144 Settlement Sinnar
1407 Babikr 13.278314 33.857831 Settlement Sinnar Dorla
1408 Sayru 12.899300 34.006300 Settlement Sinnar Siroue/Sirvi Servi Seyrrou 7029359
1409 Karkuj (2) 12.932220 34.023780 Settlement Sinnar Village Karkod
1410 Duntai 12.899570 34.022540 Settlement Sinnar Doutây 376290
1411 Dubayba 12.875620 34.015270 Settlement Sinnar Ad-
Debeybah
7029358
1412 Zumurka Jadid 12.864330 34.054050 Settlement Sinnar Zoumourka 7029355
1413 Wad Buhayga Kafi 12.809200 34.104720 Settlement Sinnar Ouâd 
Behyhah
1414 Abu Tiqa 12.757370 34.155850 Settlement Sinnar Abtyqah 380418
1415 Banat 12.811697 34.078901 Settlement Sinnar Bentaille 7029364
1416 Rumayla, al 12.699507 34.128951 Settlement Fazogli Rumela Ad-
Darameyleh
1417 Ruqayba, al 12.619850 34.137930 Settlement Fazogli Er-Reqeybeh
1418 Ouâd el-Asâl
1419 El-Hedeybah
1420 Hugayrat 12.595280 34.188840 Settlement Fazogli El-Kereybah 7029381
1421 Gas* 12.613306 34.144684 Settlement Fazogli Ghess
1422 Zays* 12.583118 34.156426 Settlement Fazogli Zeis El-E'zeyz
1423 Ghati 12.544090 34.179880 Settlement Fazogli Ouâd Qâti





1427 Jalqani 12.451030 34.189610 Settlement Fazogli Quelqane 375192
1428 Farhana 12.460980 34.234870 Settlement Fazogli Ferhânneh
1429 Subaygh 12.469730 34.209690 Settlement Fazogli Es-Sebeyq
1430 Maya Ahmar 12.446050 34.255570 Settlement Fazogli Ahmar
1431 El-Guezâyr
1432 Umdurman 12.407280 34.323860 Settlement Fazogli Omdourmân 365138
1433 Ahmar Muqi 12.409240 34.276270 Settlement Fazogli Moug 379917
1434 Abu Surra 12.381480 34.342700 Settlement Fazogli Abo 7033692
1435 Ad-Deguiab
1436 Tawla 12.301340 34.343470 Settlement Fazogli Taoula/
Aouloû
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1402 Sidra, al 13.278370 33.905590 Settlement Sinnar As-Sedrah
1403 Raraba, al 13.272526 33.727037 Settlement Sinnar Village Raraba Ar-Rârâbah 378484
1404 Abdin 13.328681 33.710307 Settlement Sinnar Village Abda 381091
1405 Umm Sunt (2) 12.943760 34.016510 Settlement Sinnar Oumsount 7029310
1406 Tarayra Ibrahim 13.313336 33.862144 Settlement Sinnar
1407 Babikr 13.278314 33.857831 Settlement Sinnar Dorla
1408 Sayru 12.899300 34.006300 Settlement Sinnar Siroue/Sirvi Servi Seyrrou 7029359
1409 Karkuj (2) 12.932220 34.023780 Settlement Sinnar Village Karkod
1410 Duntai 12.899570 34.022540 Settlement Sinnar Doutây 376290
1411 Dubayba 12.875620 34.015270 Settlement Sinnar Ad-
Debeybah
7029358
1412 Zumurka Jadid 12.864330 34.054050 Settlement Sinnar Zoumourka 7029355
1413 Wad Buhayga Kafi 12.809200 34.104720 Settlement Sinnar Ouâd 
Behyhah
1414 Abu Tiqa 12.757370 34.155850 Settlement Sinnar Abtyqah 380418
1415 Banat 12.811697 34.078901 Settlement Sinnar Bentaille 7029364
1416 Rumayla, al 12.699507 34.128951 Settlement Fazogli Rumela Ad-
Darameyleh
1417 Ruqayba, al 12.619850 34.137930 Settlement Fazogli Er-Reqeybeh
1418 Ouâd el-Asâl
1419 El-Hedeybah
1420 Hugayrat 12.595280 34.188840 Settlement Fazogli El-Kereybah 7029381
1421 Gas* 12.613306 34.144684 Settlement Fazogli Ghess
1422 Zays* 12.583118 34.156426 Settlement Fazogli Zeis El-E'zeyz
1423 Ghati 12.544090 34.179880 Settlement Fazogli Ouâd Qâti





1427 Jalqani 12.451030 34.189610 Settlement Fazogli Quelqane 375192
1428 Farhana 12.460980 34.234870 Settlement Fazogli Ferhânneh
1429 Subaygh 12.469730 34.209690 Settlement Fazogli Es-Sebeyq
1430 Maya Ahmar 12.446050 34.255570 Settlement Fazogli Ahmar
1431 El-Guezâyr
1432 Umdurman 12.407280 34.323860 Settlement Fazogli Omdourmân 365138
1433 Ahmar Muqi 12.409240 34.276270 Settlement Fazogli Moug 379917
1434 Abu Surra 12.381480 34.342700 Settlement Fazogli Abo 7033692
1435 Ad-Deguiab




















1438 Siragiya 12.155800 34.303310 Settlement Fazogli Serreygo 7033686
1439 Ad-Dereba
1440 Qarabin, al 12.117100 33.814500 Settlement Fazogli Garaben El-Qerebyn 7029578
1441 El-Mougol
1442 Jarif, al 12.058220 34.323390 Settlement Fazogli Ad-Guerf 379516
1443 Abu Kuk 12.147490 34.297130 Settlement Fazogli El-Kouk 380723
1444 Mangangani 11.969070 34.370660 Settlement Fazogli Maqanqani 370597
1445 Abou Mayâs
1446 Rusayris, al 11.868410 34.385650 Settlement Fazogli Er-Rosseyres 368791
1447 El-Mogout
1448 Jabal Agadi 11.800220 34.076370 Mountain Fazogli El-Aqâdy 7033516
1449 Faqyr 
Mahaguer
1450 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Allabaeyt
1451 Mountain Fazogli El-Qerr
1452 Jabal Abila 11.429790 34.577670 Mountain Fazogli Djebel Abgar
1453 Mountain Fazogli Djebel Ianak
1454 Mountain Fazogli Djebel Vigo
1455 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Benychoko
1456 Jabal Baqis 11.601590 34.195320 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Baguis
7033553
1457 Jabal Kilqu 11.563610 34.151610 Mountain Fazogli Kilgou 7033555
1458 Jabal Burqu 11.576780 34.181580 Mountain Fazogli Bourgou 7033554
1459 Fazogli Matbar
1460 Jabal Gabanit 11.495040 34.031030 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Maganit
1461 Jabal Gulu 11.443030 34.058450 Mountain Fazogli Oyo
1462 Ingissana Hills 11.462940 34.011640 Mountain Fazogli Gassi 373535
1463 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Djanak
1464 Jabal Bunuk 11.372160 34.054750 Mountain Fazogli Djebel Bonak
1465 Jabal Qarqada 11.670440 34.287400 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Gargadah
375102
1466 Settlement Fazogli Abgaloleh
1467 Khawr Fazogli Khawr 
Sodahab
1468 Jabal al Garri 11.809890 34.658160 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Guerri
374948
1469 Khawr al Masilla 11.421000 34.643940 Khawr Fazogli Khawr el-
Messeyl
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1438 Siragiya 12.155800 34.303310 Settlement Fazogli Serreygo 7033686
1439 Ad-Dereba
1440 Qarabin, al 12.117100 33.814500 Settlement Fazogli Garaben El-Qerebyn 7029578
1441 El-Mougol
1442 Jarif, al 12.058220 34.323390 Settlement Fazogli Ad-Guerf 379516
1443 Abu Kuk 12.147490 34.297130 Settlement Fazogli El-Kouk 380723
1444 Mangangani 11.969070 34.370660 Settlement Fazogli Maqanqani 370597
1445 Abou Mayâs
1446 Rusayris, al 11.868410 34.385650 Settlement Fazogli Er-Rosseyres 368791
1447 El-Mogout
1448 Jabal Agadi 11.800220 34.076370 Mountain Fazogli El-Aqâdy 7033516
1449 Faqyr 
Mahaguer
1450 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Allabaeyt
1451 Mountain Fazogli El-Qerr
1452 Jabal Abila 11.429790 34.577670 Mountain Fazogli Djebel Abgar
1453 Mountain Fazogli Djebel Ianak
1454 Mountain Fazogli Djebel Vigo
1455 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Benychoko
1456 Jabal Baqis 11.601590 34.195320 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Baguis
7033553
1457 Jabal Kilqu 11.563610 34.151610 Mountain Fazogli Kilgou 7033555
1458 Jabal Burqu 11.576780 34.181580 Mountain Fazogli Bourgou 7033554
1459 Fazogli Matbar
1460 Jabal Gabanit 11.495040 34.031030 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Maganit
1461 Jabal Gulu 11.443030 34.058450 Mountain Fazogli Oyo
1462 Ingissana Hills 11.462940 34.011640 Mountain Fazogli Gassi 373535
1463 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Djanak
1464 Jabal Bunuk 11.372160 34.054750 Mountain Fazogli Djebel Bonak
1465 Jabal Qarqada 11.670440 34.287400 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Gargadah
375102
1466 Settlement Fazogli Abgaloleh
1467 Khawr Fazogli Khawr 
Sodahab
1468 Jabal al Garri 11.809890 34.658160 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Guerri
374948

















1470 Khawr al Gana 11.405860 34.673300 Khawr Fazogli Khawr el-
Gana
375159
1471 Fazogli 11.292110 34.758880 Settlement Fazogli Fazogl 375408
1472 Famaka 11.297490 34.737870 Settlement Fazogli Famakah 375584
1473 Khawr Mugi 11.281580 34.788150 Khawr Fazogli Tourmoga
1474 Settlement Fazogli Marah
1475 Adassi 11.282950 34.786460 Settlement Fazogli Adassi 380197
1476 Settlement Fazogli Yara
1477 Khawr Baba 11.171420 34.670130 Khawr Fazogli Khawr Baba 377965
1478 Tumat 11.325910 34.712360 River Fazogli Toumat 365633
1479 Jabal Agaru 11.033830 34.744260 Mountain Fazogli Djebel Aqarô 380020
1480 Jabal Sidu 10.913270 34.659760 Mountain Fazogli Djebel Soudé 367484
1481 Jabal Kashangaru 10.906440 34.603220 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Khachinkarô
333576
1482 Jabal Farbau 10.865900 34.741130 Mountain Fazogli Fâbaô
1483 Jabal Fagiras 10.825080 34.825950 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Fârogne
1484 Jabal Qayssan 10.756040 34.761530 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Qassân
329779
1485 Jabal Fadung 10.813100 34.843250 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Fâkoumkom
1486 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Fadouah
1487 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Fâbour
1488 Settlement Fazogli Abqoulgui
1489 Khawr Fazogli Khawr Dys
1490 Khawr Fazogli Khawr 
Ramleh
1491 Jabal Ubi 10.611820 34.618090 Mountain Fazogli Djebel Obéh 327005
1492 Khawr Fazogli Khawr 
Abqoulgui
1493 Settlement Fazogli Ouâled 
Toumat
1494 Mountain Fazogli Djebel Mafis
1495 Jabal Singi 10.530750 34.613550 Mountain Fazogli Singué
1496 Ghabaysh 10.560820 34.612620 Settlement Fazogli Djebel 
Qabeych
1497 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Fâlogoun
1498 Sirikuli 10.571140 34.742850 Khawr Fazogli Khawr 
Serqoli
1499 Fil* 12.572606 34.160982 Rocks Fazogli Fill
1500 Hasihaysa (2) 12.512133 34.100050 Settlement Fazogli Hossaneta
1501 Warkat 12.120046 33.769401 Settlement Fazogli Verkal Ouerkat 7029577
1502 Jabal San 11.899600 33.603800 Mountain Fazogli 7039737
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1470 Khawr al Gana 11.405860 34.673300 Khawr Fazogli Khawr el-
Gana
375159
1471 Fazogli 11.292110 34.758880 Settlement Fazogli Fazogl 375408
1472 Famaka 11.297490 34.737870 Settlement Fazogli Famakah 375584
1473 Khawr Mugi 11.281580 34.788150 Khawr Fazogli Tourmoga
1474 Settlement Fazogli Marah
1475 Adassi 11.282950 34.786460 Settlement Fazogli Adassi 380197
1476 Settlement Fazogli Yara
1477 Khawr Baba 11.171420 34.670130 Khawr Fazogli Khawr Baba 377965
1478 Tumat 11.325910 34.712360 River Fazogli Toumat 365633
1479 Jabal Agaru 11.033830 34.744260 Mountain Fazogli Djebel Aqarô 380020
1480 Jabal Sidu 10.913270 34.659760 Mountain Fazogli Djebel Soudé 367484
1481 Jabal Kashangaru 10.906440 34.603220 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Khachinkarô
333576
1482 Jabal Farbau 10.865900 34.741130 Mountain Fazogli Fâbaô
1483 Jabal Fagiras 10.825080 34.825950 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Fârogne
1484 Jabal Qayssan 10.756040 34.761530 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Qassân
329779
1485 Jabal Fadung 10.813100 34.843250 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Fâkoumkom
1486 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Fadouah
1487 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Fâbour
1488 Settlement Fazogli Abqoulgui
1489 Khawr Fazogli Khawr Dys
1490 Khawr Fazogli Khawr 
Ramleh
1491 Jabal Ubi 10.611820 34.618090 Mountain Fazogli Djebel Obéh 327005
1492 Khawr Fazogli Khawr 
Abqoulgui
1493 Settlement Fazogli Ouâled 
Toumat
1494 Mountain Fazogli Djebel Mafis
1495 Jabal Singi 10.530750 34.613550 Mountain Fazogli Singué
1496 Ghabaysh 10.560820 34.612620 Settlement Fazogli Djebel 
Qabeych
1497 Mountain Fazogli Djebel 
Fâlogoun
1498 Sirikuli 10.571140 34.742850 Khawr Fazogli Khawr 
Serqoli
1499 Fil* 12.572606 34.160982 Rocks Fazogli Fill
1500 Hasihaysa (2) 12.512133 34.100050 Settlement Fazogli Hossaneta
1501 Warkat 12.120046 33.769401 Settlement Fazogli Verkal Ouerkat 7029577
















1503 San* 11.906232 33.606908 Settlement Fazogli Sen
1504 Saraywa 12.080700 34.304800 Settlement Fazogli Sirvie 366635
1505 Rank 11.829839 32.799964 Mountain 378487
1506 Tabi Hills 11.327720 33.972460 Mountain Fazogli Djebel Tâby/
Gabanit
366570
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1503 San* 11.906232 33.606908 Settlement Fazogli Sen
1504 Saraywa 12.080700 34.304800 Settlement Fazogli Sirvie 366635
1505 Rank 11.829839 32.799964 Mountain 378487
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